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Police nab
five teens
in murders
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Racers set for
1-AA playoff
battle vs. WIU
Page 10A

MURRAY. Ky.(AP) — Calloway County Sheriff Stan Scott
doesn't often deal with vampire
cults or multi-state manhunts.
Scott had his detective skills
put to the test when he learned
that four Kentucky teen-agers, including three from his county,
were suspected in the fatal bludgeoning of a couple in north
Florida.

LOCAL

Macomb. Illinois Mayor Tom
Carper has issued a challenge
to Murray Mayor Bill Cherry.
-_ Carper will deliver a Western
Illinois sweatshirt and ball cap to
Cherry. The Illinois mayor will
challenge the Murray mayor to
wear the shin and cap at the
next meeting of the Murray City
Council, should the Leathernecks defeat the Racers in Saturday's opening round game of
the NCAA Division I-AA playoffs
as Roy Stewart Stadium.
Carpei would in turn be willing
to wear a Murray shirt if the Racers defeat Western Illinois.

®Copyright Ledger & Times
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
At least one adult may be part
of what's known locally as the
Vampire Clan of which four teenagers have been charged in the
bludgeoning deaths of a Florida
couple.
The group came to light a

Three local law enforcement
officers were among 45 who recently graduated from the
state's Department of Criminal
Justice training course at Eastern Kentucky University in
Richmond.
Officers Douglas L. Chaney
Jr. and Justin W. Jones of the
Murray Police Department and
Deputy Sheriff Michael E. Boyd
of the Calloway County Sheriff's Department underwent the
10-week course which involved
400 hours of recruit-level-training.
Start the holidays
on a high note!

s

,

Nov. 29
26 shopping
days to Christmas

mcnt at the shelter. Scott was
afraid he would take it a step
further.
One month later the boy and
three other *estern Kentucky
teens were wanted for murder.
"I had a feeling something like
liappcii,- Scott said
the day after Naomi Ruth and Ri-
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Quake rattles
New Madrid fault
and left inmates without hot waBLYTHEVILLE, Ark.(AP) —
ter for a while.'
Residents along the New Madrid
The quake woke up Dorothe
Fault were shaken by an estiWilliams of Martin, and she said
mated 4.3 magnitude earthquake
shortly before midnight. Authori- she heard a strange roar or
ties reported no injuries and no rumble as her home shook.
damages immediately following
"Everything in the house was
the tremor.
The earthquake awoke people shaking, and it felt like somebody
was trying to pull the covers off
in Arkansas. Missouri and Tenbed," she said.
my
buildings
nessee, who reported
A scientist for the U.S. Geoand furniture shaking. The quake
logical Survey's National Earthalso was felt in Kentucky and
Information Center said
quake
Illinois.
In Tennessee, residents in at the temblor struck at 11:41 p.m.
least six counties reported feeling Thursday with an apparent epithe quake, which damaged water center at Blytheville.
pipes at the Northwest Correctional Institute in Lake County • See Page 2
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In an interview to a local television station Wednesday, the
boy's mother, Sondra Gibson, 33,
said she was worried about him

The Murray State Racers meet
the LeatherneCks from Western
Illinois in the first round of the
NCAA Division I-AA playoffs
tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. in Roy
Stewart Stadium. Top photo,
'unior tailback Anthony Downs
gears up for practict by having
trainer Sam Natividad tape his
ankle earlier this week. He and
the other Racers will be seeking
their first-ever playoff win
after finishing the season 101 and Ohio Valley
Conference champions for
the second straight year.
Right, coaches and players
watch linemen practice their
blocking techniques. Call
762-4895 for ticket information.
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way girl faces an accessory to
murder after the fact.

Two Calloway County teenagers, a Graves County youth and
the couple's 15-year-old
daughter, have been arrested on
murder warrants. A third Cello-
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chard lames Wendorf were found
beaten to death in the couple's
home in Eustis, Fla.

II 1

By JIM MAHANES
least 10 reports since Wednesday
Staff Writer
from residents of the area who
The search for four western
say they have seen the group in
Kentucky teens wanted in conCalloway County.
nection to the murders of a FlorScott said all reports of sightida couple Monday put residents
ings were taken seriously by offiin Murray and Calloway County
cials and residents alike.
The reported sightings led to
on edge and officials busy running down possible sightings. the arrest of the father of Dana
Cooper, 19, one of the teens
The incident has led to at least
one adult being charged with
wanted in the Florida murders,
wanton endangerment.
after he fired several gunshots at
Since Tuesday morning, Calloa carload of teens that pulled into
way County Sheriff Stan Scott
a neighbor's driveway by acciand Murray Police detectives
dent Thursday night.
have been swamped by local,
According to Scott„..Ortha
area and national media personCooper, 62, was arrested at 10:41
nel seeking information on the
p.m. after he fired six shots from
juveniles wanted in the murder. a .357 magnum, three of which
"I've talked with CNN, several
hit the vehicle.
Florida newspapers, Australian
media...There is a lot of interest
"As I was talking with Baton
in this case," Scott said Friday Rogue authorities, we received a
following the arrest of the teens call of shots being fired in an
at a Howard Johhson Hotel in area near Van Cleave Road. ApBaton Rouge, La.
Along with the media, Scott
•See Page
said his office has received at

Tonight...Occasional rain.
Low in the upper 40s. Southeast
wind 10 to 15 mph becoming
south. Chance of rain 80
percent.
Saturday...Cloudy with more
rain likely. A thunderstorm is
also possible. High around 55.
Chance of rain 70 percent.

Sports

month ago when Calloway
County Sheriff Stan Scott
charged the clan's leader, a
16-year-old male, with the breakin and mutilation of animals at
the county animal shelter.
At that time, Scott said he had
a keling Uit. youth was
tied with his alleged accomplish-

Edgy nerves
lead to arrest
of Calloway man

WEATHER

1
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Mother may have links to local cult

Three officers
graduate from
training course
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"1 figured that sooner or later
these kids would probably try to
contact their relatives," Scott
said. And he was right.
On Thanksgiving Day,
16-year-old Charity Keesee
called her mother, who lives in
South Dakota.
"They'd run out of money.”
Scott said about the teen-agers,

And in a piece of work straight
out of a crime thriller, Scott,
working with Florida investigators — and the mother of one of
the teens on the lam — located
the group. The four teens and the
slain couple's own teen-age

BERNARD KANE/Ledger 8 Times photo

PHOTO FIRE: A fire struck Snap Shot Photo on 12th Street early Friday morning that totaled the
business. The August Moon restaurant next door received minor damage. Murray firefighters responded to
the two-alarm fire with four vehicles and 20 personnel at 2:11 a.m. to find the business completely engulfed. They remained for almost five hours. In this scene, firefighters survey the damage as they look for
a probable cause, which is under investigation.

Illinois mayor
issues challenge

daughter were arrested in Baton
Rouge, La., Thursday night.
Police said they believed the
group to be involved in a bizarre
blood-drinking cult.
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FROM PAGE 1
who allegedly had been running
since the Monday night killings
of Richard Wendorf, 49, and his
wife, Naomi Ruth Wendorf, 53,
in Eustis, Fla.
Investigators had contacted the
parents of the teen-agers and
asked them to alert police if any
of the youths called.
Charity's mother called Scott
to say she'd heard from her
daughter, who was expected to
call back. The girl called her
mother several times, and each
time the mother called the Kentucky sheriff.
"One of the things I had the
mother try to get from the kids
were what was in the area, what
she could hear in the background
on the phone," Scott said. #
The girl told her mother that
the group was in Louisiana somewhere, and that they had seen a
navy ship.

"She talked about seeing a
boat, a big battleship," Scott
said. Baton Rouge it where the
U.S.S. Kidd is located, and when
Scott learned that from police in
Louisiana, he alerted Baton
Rouge authorities.
"Buddy, they moved fast.
Within 10 minutes, they were in
custody. All five have been
picked up, along with the Explorer (taken from the Wendorf
home), and no one got hurt,"
Scott said.
When Charity's mother told
Scott that the youths were near a
Howard Johnson's hotel, he told
her to have them go to the hotel,
and have the clerk call the
mother, so she could arrange to
pay for a room for them.
The kids did as the mother instructed and shortly thereafter the
Baton Rouge police showed up.
The Wendorfs' Ford Explorer
was there. The wanted teen-agers
were there, too.

"Believe it or not, they fell for
it," Scou said 44 his trap. "I still
can't believe it."
Scott said no one was injured
in the arrest.
Roderick Ferrell, 16, and Dana
Cooper, 19, both of Murray; and
Scott Anderson, 16, of Mayfield,
were arrested on murder warrants. Charity Keesee was
charged with being an accessory
to murder after the fact.
Also arrested on a murder warrant was 15-year-old Heather
Wendorf, whom investigators originally feared had been abducted
by her parents' killers.
From what authorities and
schoolmates told the Orlando

Sentinel, Ferrell and Miss Wendorf stood out in their rural communities. He sported shoulderlength black hair, wore a black
trench coat, carried a wooden
stick and boasted of immortality
as a vampire. She wore purple
hair, black fishnet stockings and
a dog chain around her neck.
Police in Kentucky said they
were familiar with some area
teens involved in the strange cultlike activities, including some of
the ones arrested Thursday.
The sheriff's office said there
was no evidence of satanic rituals
in the deaths, but they said Miss
Wendorf had told friends she was

Murray, Kentucky

FROM PAGE 1
and sent a warning to all parents
of Calloway County children saying they should watch their
children.
The Ledger has now learned
that Gibson herself is possibly involved with the Vampire Clan
and was recently charged with
trying to coerce _a 14-year-old
boy into having sex with her and
helping her become pan of the
group.

According to court documents,
Gibson allegedly wrote letters to
the boy in question. He is not
part of the murder investigation
in Florida.
"...I dreamed every night of
your return. I longed to be near
you, for your embrace. Yes,
(juvenile's name) to become a
vampire, a part of the family, imortal(sic) ind truely(sic)
your's(sic) forever," the letter
reads.
"I only hope that one day you

OUR ENTIRE
STORE IS ON SALE •Calloway man...

2 HOURS ONLY
111(10/0

FROM PAGE 1
patently a group of six kids
pulled into the driveway to turn
around when Mr. Cooper ran out
of his house and fired six shots at
the car. He hit it three times,"
Scott said.
Cooper told authorities he

thought he recognized Rod Ferrell, another juvenile wanted in
the Florida murders, and his
daughter in the car and got his
gun and went after the car.
"I think he felt like his life was
in danger," -Scott said. "But that
is no excuse for what happened.
Even though I hated to do it, we

TRappn --Dryntolcot Of ...,Uol(tlj lt„novio: ('C(ii,
Pv,:(0(,

Tour of Homes
i sun,Liv. 1),..cnihci- stii. 1(),)()
*-- 1:()() _ 1:()() p.m.

Holiday

OFF it
10% off

will once again return to Murray.
You will then come for me and
cross me over and I will be your
bride for eternity and you can be
my sire."
According to Calloway County
Attorney David Harrington, Gibson was charged with one count
of third-degree criminal solicitation to committ rape and one
count of third-degree criminal
solicitation to commit sodomy on
Nov. 12.
In a sworn affidavit, the boy's

mother said Gibson sent him a
key to her Broad Street
apartment.
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had to arrest him for what he
did...you can't go around shooting at cars like that.„
The night before, Scott alerted
Murray _police that Ferrell was reported seen inside Wal-Mart around 610 p.m.
Murray police and Calloway
authorities surrounded the outside
of the building and notified store
emplo.vees. While the sighting
turned out to be fake. Scott said
it was indicative of how residents
rt.saCted
to the news of the
murders
"1 expected something like that

A

Gibson was served with a warrant and was scheduled to be in
court Oct. 14 but failed to appear.
A court order that was issued
Nov. 12 has her scheduled for
another appearance to answer the
charges Dec. 10.
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Scott estimates the group to
number between 25 and 30
members.

would happen," Scott said. "We
had people calling saying they
were seen in cars, they had been
threatened by (Ferrell) and (because of the nature of the murders) we had to investigate all
reports.
"

With the arrest of the five
juveniles Thursday night, Scott
said he can now breathe a little
easier.
"I'm glad they're in custody
and nobody got hurt," Scott said.
"This case has shook up a lot of
people."

III Quake...

ren Blankenship, who reported
FROM PAGE 1
between 400 and 500 calls within
"I doubt there would be any
the half-hour following the
The Dome of
damage from. a 4.3, but this is a
earthquake.
Bill and Pat Page
preliminary magnitude, so it
Residents in other cities remight change slightly, as we get
ported similar sensations.
more information about it,” said
"This whole jail shook," said
Frank Baldwin, a physical sciMississippi County Sheriff Lt.
ence technician at the earthquake
John Sanders, who likewise reThe Home of
center III Golden, Colo.
ported no damage at the jail in
Joe and Linda Dick
In Kentucky, there were scatLuxor
a.
I -- !My, d I )1 \
tered reports of people feeling the
Arkansas State Police say a
Lik1
quake. But there were no reports
trooper at home in Piggott in
of damage, and many people in
\11/Tr./1 K \
Clay County reported the quake
western sections of the state when his typewr
iter started shakdidn't even notice.
ing while he was using it.
"Our dispatcher ... felt the
People reported feeling the
building and the table shake and quake as
far away as Cape GirarThe 110111C of
A couple of residents called," deau, Mo.,
about 100 miles north
Tim and 'reresa t.arland
said Judy Sullivan of the Carlisle of Blytheville.
In Poplar Bluff,
I SI
County 911 service. "It was Mo., about
70
miles
northwest of
I\
felt."
the apparent epicenter, most callTo residents closer to the epi- ers reported
"feeling a tremPurchase Tickets From:
center, however, the earthquake bling" said
Santa's Attic, Kappa Members, At the door, day of tour.
police
dispatcher Tim
Cost $5.00
felt stronger than the normal New Meyer
.
A Holiday Tour of Homes is sponsored by the Kappa Depart
Madrid tremor.
ment
"Some people at first thought
of the Murray Woman's Club.
"It was just kind of a trem- it might
Proceeds benefit the
have been a sonic
bling, rumbling thing, you could
Murray Fire Department and Calloway County Fire
boom," Meyer said.
and Rescue Squad "Eyes In The Dark"
see the building move," said
Don Wilson of WENK radio in
Blytheville Police Dispatcher KaUnion City, Tenn., about 60
miles northeast of Blytheville,
said the earthquake shook the studio and scared him.
"I've never felt one so strong
before," Wilson said. "We've
DISH NETWORK'S STANDARD
had 2.0 and 3.0 (earthquakes) before, but this was the biggest
SYSTEM
earthquake I've ever felt. It had
some stuff moving around here."

A
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PLUS take

time ... either she (Charity) was
going to get hurt, one of the other
kids could have hurt her. I'd
rather have it happen this way,
then have it go down in some
shootout on the highway in a
traffic stop."
Parents of some of the runaways are still holding onto the
belief that their children would
not knowingly become involved
in murder.
David Keesee said his daughter
has never been in trouble before.
"She's always gone to youth
group and always been friends
with nice kids," he said. "She
basically ran away from home,
but I don't think she knew what
she was getting into."

•Mother...

SEARS

SALE

a demon in past lives and had
Lanced with spirits during human
blood-drinking rituals.
"They apparently like to suck
blood. They cut each other's arms
and suckL the blood. They cut up
small animals and suck the blood.
They honestly believe they're
vampires," Murray police detective Sgt. Mike Jump said
Thursday.
Scott said he was prepared for
a more violent end to the kids'
three-day flight. He said he later
told Charity's mother that in order to ease her concern for her
daughter.
"You can imagine how she felt
having to do this," Scott said.
"It was going to be a matter of
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Rebels drive refugees toward Rwanda

t•

By CHRIS TOMLINSON
Associated Press Writer
SAKE, Zaire (AP) — Zairian
rebels fired assault weapons today to force more than 40,000
Rwandan refugees out of their
squalid encampment in eastern
Zaire and onto a long march
home.
Refugees gave different accounts of the gunfire that broke
out near Minova, 40 miles southwest of the border town of Goma.
Some said they saw bodies along
the road while others said no one
was injured.
"They started shooting early
this morning and told us to start
walking to Rwanda," said one
man too frightened to give his
name. He showed up in the village of Sake, nine miles west of
Goma.

He said tens of thousands of
refugees were on their way down
from the surrounding hills. They
fled there five weeks ago to escape fighting between rebels and
former Hutu soldiers at the U.N.
camps where they have lived for
21/5 years.
The refugees were among hundreds of thousands of Rwandan
Hutus who came to Zaire in 1994
because they feared retaliation
for a Hutu-led massacre of
500,000 minority Tutsis in
Rwanda.
Canadian Lt. Gen. Maurice
Bari!, leader of a proposed international force to get aid to the refugees, said Thursday he would
send an unarmed Canadian foot
patrol to Zaire to help aid workers search for an estimated

Air bag decapitates
girl in collision
BOISE, Idaho (AP) — An air
bag decapitated a I-year-old girl
in a low-speed collision between
two cars at a parking lot.
The accident Tuesday night
triggered the passenger-side air
bag in a Volkswagen Jetta driven
by the victim's mother, 21-yearold Rebecca Blackman. The air
bag killed Alexandra Greer.
"It otherwise would have been
a minor traffic accident," police
Lt. Tim Roscnvall said.
Ms. Blackman rear-ended a car
that. had just entered the parking
lot near the Boise Towne Square
Mall, witnesses said. It was not
immediately clear how fast Ms.
Blackman was traveling. The girl
was in an infant scat, police said.
• Air bags deploy at up to 200
mph, and have been blamed for
the deaths of 31 children and 20
adults — mostly smaller women
— in low-speed crashes they
otherwise could have survived.
In response to concerns, the
National Highway Traffic Safety

Administration is requiring
strongly worded warning labels
about air bags in new cars and is
considering other changes, such
as bags that deploy less
forcefully.
The warnings also are being
distributed starting today in millions of pamphlets and letters.
About 30 companies, primarily
automakers and insurers, have financed the information push that
includes passing out leaflets at
rest areas along the busiest highways in all 50 states during the
heavily traveled Thanksgiving
holiday.
They say that children 12 and
under can be killed by a
passenger-side air bag and should
ride with seat belts in the rear
seat. Small adults and children
who sit in front of an air bag
should wear scat belts, and parents should never put a baby in a
rear-facing child seat in front of
an air bag.

Utica citizens most informed
UTICA, N.Y.(AP) — Want to
know what's new in the news?
Ask the folks in Utica, which
topped a recent national survey
for reading, watching and listening to the media.
A survey by the national media
consulting firm Young & Rubicam found that Utica-area residents spent the most time with
newspipers, radio, television,
magazines and the Internet.
In the survey, Utica placed
first in overall media consumption, with the average adult
spending 8 hours and 36 minutes
each day reading, watching and
listening to the media. The national average was 7 hours and
54, minutes, according to the
survey.

The four-month study looked
at 211 U.S. markets, ranking
them by the amount of time
adults spend daily with six major
media: television, radio, newspapers, magazines, Internet and
signs.
Utica was followed in the
standings by New York City,
Tampa/St. Petersburg/Sarasota,
Fla., and Philadelphia.
Young & Rubicam spokesman
Ken Sacharin said Utica probably
drew the top ranking because it
has a large proportion of senior
citizens, college students and
professors.

cerned about disease if the refugees remained there. Rebel leaders have insisted that no new
camps be established in Zaire and
said the refugees must return to
Rwanda.
Driving alongside the refugees,
aid workers spoke on loudspeakers in Kinyarwanda, the language
of Rwanda, urging them to continue walking for Rwanda and
not to stop. But many appeared
very weary under the broiling
midday sun.
"These refugees are in remarkable shape, their resilience is incredible," said Wilkinson. "But
these may be the strong ones, and
we know that many more remain
in the forest where we can't reach
them. They are the big question
mark."
Canada has proposed setting up
a multinational force headquartered in Entebbe, Uganda, to
coordinate relief deliveries tO refugees. The United States and
some 20 other countries have said
they would support it.
But the United States has expressed reservations about
another Canadian idea — airdropping relief supplies to the
Rwandan refugees in Zaire who
have not yet made it to the bor-

100,000 other refugees still in the
forests.
Today's shooting appears to be
pan of an established pattern of
rebels firing warning shots to
herd refugees toward Rwanda.
The Zairian rebels, who want
to oust President Mobutu Sese
Seko, began fighting Rwandan
Hutu extremists and Zairian soldiers five weeks ago.
Today, the rebels refused to allow aid workers or journalists
past Sake, citing security problems. But one rebel soldier said
troops had been sent to Minova
to march the refugees north to
Rwanda along Lake Kivu, which
forms part of the border.
Aid workers set up water and
medical stations along the route
from Sake to Goma and the
Rwandan border. Doctors reported that most of the refugees
were in good health and there
were ho signs of injuries.
"We do not have enough
trucks to drive them all to the
border, so most will walk and the
vulnerable will be driven," said
Ray Wilkinson, spokesman for
the U.N. refugee agency.
More than 15,00 refugees had
camped in Minova in filthy conditions. Aid workers were con-

der. Americans fear the airdrops
would not reach malnourished refugees but would be taken instead
by Hutu militants.
The airdrops would only be
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Yeltsin to make 'trial'
trips to Kremlin office
MOSCOW (AP) — President
Boris Yeltsin, who is recuperating from heart surgery, is expected to make severaJ
trips" to the Kremlin 'sthrting
next week, his doctor said today.
Sergei Mironov, the chief
Kremlin doctor, described the
president's condition as "absolutely normal" and said he is already working and talking regular
walks at the health resort outside
Moscow- where he is
recuperating.
Mironov said Yeltsin would
make several "trial trips" to the
Kremlin starting any time after
next Thursday — exactly one
month since the 65-year-old Russian leader underwent a quintuple
bypass operation.

The president's work schedule
will be increased after the onemonth mark and even further after Dec. 20, Mironov told the
ITAR-Tass news agency. Mironov has said Yeltsin might return
to full-time work before the New
Year.,
Yeltsin met today with his
chief of staff, Anatoly Chubais,
to discuss wage payment problems, army reform and a special
session of parliament's lower
house on Chechnya. He was also
scheduled to meet with Prime
Minister Viktor Chernomyrdin,
who was in France and Poland
this week.
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used as a last resort, Gen. Bard
said Thursday.
Rwanda says 600,000 refugees
have returned home over the past
two weeks.
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FROM OUR READERS
Reader explains tobacco
Dear Editor:
Those who regard tobacco as nothing more than a health issue find it
difficult to understand why organizations like Kentucky Farm Bureau
devote so much attention to fighting attacks against the industry.
The best explanation comes from the thousands of farm families who
currently arc selling their crop at auction warehouses throughout the
state.
With each day's sales, the Kentuckians are receiving their take-home
pay for months of hard work. After countless hours of back-breaking
work to plant, cultivate, harvest and prepare their crop for sale, these
families now arc gaining the income necessary to sustain their
livelihood, as well as Kentucky's rural economy.
Those who would doubt the crop's importance to Kentucky's
economic well-being need only visit an auction warehouse. Ask a farmer
what his tobacco check means to his family.
This year, about one of every $4 earned by Kentucky farmers will
come from tobacco production. We're talking about nearly $1 billion in
farm - income that creates waves of economic benefits that flow
continuously into almost every segment of our economy. In Kentucky
alone,tobacco production is responsible for 170,000jobs,$3.9 billion in
income and . $).6 billion in local,. state_ and federal tax. revenues.
If yOu don't think tobacco means anything to you, consider this: Each
of the 100-pound bales of leaf stacked in piles for sale represent nearly
$3,700 in tax revenue. At a time when our federal and state governments
are strapped for funds to provide the services you rely on, the loss of
tobacco revenue could only mean you would be forced to pay more out
of your paycheck.
I hope Kentuckians will be mindful of all this as tobacco interests fight
the U.S. Food and Drug Administration's plan to regulate their industry.
Don't be fooled by the FDA's stated intention of regulating tobacco in
order to prevent youth access to products. That issue already is being
addressed by state government in accordance with a federal law.
What FDA regulation really represents is an effort by the liberal antitobacco crowd in Washington to regulate the industry's demise. You see,
these regulations actually give FDA the power to control all aspects of
tobacco production and niarketing, including farm production.
Kentucky Farm Bureau supports efforts to keep tobacco products out
of the hands of minors. But efforts to stop farmers from raising tobacco is
an entirely different issue.
Visit a tobacco warehouse and you'll see why Kentuckians cannot
afford to allow FDA regulation to go unopposed.
Bill Sprague, president
Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation, 9201 Bunsen Parkway
P.O. Box 20700, Louisville, KY 40250-07(X)

Aboard the M/S Veendam in the
Caribbean — You might think that a
post-election cruise for conservatives sponsored by National Review
would resemble a wake, mourning
the White House loss. Far from it.
The success in maintaining a Republican majority in Congress has
given conservatives a confidence
they have mostly lacked in the
post-Reagan years.
Conservatives believe they have
won the intellectual arguments about the excessive size and cost of
government and are winning the
battle over taxes, welfare, illegal
immigration and the general cultural rot. Still left to conquer are the
issues of entitlements, racial and
gender quotas, and the role of
America in the world.
The Christian Coalition's Ralph
Reed made the most intriguing
remark when he told me that"we are
going to have to invent a presidential candidate for the year 2000." By
that he meant finding a person who
already subscribes to what most
conservatives believe rather than
attempting to squeeze a moderateto-liberal Republican into an illfitting ideological suit.
Perhaps this person would resemble former Wyoming Republican
Sen. Malcolm Wallop, who presented a speech on the cruise that he had
delivered the previous week to the
economically conservative Cato
Institute.
•
Wallop said that conservatives
must not see themselves locked in a

Wallop had a word of caution:"My
concern is with the character of
American conservatism ... In Europe conservatives long ago gave up
the principled battle against the
welfare state, became just another
set of claimants and have taken up
the anti-immigration cause, not
without racism. If you want to see a
conservatism more niggardly and
with less of a future than Nixon's,
Dole's, Pete Wilson's or Christine
Whitman's, just go to Europe. The
American conservative tradition,
which began with Washington and
Adams,is founded on a concern for
character. No phrase came from
Washington more often than 'we
have a national character to
establish."
Wallop correctly asserted that
America, with each passing year,
resembles less what the Founders
intended and More like the countries
our immigrant forefathers fled.
"This is happening in large part," he
"because the people who run
our government, our universities,
our media, the entertainment industry, the arts and so forth have used
the enormous powers of the U.S.
government to make it happen."
Conservatism has many obstacles
to overcome, not the least of which
is the stereotype of "mean-spiritedness" and "selfishness." But like big
ships;great social movements take
time to turn around. Conservatives
are on the right course. The question is, should they be on the
Republican boat or abandon ship?

CAL'S THOUGHTS

Cal Thomas
Syndicated calla/lutist
shotgun marriage to the Republican
Party. He indicted the GOP leadership for "tacitly (accepting) the
liberals' premise that the voters
disapprove of the conservative vision of American society. In their
view, piety, propriety, responsibility, standing for the rights of
citizens and families against bureaucratic encroachment are the
hallmarks of'extremism,'and so the
Republican leadership pressed upon
candidates nationwide an agenda
best characterized as Rockefeller
Republicanism — fiscal astringency combined with claims of
superior competence in management, and guilty protestations of
moderation. Basically the Michael
Dukakis campaign. Meanwhile,
President Clinton and the Democrats baldly cast themselves as the
defenders of families, religion, indeed 'our values against dark forces
threatening them."
According to exit polls, about 25
percent of self-described conservatives and a large majority of moderates, most of whom share conservative cultural views, voted to
reelect the president.

Wallop listed specifically how
and why conservatives should extricate themselves from a party mentality. There are too many to recount
here, but the first step is to stop
viewing the party as the exclusive
property of Rockefeller Republicans who have by default been
setting the party's agenda. Those
Republicans have lost the White
House twice in the past two national
elections, compared to the three-ina-row victories delivered by two
Reagan administrations and one
Bush administration.
Republican "moderates" have
suckered the media and too many
conservatives into believing conservatives can't win without moderates
and that conservative views are
political death. The last 16 years
prove the opposite. Victories were
delivered to conservative ideas, not
Rockefeller Republican ideas. TheRockefeller bunch should be expected to follow the lead of conservatives, which is the future of their
party, and to submit to that
leadershtp.
As conservatives dominate the
intellectual and political high seas,
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Nov. IS — The Jordan Times, Amman, Jordan, on negotiations on Israeli presence in Hebron.
One of the sticking points in Palestinian-Israeli negotiations on
the long-delayed Israeli military redeployment in Hebron is Israel's
insistence on having the right to "hot pursuit” of Palestinians suspected of threatening its security. The concept means that Israeli
soldiers can pursue Palestinians inside the city, which will come
under the control of the Palestinian National Authority, on the flimsiest of evidence that a liebronite or a group of Hebronites'are plotting an attack against Jewish targets inside the city or outside it. ...
The peace that Israel is trying to impose on Hebron and the
Palestinians generally is one under which their lives will be
threatened by proven fanatics. It is a peace that will not work and
therefore cannot be accepted.
... •
Nov. IS — The Times of London on the failed Russian mission to Mars:
The failure of Russia's mission to Mars.., is a serious setback.
For the Russians, who spent some $64 million on a probe that was
as ambitious as it was vital to the future of their once vaunted
space program, the failure may prove almost fatal. Russia now has
neither the resources, will nor confidence to attempt another Mars
mission, and its bankrupt engineers are already blaming the disaster
on short cuts and antiquated equipment. For the world's scientists,
the failure of the booster rockets to ignite is also a severe blow:
The mission would have gone a long way to answering the question
whether life could have existed on the Red Planet.
Nov. 20 — Frankfurter Rundschau, Frankfurt, Germany
The veto of the
, United States against the re-election of Boutrossecretary-general
of the United Nations has put the world
Ghali as
organization in an unnecessary crisis.
As late as September, Clinton described the U.N. as -"mote
meaningful than ever before." But the U.S. foreign policy especially of the Senate often speaks a unilateral language (reference
the Helms-Burton Act), and now, instead of the general-secretary,
Washington finds itself isolated in New York. Boutros-Ghali has
been voted out. The organization has been crippled, and new candidates must live with the knowledge that, other than one, in reality
no one else wanted them. .

Just drop us a line ...
•••

,.

Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We prim
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be
more than MO words..Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced
If possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to
limit frequent writers.
Letters 'Weld be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
k Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
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Is death penalty publicized?
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Penny White, once the Tennessee
Supreme Court's only woman,
now is a symbol for two distinct
groups of activists — those who
think electing judges is a bad
idea and opponents of capital
punishment.
White was voted off her state's
highest court in a retention election in August, after a conservative group attacked her as a
death-penalty foe.
The evidence? In the one and
only capital case of her two-year
tenure, White had joined in a 3-2
decision that overturned a convicted murderer's death sentence.
The court ordered a new sentencing trial.
White's fate, says a recent report, is similar to that of a growing number of elected judges
across the nation who, fairly or
not, get labeled as "soft on
crime" because of their votes in
highly publicized death penalty
cases.
The Washington-based Death
Penalty Information Center suggests that some judges may be
succumbing to the political pressure as they make decisions about
the lives of convicted murderers.
"The infusion of the death
penalty into political races is
reaching new extremes and distorting the criminal justice system," says the report written by

partially should not be required
— indeed, they should not be
permitted — to finance campaigns or to curry the favor of
voters by making predictions or
promises about how they will decide cases before they have heard
any evidence or argument," he
said.

NEWS ANALYSIS

Richard Carelli
Associated

Press Writer
appeals.
Dieter conceded in an interview that the report is largely
anecdotal. "The evidence suggesting that death-penalty politics
affects judges has been growing
in recent years, but we still arc
talking about isolated examples,"
he said.
At least one highly placed jurist also has voiced concerns about
elected judges and the death
penalty.

the group's executive director,
Richard Dieter.
"When judges who will decide
whether a defendant is to live or
die, and who even have the
power to reject the unanimous
vote of jurors, run for office by
proclaiming how tough they will
be on criminals, fairness is
threatened," said the group,
which opposes the death penalty.
Judges are elected in 32 of the
38 states with death penalty laws.
While Tennessee justices are appointed by the governor, a 1994
law requires that every eight
years voters decide whether to retain the jurists.
Dieter's report tells of Alabama's Judge Bob Austin and
Louisiana Supreme Court Justice
Jack Watson, who as candidates
"prominently mention their
toughness on the death penalty."
In Texas, Supreme Court candidate Rene Haas advertised her
"strong support for the death
penalty" even though that court
doesn't handle any criminal

"A campaign promise to 'be
tough on crime' or to 'enforce the
death penalty' is evidence of bias
that should disqualify a candidate
from sitting in criminal cases,"
Supreme Court Justice John Paul
4tevens told an American Bar
Association audience in August,
two days after White's defeat in
Tennessee. .
Stevens, who has the life tenure afforded all federal judges,
believes electing judges is "profoundly unwise."
"Persons who undertake the
task of administering justice im-

"Moreover, making the retention of judicial office dependent
on the popularity of the judge inevitably affects the decisional
process in high-visibility cases,
no matter how competent and
conscientious the judge may be,"
he said.
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The American Judicature Society, an organization that works to
improve the nation's courts,
shares Stevens' views on judicial
elections.
"Electing judges is not congruent with their role as neutral
and independent decisionmakers," says Kathleen Sampson, the society's acting executive director. "The danger is that
people will come to see a judge
as just another politician who
should be voted out of office if
he or she doesn't happen to agree
with you."

For
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EDITOR'S NOTE — Richard
Carelli covers the Supreme Court
and legal issues for The Associated Press.
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Astronauts fight stuck hatch
By MARCIA DUNN
AP Aerospace Writer
CAPE CANAVERAL Fla.
(AP) — Two astronauts about to
.go out on a spacewalk Thursday
night encountered a new problem
— a stuck hatch.
After pushing with all their
might and jiggling the handle for
more than two hours, space
shuttle Columbia astronauts Tamara Jernigan and Thomas Jones
were finally told to give up.
"We're going to try to regroup
here ... put some of the smart
folks looking at the hatch mechanism and see if we can figure
out what'S going on and how to
fix it," Mission Control said.
"Rest assured, we're working
hard to see if we can't figure out
a way to get you guys out the
hatch as soon as possible."
NASA said the spacewalk
could be conducted as early as
Friday night if the problem is resolved quickly. The alternative is
to cancel both spacewalks
planned for the mission, which
ends next Thursday.
Jernigan and Jones were supposed to conduct two 6Y1 -hour
spacewalks to test a 17V3 -foot
crane and other tools that will be
used to build the future international space station.
NASA wanted to see how easy
it would be for an orbital con-

struction worker to move unwieldy equipment like a space
station battery.
Jernigan and Jones, who had
trained for the spacewalks for the
past year, could not fully rotate
the handle to open the hatch,
which separates the indoor chamber from the open payload bay.
"It just doesn't seem to want
to move," Jernigan said.
With their bulky gloves and
spacesuits, the astronauts found it
difficult if not impossible to
apply much force in the cramped
chamber, or airlock.
"I'm pushing as hard as I
can," Jones said.
At one point, Jones stood on
Jernigan so she could apply more
force to the handle. Then she put
her feet on the ceiling and tried
that way..
They removed the handle several times and put it back on, but
that didn't work either.
"We apologize for recommending the obvious, but please
confirm that you are going in a
clockwise direction," Mission
Control asked.
Replied Jones, sounding frustrated: "Confirmed."
"It far exceeds anything we've
ever seen in training," Jones
added. "It doesn't seem to be
budging."

Exhibit gives glimpse
into Titanic's last few
moments at sea in 1912
NORFOLK, Va. (AP) —
George Rosenshine was upset
that the Parisian fashion lordsof
1912 had decreed ostrich featheis
were out for 1913. On his way
home to New York aboard the Titanic, the feather dealer wrote his
brother with the bad news.
The letter went down with
Rosenshine and more than 1500
others who died when the Titanic
sank on its maiden voyage. It was
recovered in August from the
ocean floor 400 miles south of
Newfoundland and is among 32
Titanic artifacts that go on display today at the Nauticus maritime museum.
"Titanic: The Expedition"
runs through March 31.
The artifacts are on loan from
RMS Titanic Inc., which has retrieved 4,000 artifacts from the
wreck in four expeditions since
1987. Organizers say this is the
first display in the United States
of artifacts retrieved in August.
The exhibit begins with a ride
on a people mover to the museum's third floor. On the way
up, patrons see photos of the Titanic and a series of wireless telegraph messages sent to and by
the ship on April 14, 1912, the
night it sank.
"Women and children in
boats. Cannot last much longer,"

reads one of the ship's last
messages.
On the third floor is a replica
of the Titanic's torn hull and a
room with artifacts and huge
photos of the wreck site.
Most of the pieces in the show
are from the most recent expedition and are displayed in tanks of
&ionized fresh water to preserve
them. Because the current has
hardly disturbed the ocean floor
since the ship sank, even delicate
objects such as paper have
survived.
They highlight the different
treatment passengers got based
on the price of their tickets. The
exhibit includes a dented silver
pot used to pour hot chocolate to
first-class passengers and a largebattered silver soup tureen that
may have been used to serve consomme that was on the first-class
luncheon menu.
Also on display is a white
third-class dinner plate made of
ceramic porcelain — sturdier
than the bone china plates used in
first class.
Rosenshine, who was in business with his brother, wrote that
he had not seen ostrich feathers
on the runways in Paris and predicted their product "will be out
of fashion in 1913."

Deaths
Wilburn Frease
Wilburn Frease, 82, New Concord, died Wednesday, Nov. 27, 1996,
at 11:43 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was a member of Veterans of Foreign Wars. Born Jan. 9, 1914,
in Evansville, Ind., he was the son of the late Dan Frease and Lottie
Land Frease.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Louise Jernigan Frease; one son,
Robert Frease and wife, Jenny, Lynnville, Ind.; one stepson, Paul
Murphy and wife, Glenda, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Bertha Mae Arnett, Evansville, Ind.; seven grandchildren; 10 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be 'today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. The Rev. Bill Jernigan will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Sammy Pittman, Hank Riley, Benny Pittman,
Jimmy Johnson, Joe Donoho, and James Thomas. Burial will follow in
Hicks Cemetery.

Jernigan and Jones managed to
pop off the outer thermal cover of
the hatch, and a cargo-bay camera zoomed in on the outside
handle. The handle jerked back
and forth, but it would not rotate
is a circle.
The airlock was repressurized
so astronaut Story Musgrave
could go in and chock the hatch
handle with his bare hands. Musgrave had no better luck. The
astronauts said something seemed
to be jamming the latch
mechanism.
Neither Jernigan nor Jones had
ever performed a spacewalk.
They were so eager to get started
that they climbed into their
spacesuits an hour early. The

By DONNA BRYSON
Associated Press Writer
CALCUTTA, India (AP) —
Mother Teresa awoke this morning free of chest pains, reaching
the halfway point for doctors to
perform the test to show whether
blocked arteries have been causing her latest medical problems.
While still in critical condition,
the 86-year-old nun sipped tea for
breakfast and heard Mass in her
private room in the intensive care
unit, completing her first full day
without the pains she began suffering a week ago.
Mother Teresa was cheerful,
according to a statement from
Calcutta's B.M. Birla Heart Research Center.
Doctors want the Nobel Peace
Prize laureate to be in stable condition for 48 hours before they
perform the invasive test known
as an angiogram.
The test involves puncturing an
artery, usually in the groin, and
threading a tube up into the chest
arteries that feed the heart. X-ray
dye is then injected into the arteries and X-ray pictures are taken.
If the test is positive, doctors
will immediately move on to dilate her arteries with tiny balloons to improve the flow of
blood, a procedure known as angioplasty. Mother Teresa underwent angioplasties in 1993 and
1991.
According to hospital statements, she experienced "minor
chest discomfort" Wednesday
night, but no pain during the day
or night Thursday.
A hospital statement issued to-
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teers. Akron computer consultant
devised the kettle and donated the
one being used mostly at an Akron mall. He hopes to sell the
$3,000 devices to other Salvation
Army units.

itilliartRyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366
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Tan Leather, 27,000 Miles, CD
$17,96423..
opened her first slum school in
•
1947.
1995 Chevrolet Camaro T-tops,
The nuns of the Missionaries
Black with Graphite .Cloth, Alloy
of Charity were to hold elections ..
A
within the next few months to Wheels, Bose Stereo
$1 3,93043
elect their leader, a post Mother •
Teresa has held sirrce founding
. 1994 Dodge Shadow ES Sports
••
the order in 1950. The order's
X
.
4
Coupe,
Auto,
Cassette, Blue with
constitution requires a vote every
six years.
Grey Cloth, 32,000 Miles
$7,56328In 1990, Mother Teresa an- X
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AKRON, Ohio (AP) — The
bell ringers of the Salvation
Army have an option for donors
today: cash, coin or charge.
Salvation Army officials are
watching the experiment in Akron closely.
"We expect to have several
next year, and then they will
spread around the Salvation
Army world," said Maj. Frank
Kirk of the Akron branch.
"We're already getting calls. It's
something that makes sense."
The standard red kettle stays,
but it's linked to a magnetic strip
reader that allows donors to enter
credit cards. Donors punch in the
required numbers and contribution amount. A receipt feeds out
of the coin slot in the red kettle.
A regular kettle will be placed
alongside for old-fashioned cash.

REPORT
NOT
AVAILABLE

Cali 753-1916
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Bell ringers now taking
credit card contributions

HOG MARKET

The Ledger & Times

trouble with the hatch — used
only for spacewalks — cropped
up just minutes before they were
supposed to float outside.
Thanksgiving dinner had been
put on hold until after the
spacewalk. Jones said earlier this
week he expected to work up
quite an appetite for the turkey,
dressing, cranberry sauce and
pumpkin-colored cakes awaiting
him inside. He likely lost his appetite after all the trouble.
Coincidentally — or maybe not
— a spacewalk has never been
conducted before on Columbia. A
spacewalk that had been scheduled in 1982 aboard Columbia
was canceled in orbit because of
spacesuit problems.

Mother Teresa shows
signs of improvement

5A
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Oaks Country Club
Ladies elect officers
The ladies of the Oaks Country
Club met Wednesday, Nov. 20,
for bridge and a Thanksgiving
luncheon.
New officers wre elected for
the new year of 1997. They arc
as follows:
Martha Broach, president;
Shirley LaMastus, secretary; Sina
Richardson, treasurer; Crystal
Parks, publicity;
Pam Saddoris, Cindy Clemson
and Gail Anderson, children's activities; Maxi Read and Mary Elinor Outland, bridge; Wanda Lawson, Betty Shephard luncheon;
Sue Veazey and Mary Alice
Smith, luncheons; Nancy Rogers,
Sue Lamb, Shirley Wade and
Pam Williams, spring and fall
tournament; Jan Ochoa, member
guest;
Shelly Bei-nett, Sue Stone,
Irene Woods and Ada Roberts,

I

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

Betty Shephard Tournament;
Bronda Parker, mini max; Murrelic Walker, beginners golf; Jan
Ochoa, Oaks Tri-State; Shirley
Wade, ladies day golf; Wanda
Brown, kick-off coffee.
According to Martha Broach,
all ladies of the Oaks Country
Club are encouraged to participate in this new year's events.
Bridge is on Wednesdays at
9:30 a.m. Ladies gof will start in
May. Luncheons are on the following months of 1997: March,
May, July, September, November
and December.
The Pro-Shop is fully equipped
with any and all supplies. Wanda
Brown will be pleased to help
with your selections.
Will Lawson is the newly
elected president, along with Jim
Hawkins as the golf course
superintendent.

Murray Elementary PTO will meet
Murray Elementary School PTO will meekt Tuesday, Dec. 3, at
6:30 p.m. in the cafeteria to vote on parent representatives to the
School-Based Decision Making Council. Anyone who is the parent
or guardian of a child in the school may vote for the parent representative. "We are required to have a minority representative on the
council as our minority enrollment is over eight per cent," a school
official said. Please note that there will be a time for nominations
and elections of a minority representative immediately following the
scheduled vote should a minority parent not be selected.

Santa on the court square
Santa will be at the Santa house on die courtsquare in downtown
Murray today (Friday) from 2:30 to 6 p.m. and on Saturday, Nov.
30, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., according to Sue Mccoart of the Downtown Business Association.

New Providence plans dinner
New Providence Baptist Church will have a Thanksgiving dinner
on Sunday, Dec. 1, following the 11 a.m. worship service. All members and friends are invited.

Blakely and Cantrell
wedding to be Feb. 14

CALLOWAY PUBLIC LIBRARY photo

A Tribute To
Beverly Stout
Garland
I Know That God Sends Angels
Down
That He Wants To Share With All
To Give Us A Preview Of What
flaiven's Like
Before We Get The Call
I Know You've Heard About
Their Deeds
And Some You Have Actually
‘,
Seen
We Know That God Sent One To Us
Her Name Was Beverly Jeanne
She Had No Halo On Her Head Or Wings
That We Could See
Bev's Halo Was In Her Heart-Where God
Wanted It To Be
Her Many Deeds Here On Earth Were Never
Done For Show
The Praise Received For All Her Deeds
Was Only Her's And God's To Know
Her Total Life Was A Reflection Of Good-And
Love-And-Share
Those In Need Of A Helping Hand
Always Found Her Standing There
Her Beauty On The Outside Was There For
All To See
But She Was More Beautiful On The Inside
And That's Where Beauty Ought To Be
God Never Tells An Angel When Her Time On
Earth Will End
But Every Angel Sent To Earth Knows That He
Will Someday Bring Them In
Just One Day Not Long Ago He Looked At Heavens Gate
And Told St. Peter Things Looked Dull-It Was
Time To Decorate
Just One Angel Cami To Mind And She
Was Ready For His Call
Bev Has Brightened Up His Throne
And She's Waiting For Us All

4

Mr. and Mrs. Larry Dale Blakely of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Karla Kay
Blakely, to Christopher Paul Cantrell, son of Mrs. Jo Ruth West and
the late Larry Dale Cantrell.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Mary Blakely and the
late Keys Blakely, and of Mrs. Verda Mason and the late William Otis
Wheeler.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Joe Leech, Mrs. Mayme Clapp,
and the late Mr. and Mrs. William Cantrell.
Miss Blakely is a senior at Murray High School.
Mr. Cantrell, a 1991 graduate of Graves County High School, is a
1995 graduate of Mid America Funeral Service College, Jeffersonville, Ind. He is employed as a funeral director at R.D. Brown Funeral
Homes.
The wedding will be Friday, Feb. 14, 1997, at 7 p.m. at Westside
Baptist Church.
A reception will follow at Murray Woman's Club House.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

Lodge to have work day
By JOHN A. SALTER
Lodge Master
A contingency of members of
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons will assemble
Saturday, Nov. 30, at 9 a.m. to
replace water damaged ceiling
tiles at the lodge building, located at corner of Robertson
Road and Highway 121 North.
Pete Farley will head the group
for the work to begin as workers
arrive.
Prior to roof repairs, rain had

done considerable damage to
many ceiling tiles resulting in
their necessary replacement. The
tiles have been purchased, and a
good share of the work will be
completed by day's end.
Amongst the workers to be in
attendance will be Joe Lasater,
Randal Scott, Claude Wells, John
Salter and Pete Farley,. Master
Salter urgently requests the attendance of each and every able
bodied mason to assist in this
endeavor.

New Concord plans event
New Concord Post Office will
have "Customer Appreciation
Day" on Tuesday, Dec. 3, from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m.
"We will be greeting all our
customers in Kentucky and also
in neighboring Tennessee," said
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Retired teachers will meet Monday

Karla Kay Blakely and
Christopher Paul Cantrell

MARY SINCLAIR, R.N. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital and a charter member of the For The Love of Barbie Doll Club, checks the ingredients for homemade goodies to be sold at the Barbie Show and Sale
on Saturday, Nov. 30, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at Calloway County Public
Library. Standing in the foreground is Barbie modeling one of the handmade ensembles which Mary will offer for sale. In addition to the Barbie
Show and Sale which will display a room filled with Barbies, there will
be a reception from 2 to 4 p.m. to open an exhibit of designer dolls,
rare 18-inch Barbies, that were only made for two years, and other unusual collectibles. These will remain at the library throughout the
month of December and can be seen during the library's regular hours.

JO'S DATEBOOK

Teresa Carnal, post master. Refreshments will be served
throughout the day.
Carnill is joined by Vicki Jakaleb, assistant, and Richard Lanham, carrier, in inviting the
public to attend.

Calloway County Retired Teachers Association will meet Monday, Dec. 2, at Seven Seas Restaurant for its noon Christmas buffet.
The Music Chorus of Music Department of Murray Woman's Club
will present a program of music. Vanda Gibson will give a brief
update on retired teacher insurance. CCRTA President Virgil Harris
urges all members and prospective members to attend.

Book presentation on Monday
Little Women by Louisa May Alcott will be the book to be presented on Monday, Dec. 2, at 12:10 p.m. at Calloway County Public
Library. Linda Kelly will be the discussion leader. This program,
which is open to the public, was made available through memorials
for Marjorie Major and Desiree Hosick to the public library. No preparation is required. The public is invited.
.

Hospital retirees to meet Dec. 7
Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet Saturday, Dec. 7, at 9:30 a.m. for breakfast at Shoney's. This is a monthly social event for all those retirees and former
employees. For information call Nancy McClure at 492-8640 or Lottie Brandon at 753-3517.

Woman's Club open house Sunday
Murray Woman's Club will have its annual Holiday Open House
on Sunday, Dec. 1, at 2 p.m. A program of music will be presented
by the Music Chorus of Music Department with Margie Shown as
director and Janet Finch as accompanist. Also featured will be the
Calloway County High School Chorus with Mark Dycus as director.
The club house has been decorated for the holidays by the Garden
and Creative Arts Department. Refreshments will be served with the
Delta Department in charge assisted by members of the Alpha, Creative Arts, Garden, Home, Kappa, Sigma, Theta and Zeta Departments of the club. Sue Allison, president, and Linda Scott, program
chairman, invite the public to attend this special -program.

Southwest Committee meeting Tuesday
Allian Design Task Committee of Southwest Elementary School
Site-based Decision Making Council will meetTuesday, Dec. 3, at 6
p.m. The purpose will be to review the 1995-96 KIRIS Results, evaluate the effectiveness of the 1995-96 School Transformation Plan,
review and amend the 1996-96 School Transformation Plan and begin work on the 1997-98 School Transwformation Plan. A presentation of the success of Southwest ont he 1995-96 KIRIS Assessment
will be given. The public is invited.

Calloway Band Boosters to meet
Calloway County Band Boosters will meet Tuesday, Dcc. 3, at
5:30 p.m. in the band room at Calloway County High School. All
parents of the middle school and high school band students are encouraged to attend. The Laker Band is continuing its fruit sale
through Dec. 3. Orders taken by Dec. 3 will be delivered between
Dec. 14 and 17.

Band Boosters selling fruit
Murray High School Band Boosters are conducting their annual
Florida citrus fruit sale. Orders placed by Thursday, Dec. 5, will be
delivered before Christmas. Orders are also being taken for delivery
in January.

Wranglers plan potluck Saturday
Wranglers Riding Club will have its year-end awards and potluck
banquet on Saturday, Nov. 30, t,7 p.m. at the West Kentucky Exoad, Murray. All members and their
position Center, Collor
families are urged to itiEnd.
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Four newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday,
'Nov. 26, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Dicus baby boy, parents, Tracy and
David, Buchanan, Tenn.;
Riley baby boy, parents, Debra and
Robbie, Benton;
Speight baby girl, parents, Amy and
Jeromy, Murray;
Presnell baby girl, parents. Dana
and James, Murray.
Dismissals
Boyce Wilson, Hazel; George Humphreys, Wingo; Mrs. Sadie Kay Hastings, Puryear, Tenn.;
Mrs. Jill Beck, Buchanan, Tenn.;
Mrs. Addle Carr, Cadiz; Arthur Luther
- Gentry, Hardin;
Jared R. Adams, Sedalia; Danny
Largent Sr., Dover, Tenn.; Daniel L.
Dutton, Aimo;
Richard Frank Hargis, Mrs. Willie
Lee Foster, Mrs. Daisy D. Billington,
Herbert J. Dick ' •
William Pat Winchester, Mrs. Maudie Lee Hopkins, and Ralph K Beach,
all of Murray
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Riddle named Winner
Bobby Lee Riddle, an eighth
grade student at South Marshall
Middle School, recently took first
place honors for his grade level
county wide in the recent Computer Contest at the school.

•

Riddle's entry will be entered
in state competition later this
year. He was honored for his
achievement at the Marshall
County Board office on Thursday. Nov. 13.
Riddle is the son of Richard
and Beverly Riddle and brother
of Tracy, of -Dunn Cemetery
Road. Benton. He is the grandson
of Bobby and Melinda Stone of
Brooks Chapel Road, Dexter, and
of June Holt and the late Edward
Holt of Benton.
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Show & Sale
Saturday, Nov. 30
10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Calloway Public Library

Mr. and Mrs. Clayton in 1996

Mr. and Mrs. Clayton in 1971

1:14

TODAY

Local couple will be honored on Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. Michael V. Clayton of Hardin will be honored at a reception in celebration of their 25th wedding anniversary on Saturday.
Nov. 30.
The event will be at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Squier of Cedarling Hills, Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton were married Dec. 20, 1971, in Tawas, Mich. They moved to the Murray area in 1972. They have two children,
Jennifer Clayton and Michael Clayton.
Mrs. Clayton is the daughter of Mrs. Margaret Campbell and Mr. Clayton is the son of Mrs. Elizabeth Williams, both of Murray.
Out-of-town guests will include Mrs. Clayton's brothers, Walter Campbell and wife, Linda, of Fenton, Mich., Patrick Campbell and wife,
Kim, of Puryear, Tenn., and David Campbell of Franklin, Tenn.: and Mrs. Clayton's aunt, Mrs. Thomas Schoeneer of Troy, Mich.

1995 Oldsmobile Aurora
All power, low miles, CD player, sunroof.

CALENDAR
Saturday, Nov. 30
Gospel singing by God's Truck &
Street Ministry/6 p.m./Big Burley Mart,
f?aducah.
Sunday, Dec. 1
Mr. and Mrs. CottieId Vance 50th
wedding reception/2-4 p.m./Memorial
Baptist Church. Family requests
guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Hutchens 50th
wedding reception/2-4 p.m./Hardin
Baptist Church. Family requests
guests not bring gifts.
Murray Woman's Club Holiday open
house and reception/2 p.m. Public-1nvited. No charge.
"CindersIlan/2 p.m./Playhouse in the
Park. Info/759-1752.
Overeaters Anonymous/7:30
p.m./private dining room, Murray Calloway Hospital. Info/Chris,
753-7490.
AA and Al-Anon/closed meetings/9
a.m. and 4 p.m./American Legion
Building. Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.

Friday, Nov. 29
Krisd Michelle Hill and Terry Lynn
Bogard wedding/7 p.m./Kenlake State
Park Hotel.
"Cinderollan/7 p.m/Playhouse in the
Park. Info/759-1752.
Santa will be at house on courthouse
lawn from 2:30 to 6 p.m.
Calloway County Courthouse offices
closed today. Deputies on duty.
Calloway County Public Library
closed today.
AA and Al-Anon open to newcomers/
beginners at 8 p.m./American Legion
Building. Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Main Street Youth Center, 205 North
Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m. Info/
753-TEEN.
Bingo sponsored by Shriners/7
p.m/building at Fairgrounds. Public
invited.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
LBL •vents include Waterfowl
Watch/1:30-4 p.m., Homemade
Birdfeeders/1-3:30 p.m./Nature Station. Info/1-800-LBL-7077.
Saturday, Nov. 30
'Cinderella"/7 p.m./Playhouse in the
Park. Info/759-1752.
Barbie Show and Sale/10 a.m. to 5
p.m. with reception/2-4 p.m./Calloway
Public Library. Public invited.
Hazel Antique Dealers Association
annual open house/10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Melba Headden Johnsonius 80th
birthday
celebration/3-5
p.m./Fellowship Hall of First Presbyterian Church, Paris, Tenn.
Members of Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted Masons/9
a.m./work day.
Singles SOS will go dancing. Info/.
Marlene, 753-2350.
Wranglers Riding Riding Club yearend awards potluck banquet/7
p.m./West Kentucky Exposition
Center.
Murray State University Racers host
NCAA Division 1-AA football playoff
with Western Illinois/1:30 p.m./Stewart
Stadium.
East-West High School football
game/6 p.m./Stewart Stadium, Murray
State University.
Main Strut Youth Center/open 5-11
p.m. Info/753-TEEN.
AA and Al-Anon open meeting/8
p.m./American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Kentucky Opry "Old Fashion Country
Christmas' Show/8 p.m.
Info/1-502-527-3869.
LBL events include Christmas in
1850: An Open House/1-4
p.m./Homeplace; Naturally
Christmas'/1-4 p.m. and 1st Chance
Eagle Sightin9!/1:30-3:30 p.m./Nature
Station. Info/1-800-LBL-7077.
National Boy Scout Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Sunday, Dec. 1
National Drunk and Drugged Driver
Month special information by MSU
Health Services, 762-3809.
World Aids Day special information
by MSU Health Services, 762-3809.
Senior recital by Gina Taylor, soprano, with Martha Saywell-Carson,
piano/3:30 p.m./Farrell Recital Hall, FA
Center, MSU.
First Presbyterian Church Advent
service/10:45 a.m., Korean worship/4.
p.m.
Mislaid, Baptist Church Hanging of
the Green/6 p.m.
First Baptist Church services/10:45
a.m. and 6 p.m.; Intercessory Prayer
and Youth Choir/5 p.m.; Acteens and
Deacons' meeting/7 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Deacons'
meeting/4:30 p.m.
First Christian Church worship and
congregational
business
meeting/10:45 a.m.; Youth Groups/5
p.m.; Hanging of the Green/6 p.m.

Hazel contest planned
Hazel Woman's Club will again this year sponsor its Christmas Decorating Contest.
This will be for outside residential decorations only and residents
must live inside the city limits of Hazel.
Judging will take place on Tuesday, Dec. 17. Prizes will be $100
for first place, $50 for second place, and $25 for third place.
For additional information contact Marla Thompsona t 492-8424 or
Linda Bennett at 498-8231 after 5 p.m.

LANDON KELBY MILLER won first
place In the 0 to 12 months division of the King and Queen Pageant held recently at Hazel. He is
the son of Candy Mason and Kenneth Miller. His grandparents are
Steve and Carla White of Hazel,
and Darell and Linda Miller and
Randy and Janet Mason, all of Rt.
5, Mayfield.

Tired ofthrowing
your weight around?

f0
)

Introducing... Window Curtain Lights
Add Excitement .to Holiday Decorating.
Perfect for Walls, Balconies,
Doorways & Staircases

120 Lights
Sale Price

Reg us

$15

Register for Ornament Drawings Every
Hour Friday Only

Teachers Ornaments 20%
Cut Trees Have Arrived

Hwy. 94 East of Murray • 753-4512 • Mon.-Sat. 9-5, Sun. 1-5

D.K. Kelley Has
Presents to Please
Everyone on Your List...

Off
20-50%
elected Items

Beginning Dec. 12
Surprise gifts to be
given away
each day
until Dec. 23
Come by and
Register Now!

Holiday Sweaters • Jewelry • Great Gift Items
Brighton Belts & Accessories

Women &

Children's

'97 Swimwear

ti Free Gift Wrapping

Christmas
Gift Collection

Ile

FREE
Gift Wrapping.,,

[

kiztilC•NtlIET

"law Ve4e4
Tanning Salon

chased in advance from any club
member or at each home the day
of the -war: Proceeds from the
home tour will go to various club
projects including the Anita

& Mini Storage Rentals
812 Whitnell Ave.
(Behind Bel-kr Shopping Center)

Poore Memorial Scholarship and

753-3333

sending a sophomore to the Hugh
O'Brien Youth Foundation.
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I•xercise

Days of
Christmas

Benton Woman's Club will
have its Holiday Home Tour on
Sunday, Dec. 1, from 1 to 4 p.m.
Featured on the tour will be the
homes of Doug and Vicki Wynn,
284 Woodtrace, Benton; Russ
and Anita Vail, 122 Kyabrarn,
Benton; and the Poplar Inn, 1401
Poplar St., Benton, owned by
Ivan and Carol Judd.
Refreshments will be served at
the Poplar Inn.
Tickets are $3 and can be pur-

'N

41411144. Some for
Bring Hoffmans Christmas
Inc.

12

'
,ft.. •

753-5315

(1
6
'

Veaa

Home tour
on Sunday

-

Oldsmobile • Pontiac • Buick • Cadillac

1300 Hwy. 121 Bypass
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Murray-Calloway County
Church Directory

I.

SP'

,41 to;

This directory is made possible by these firm!)
who have sponsored this page.
Your business and support would be greatly
appreciated.
ADVENTISTS
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School
.
Warden
10:°00
° asIn
Sli
i tt.9!

ASSEMBLIES

CHARLIE'S
SAFE-T DISCOUNT PHARMACY
Communicate Before You Medicate Ask CHARLIE
753-4175
Charlie Adams Pharmacist
Glendale At Whitnell tAcross From Ledger & Times)
Closed Sundays

K.B. & Associates, Inc.
General Contracting; Residential & Light Commercial
Murray - Kentucky

Carroll Tire 8 Wheel Alignment, Inc.
MICHELIN':
•Multi-Mils, Grand Am Raised White Letters
•Computerised Wheel Balancing & Computerised
2 Wheal & 4 Wheel Alignment System
1306 N. 12th St. • Murray • 763-1489
flours: 7:30-6 Mon -Fri. • Cloned Sat. & Sun.

WAL-MART
CENTRAL CENTER

759-9995

Parker Ford
Lincoln•Mercury

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN
701 Main St. Murray

753-5273

WOODCItilIFTES
GALLERIES
Hwy. 641 North

759-4522

Compliments Of

EQD'

Belcher Oil Co.
403 1..1'. Miller St. • 753-0212

753-6656

Chestnut

804

Hoffman's
5
.
Garden Center, Gift Shop, Landscaping

Hwy. 94 E.

Murray, Ky.

759-4512

Ps Only

Ca
Cain'

*Yker5kgrofivanlArticelksrce
In Siloam, Ky

4,114

CHRYSLERPLYMOUTH-DODGE-JEEP•EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N • Murray - 753-6448

JCPenney
Hills Shopping Ctr -

C'

'59-1400

Look for our "Capsule Summary"
in every Friday's edition.

Walter's Pharmacy
604

•

South 12th St.

753-7688

ROY'S
HOME MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
-We're The Home Town People
In Home Medical Equipment"
Located Inside Walter's Family Pharmacy
753-7565
Murray
604 S. 12th

rs)
Arbys

Serving Breakfast
6 a m.-10:30 am. Mon.-Sat
8 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Sun.
Serving Lunch 10 a.m -11 p.m.
Midnight on Weekends

507 N. 12th

753-8841

KFC

Jack Marshall - Franchise
"We Do Chicken Right"
205 N

Call In Orders 753-7101

12th

"The c!oest independent repair shop

a

Cunningham
Auto Repair
(ipin Mon Fri.7.30 5

619 South 4th St.

T53-6831 • 7534571

FITTS BLOCK
READY MIX CO.
spt.:

Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
East Main Street
753-3540

or GOD

FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
Highway 94 East
Ark Heinz, Pastor
30 • m
Sunday School
1030 • m
Morning Worship
8.00 p.m.
Sunday Eve. Serv,
7,00 p.m
Wed. Eve. Serv.

marlin
RIVER
11:00 •.m
Morning Worship
6:00 pm.
Evening Worship
CHERRY CORNER
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 am. & 8 p.m.
Worship
Church Training
6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHI"RCH
Sunday School
946 a.m.
Morning Services
11:00 am.
p.m.
Evening Services
COMMUNITY BAITIST CH1.RC
6:M
I
Sun. Morning Worship
9 a.m.
10:15 a.m.
Sunday School
6.00 p m.
Church Training
6 p.m.
Sur Eve. Service
Wed. Eve. Service
6 p.M.
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
630 p.m
Wednesday Serv.
Sunday School
10 00 •.m.
Worship Service
1100 a.m.
Sunday Night
600 p.m'
ELM GROVE RAI'TIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
.
6:46 p.m.
Evening Worship
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
, FAITH BAPTIST
11.00 a.m.
Morning Worship'
6:00 p m.
Evening Worship
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
• 10:46 am. & 7- p.m.
Church Training
6:00 p m.
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m..
Evening Worship
.645 p.m.
GRACE BAPTIST
9:30 a.m.
School Worship
10:46 a.m., 6 p.m.
EASTWOOD BAITIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 •Lm
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Eve.
7:30 p.m.
HARDIN BAPTIST
Worship
8, 9.15 & 10.30 a.m.
8, 9:15'& 10:30 a.m.
Sun. Schools
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
Wed Worship
7 p.m
FIAZEI. BAPTIST `
1100 a.m.
Wcnithip
Sunday School
1000
5 00
Church Training
p in
600 pm
Evening Worship
Wednesday Eve
7 00 p in
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
10-00 a.m.
Worship Service11:00 •.m.
6:30 p.m.
Evening Service
KlItKSEY BAPTIST
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:30 pm
Evening Worship
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
, 11APTIS'Is
•
1000 a m.
Sunday School
) pm
7.i0e0
LI a in & 6
Preaching
Wednesday Night
IA X "1.'ST GROVE
11 00 a
Morning Worship
700
Evening Worship
IAINE OAK PRIMITIVE
1st Sunday
200 p.m.
3rd Sunday
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
10 00 a.m.
Morning Worship
600 p.m.
Evening Worship
MOUNT 11(11.11•11
. FREEWILL BAPTIST
9 30 a.m.
Sunday School
II 00 A.m.
Woruhip,
NEW LIFE GENERAL BAPTIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1! a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
NEW MT. CARMF:1,
MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11 -00 a in
Evening Worsturi
6:(X) min
NORTHSIDE
10:00 ism
Morning Worship
8:00 p m
Evening Worship
NEW PROV I DEN('E
1000
a 'II
,
Sunday School
11 00 a in
Preaching Serv
OAK GROVE
11 am & 7 p.m
Worship
10 a m
Sunday Scho..I
OWF:NS CHAPEL
101k) a in
Sunday School
11 00 a ill
Preaching
tr.
., 00
30 p ni.
Prayer Service
pm
.
Church
POPI-AR SPRING
10 a ni
Sunday School
Worship 8:30 a m 11 a in & 7 p in
SALEM BAPTIST
I1
a.m
Morning Worship
7:15 pm
Evening Worship
't rTTS GROVE
m..
pm
11
8,00
00 c
Worship Service
Evening Worship
SINKING SPRING
11.00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6.00 p.m.
Evening Worship
SOUTH MARSHALL
10 itm.
Sunday School
11 a m., #307
Worship
p.m.
Wednesday
SPRING CREEK
1000 •.m.
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:46 p.m.
Worship
Evening
6:00 p.m.
'Training Union
-ST. JOHN
II • m.
Morning Worship
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
SUGAR CREEK
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 •.m.
Morning Worship
800 p.m.
Evening Worship
800
Mid Week Services
VICTORY BAPTIST
1000 • m.
Sunday School
- 11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6.00 p.m.
Evening Worship

RPM MONUMENT CO.

WEST FORK
1100 • m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
CHURCH
WESTSIDE BAPTIST
9:30
a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
10.30 am •6 p.m.
7 p.m
Wednesday

CATHOLIC
ST. HENRYS CATHOLIC CHURCH
Amore
500 p.m.
Saturday
9:00 a.m.
Sunday
7:00 p.m.
Holy Eve
900 •.m.
Holy Day
ST. LE(TS CATHOLIC CHURCH
Sunday Mass
8 & 11 a.m.; 7 'p.m.
Saturday Maa•
6 p.m.

CHRISTIAN
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
a.m.
Worship Service
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Worship
10:30 a.m.
#30 a.m.
Bible School
Evening Service
6:00 p.m.

1045

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
1634 Mein St., Murray
10:30
Sunday
10:30
Sunday School
2nd Wednesday
7:30
Reading Room Every Wed. 12-3

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

CHURCH OF CHRIST
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:00 a.m.
Bible School
960 •.m.
çMorningWoraIiip
8:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:15 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wed.. Bible Study
DEXTER
10:60 a.m.
Morning Worsh_ip
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
FRIENDSHIP
10:00 •.m.
Sunday School
11:00 •.m.
Morning Worship
GREEN PLAIN
10:00 a.m.
Bible Study
10:46 a.m.
biorning Service
6:00 Pin.
Evening Waraltip
7:30 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
900 a.m.
Bible Study
9:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
,
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship
HICKORY GROVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:00 a.m..
Sunday Bible Class
10:00 am.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
1.0:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
(Sunday & Wednesdays)
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
- 10:00 a.m.
- Sunday School 11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
NEW CONCORD
9:50 a.m. & 6 pm.
Worship
9 a.m.
Bible (lessee
7 p.m.
Wednesday
NEW PROVIDENCE
9:50 cm.
Morning Service
6:00 p.m.
Evening Service
PLEASANT VALLEY
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
600 p.m.
Evening Worship
SECOND STREET
10:46 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
GLENDALE ROAD -CHURCH OF CHRIST
Worship
9 a.m.
10 a.m.
Bible Study
8 p.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
UNION GROVE
10:60 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
UNIVERSITY
9:00 •.m.
Bible Classes
Worship
10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
WEST MURRAY
10:60 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
8:00 p.m.
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
9:00 a.m.
Morning
6:00 p.m.
Evening
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday

CHRISTIAN AND
MISSIONARY ALLIANCE
ALLIANCE BIBLE CHURCH
Murray
Sunday worship
10:30 a.m.
Weds. Prayer Ser.
7:00 pm

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LAME DAY SAINTS
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
620 S. 16th St.
9:00 •.m.
Sunday Priesthood
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:50 a.m.
Sacrament Meeting

EPISCOPAL

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Public Talk
#30 a.m
Watchtower Study
10:30 a.m.

Vern Wfll

LUTHERAN

p.m. Sr

759-1333

612 S. 9th St.
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YORK
Funeral Home, Inc.
Keith York and Kelvin York

713 S. 4th St.
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FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
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Great Selections...
•Bibles and Bible Covers

KE A DMORE •Bible Index Tabs
Rook :';-(.AND

•Bible Lesson Planners

Chestnut Hills •Precious Moments Bible
FREE

Murray

With

Imprinting

Purchase

New and Lsed Tires * lAmest Prices!

Warehouse
Tire

NAZARENE

The R
speak al
vices. Mi
Rowlett
san Rey

:•
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7 •

400 Industrial Rd. 753-1111

LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
10:00 •.m.
Sunday School
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
10:46 •.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
800 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
6:30 p m.

The
speak a
considei
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and abc
Now WI
1:8-10 a
direct th
san Joni
Choir wil
Belcher
week.

"I cried out to the Lord because of
my affliction, and He answered
me."
—Jonah 2:2

PENTECOSTAL
BETHEL CHAPEL
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
II a.m.•7 p.m.
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
II a.m.•6:30 p.m.
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 • m
Worship
11 a.m.•6 p.m.
FAITH APOSTOLIC CHURCH
2206 Coldwater Rd.
Sun. Sec.
10-11 a.m.-7:00 p.m.
FAITH TABERNACLE
3 miler east of Alm°
Sunday School
10:00 •.m.
Worship
IL a.m. & 7 p.m.
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
HIGHER PRAISE WORSHIP CENTER
Worship & Junior Church 10:30 a.m.
Worship
6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.

Murray Appliance
753-)586

212 F1 Main St.

MURRAY

Ledger &Times
CASE IN

saga.

CASE

McKee' Equipment Co., Inc.
503 Walnut Street 753-3062

JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
7:00 p.M.
Saturday Evening
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 7 p.m.
MURRAY CHURCH OF GOD
10:00 air.
Sunday School
11:00 a.bia.
Worship
6:00 p.m.
Bible Study
6:30 a.m.
Worship

1401 SOUTH 16th STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
502-753-1304

1Vcs1 i• cw

TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
10:00 •.m.
Worship
11:00 •Jr.

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10:45 a.m.
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship
11:00 •.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
11 a.m.
Walsh'p
Sunday School
10 a.m.
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10:00 • m
Worship Service 11.00 am & 7 p.m

• Cemetery Sandblasting
• Guaranteed Cemetery Foundations
• Bronze Markers
US HWY 611 11, MURRAY
• Mausoleums • Monuments
3 MILES NORTH OF
• Durable Signs
STEWAFIT STADIUM
• Commemorative
• uls

Our Showroom im„Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30

MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED •
9:00 a.m.
Worship Service
10:30 a.m.
Sunday School
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
10:00 •.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
MT. CARMEL •
10:00 •.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
MT. HEBRON
Worship
10:00 a.m.
11:00 •.m.
Sunday School
PALESTINE UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 •.m.
Worship
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
9:46 a.m.
Worship
1100 am.
Sunday School
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9:46 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
10:00 •.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 •.m.
Sunday School
WAYMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
10:00 •.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Service
Pastor William J. Pratt

PRESBYTERIAN

IAON FRI 9 MA 1 PA1
OR BY APPC1NTMENT

Clint anc
and the
Givit Us

Thornton Tile and Marble

BETHEL UNITED
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:30 cm.
Sunday School
800 p.m
2nd •4th Sun. Night
BROOK'S CHAPE,L UNITED
1000 am.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
700 p.m.
1st•3rd Sun. Night
COLDWATER
11:00 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
8:50 a.m.
Worship Service
9:60 a.m.
Sunday School
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11.00 a.m., 6.00 p.m.
Worship
FIRST UNITED METHODIST
Worship
111.K1 a.m.
Church School
9:50 a.m.
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Sorrier
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
GOSHEN METHLithIer
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
9:00 a.m.
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m.
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
KIRKSEY UNITED
Sunday Schad
9:00 •.m.
Morning Worship
10:00 •.m.
LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
9:46 a.m
10:46 a.m.
Church School

INDEPENDENT

io a.m.

meted
tomtit'
panists.

METHODIST

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
10:30 a.m.
Worship
11 cm.
Children's Sun. School
LIGHTHOUSE CHRISTIAN MISSION
10:00 •.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Morning Worship
W LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
1619 Martin Chapel Rd.
946 a.m.
Sunday_ School
11:00 a.m.
Worship
700 P.m.
Wedesday
SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
7:00 p.m.

The R
will VOA

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday Sched• Bible Class 9:00 cm.
Worship
1015 a.m.

UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00-7:30 p.m.
Worship Serv.
LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
10 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Sunday Services

Sunday Night

BOMitef 1

U flutist
To God
be Kyle I
Burson N

JEHOVAH'S minus

ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
1820 W. Main
Sun. Holy Eucharist 8 & 10:30 a.m.
#16 a.m.
Sun. Church School
Weekdays Evening Prayer 6:16 p.m.
(Holy Eucharist Wednesday)

Sunday Morning
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Mar-Lane Ceramics
& Gift Shop
Hours: Tues. & Thur.
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
& 6:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.

Nig

'Certified
Teacher
-Custom orders

•supplies
Rt. 1, Murray
753-2540

4

LIFEHOUSE
Crisis Pregnancy Center
'''1
CARE NET

1506 Chestnut St. • 753-0700
'Your Full Service
Agricultural

Hazel 496-8142
Murray 753-1933

II

Store.

For

641 Super Shell

Teach Blossom

=

A

Open Mon. • Thurs. 6:30 a.m. - ChM 9:00fp.m.41.'>'
Fridays open ill 1000 p.m.
Sunday 7:00 a.m. - Close 8:00 p.m.

Vitamins • Herbs • Sports Nutrition

759-5749
310 N. 12th St. • Murray

Phone 753-9131

South 12th

Free
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Weekend services and music are listed for area churches
Various area churches have released information concerning
their services on Sunday. Nov.
24, as follows:
First United Methodist
The Rev Larry Daniel. minister, will
speak about 'Is God A Sleep?' with
scripture from Galatians 4 4-5 at 11
a m service The Chancel Choir will
sing 'What Child Shall Come' with Dr
Pamela Wurglar as director, Joan
BOWkef as organist, and AnEtte Owen
as flutist. Dr. Wurgler will sing as solo,
'To God Be The Glory.' Acolytes will
be Kyle Dean and Robbie Hopkins Dr
Burton Young family will light the advent wreath.
West Fork Baptist
The Rev. Richard Edmiston, pastor.
will speak at 11 am service and 6
p m services. The music will be directed by Alvin Usrey with Cyndy Satterwhite and Janet Arnold as accompanists Kacie Greer, granddaughter of
Clint and Doris Greer, will sing a solo,
and the Greer family will sing 'God
Give Us Christian Homes' in honor of
the 50th anniversary of Clint and Doris
at the morning hour.
University Church of Christ
Jim Pounders, minister, will speak
at 10 am. and 6 p.m services.
bimodal Baptist
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor, will
speak at 10-50 a.m. and 7 p.m. services. Paul Adams is minister of music
with Kathy Thwean and Tonya Thompson as accompanists. The Choir will
sing 'Great and Mighty' and 'Song of
Angels,• and Michelle Paschall and Liz
Wilson will sing 'God and God Alone'
at the morning service. Assisting will
be Randal Wilson, deacon of week,
Erik, children's message, and Oatman
Farley, scripture.
Goshen United Methodist
The Rev. Jim Peyton, pastor, will
speak at 9 a.m. service. Mona Lewis
will direct the music with Carolyn Pool
and Renee Doyle as musicians.
Westsids Baptist
The Rev. Glynn M. Orr, pastor, will
speak about 'When CDhrist is Your
Life — Living to Magnify Christ' with
scripture from Philippians 1:12-21 at
10:30 a m. service. Tommy Scott will
direct the music with Susie Scott and
Patsy Neale as accompanists. The
Choir will sing 'Rise, Come and See
the King' and Jeaneteta McCallon and
Rob Roy will sing solos. The 'Hanging
of the Green' will be at the 6 p m service Jim Neale and John Yezerski will
be deacons of the week.
First Baptist
Dr. Terry Ellis, pastor, will speak about 'Are You Still Afraid of the Dark"'
with scripture from Isaiah 9
at
10:45 a.m service, and about 'A
Christian's Guide to Holiday Preparation 7 at 6 p m service Dr Brian Runnels will direct the music with Margaret
Wilkins and Janet Finch as accompanists. The Sanctuary Choir will sing
'And the Glory' at morning hour The
Youth Choir, Mark Dycus, director, will
sing 'Sleep, Baby, Sleep' at evening
hour. Assisting will be the Rev. Terry
Garvin, associate pastor, Keith Inman,
deacon of the week, and Bill Adams
Elm Grove Baptist
The Rev. Todd S. Buck, pastor, will
speak at 11 am. and 645 pm. services. Music will be directed by Donald
Rowlett with Glenda Rowlett and Susan Reynolds as accompanists.
Grace Baptist
The Rev. Jerry Lee, pastor, will
speak about 'THYATIRA Jezebel Reconsidered' with scripture from Revelation 2:18-24 at 10-45 am service,
and about "Been There, Done That.
Now What?' with scripture from I John
18-10 at 6 pm_ service. Rob Riley will
direct the music with Dwane and Susan Jones as accompanist. The Adult
Choir will sing at morning hour Urban
Belcher will serve as deacon of the
week.

South Pleasant Grove Math.
The Rev Bob Saywell will speak about 'Let's Go To Bethlehem" with
scnpture from Luke 2 15 at 10 45 am
serviceCrafton
direct the
Erwin and Tommy
music with
Gaines as accompanist Assisting will
be Justin Futrell and Conner Olsen
acolytes, Jerry and Sue Veazey greeters, Mr Veazay, Darren dark, Tanny
Banres and Hazel Lee Boyd, ushers
Eastwood Baptist
The Rev Larry Duffer, pastor, will
speak about 'Facing Life's Obstacles'
with scripture from I Chronicles 1411
at 11 a.m SIKVICO and about "The
Lord's Supper' with scripture from I
Corinthians 11'23-34 at 6 p m service
Assisting will be Tony Hess, music director, with Mildred Lassiter and Pam
Treas as accompanists
St. Leo Catholic
Masses will be at 6 p m Saturday
and 8 and 11 a m and 7 p m Sunday
with Fr. Ray Goetz as pastor. Assisting
will be Nathan and Cecelia Reed, Carl
Woods, Mary Gertzen, P. and P. Kurz,
Chris and Cindy Clemson, Louis
Charetie, Sean Clemson, Mary Cates,
Eleanor D'Anoelo, C. Ramsey, P. and
L. Maggard, Bruno and Helen Zubko,
Andy and Dorothy Rachoy, Carolyn
Ramsey, Clarence Kurowski, Rebecca
Cripps, Lisa Ross, Jaclie Kennedy,
Jane Blair, D. Fotsch, M. Stepto, J. Mikulcik, Lisa and Kayla Crutcher, Lindann Ward, Mark Kennedy, Tom Fox,
and Marianne Olsen.
Kirksay United Methodist
The Rev, Jim Peyton, pastor, will
speak at 10 a.m. service. Mike Kemp
will be song director with Tracy Leslie
Norsworthy,
Clarice
and
accompanists.
Christian Science
Services will be at 10:30 a.m. Sunday and 7:30 p.m. each second
Wednesday.
Kirksey Baptist
The Rev. Van Russell, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. services. Children's Church wW be at 11
a.m. W.A. Erwin will direct the music
with Gala Edwards and Cindy Cossey
as accir panists.
Coldwater United Methodist
The Rev. Ed Montgomery, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. service. Rex
Smith will be song leader with Jimmy
Wilson as pianist.
Murray Baptist Mission
The Rev. Parvin Hall, pastor, will
speak at 1045 a.m. and 530 p.m. services at Woodmen of World Building,
Third and Maple Streets, Murray.
Palestine United Methodist
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. service. Edna Jones
will be song leader with Mary Connor
as pianist.
Emmanuel Baptist
The Rev. Paul E. McWherter, pastor, will speak at 11 am. and 6 p m
services. Gerald Canter will direct the
music with Carolyn Allbritton and Jane
Buchanan as accompanists.
Good Shepherd U. Methodist
The William Tate, pastor, will speak
at 11 a.m. service. Diane Tatlock is
choir director and Emma Knight and
Betty Poole are accompanists
Lighthouse Christian Mission
The Rev. Phillip Rogers, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. service at corner of
South 15th and Sycamore Streets.
Community Baptist
The Rev. Randall Winchester, pastor, will speak at 10:30 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services in Dixieland Shopping Center.
Murray Church of God
The Rev. Philip Reed, pastor, will
speak at 11.a.m. and 630 p.m. services at building on Sunberry Circle.
Restoration Branch
Restoration Branch of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saint has services. For
time and location, contact Elder Joe
Green, 436-2220.

New Ute Christian
The Ray Mark Welch will speak at
11 a.m SWAM* at Marlin's Chapel
building. Brent Armstrong will lead the
worship. Assisting will be Karen Welch
and Carl Barren
Poplar Spring Baptist
The Rev Scott &vim. pastor, will
speak at 8 45 and 11 am and 6 p.m.
services Danny Mullins will direct the
music with Kathy Mohler, Carol Kelly
and Hazel Brandon as accompanists
Trinity Christian Canter
The Rev. M.J. Harris, interim pastor,
will speak at 11 a m and 6 p.m. say
vices at 18th and Calloway, Murray.
Ricky Peal will lead the singing with
Jean Cunningham as pianist.
Oak Grove Baptist
The H.D. Hudson. interim pastor,
will speak at 11 am and 7 p.m
ferVICOS

Sinking Spring Baptist
The Rev Randy Kuykendall, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p m services John Ray will be song leader
with Fay Ray as pianist.
Glendale Road Ch. of Christ
Worship services will be at 5 a.m., 9
a.m. and 6 p m John Dale, pulpit minister, will speak about 'Joseph
Teaches Us' with scripture from Genesis 45:3-8 at 9 a m. service, and about
'God Wants All To Be Saved' with
scripture from I Timothy 2:1-7 at 6
p.m. service Assisting will be Curtis
Darnall, song leader. Garry Evans,
Donnie Winchester, Dal Barrett,
James Gibson, Steve Cochrum,
James Suitor, Arvis Thorn, Jim Wilson,
Gary Page, Ronnie Sills, Andrew Falwell, Connie Webb, Lonnie Furr, and
Steve Steele,
First Presbyterian
The Rev. David Montgomery, copastor, will speak at 10:45 a.m. Holy
Communion service
New Mt. Carmel Baptist
The Rev. Darvin Stom, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services
Hazel Baptist
The Rev. Joel Frizzell, pastor. will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p •••• services. Gene Orr Miller will direct the
music with Gwyn Key and Rhonda
Lamb as accompanists.
Coldwater Church of Christ
Tim Roland, minister, will speak at
10:15 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
St. John's Episcopal
The Holy Eucharist will be celebrated at 8 and 10:30 a.m. Fr. Andre
Trevathan will preside and preach.
Hazel Church of Christ
Parker French, minister, will speak
at 9:50 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Locust Grove Baptist
Services will be at 11 a.m. and 6
p.m. services. Robert Houston is song
leader, Sharon Pierceall is choir director and organist, and Wanda Miles is
pianist.
New Concord Ch. of Christ
Bob Haley, minister, will speak at 9
a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
North Pleasant Grove CP
Worship service will be at 11 a.m.
Dean Cochran is song leader with
Margaret Nell Boyd as pianist.
Sugar Creak Baptist
The Rev. William B. Miller, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services. Jack Miller will direct the music
with Patty Harris as pianist.
First Christian
The Rev. William C. Horner, pastor,
will speak about 'Make Some Room'
with scripture from Luke 2:1-7 at 10:45
a.m. service. The Chancel Choir will
sing 'Jubilate Deo" with Lynn Griffiths
as minister of music and Lea Gentile
as organist. The lighting of the Advent
Candle will be by the Marvin family.
Assisting will be Amy Roos, worship
leader; Bill Griffiths and Mike Holton,
elders; Krista Crass, Ruth Daughaday,
Betty Gore, Rohland Chorn, Trace
Curd, Denny Lane, Butch Massey and
Larry Nixon, diaconate. The Hanging
of the Green will be at 6 p.m.

New Concord Pentecostal
The Rev Sieve Haiti, pastor will
speak at 11 •m and 6 pm
Bethany Baptist
The Rev David Cunningham. pas
tor. will speak at 11 a m and 6 p m

Coiduratar Baptist
The Rev George Gulp will speak at
II am and 6 p.m Bobby Manning will
direct the music with Mugs West as
accompanist
Lynn Grow* UMW Methodist
The Rev Ed Montgomery, pastor,
will speak at 9.30 a.m service. Judy
Kelso and Fay Nell Kelso will be accompanists with Cathy Crawford in
charge of Children's Church
Coles Camp Ground Methodist
The Rev Charles Walker will speak
at 8.50 a.m service Assisting will be
Greg Miller, song leader, and Janice
Farris, Samantha Hall and Dean Stephenson as pianists
Cherry Corm( Baptist
The Rev John Denham, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services
Tim Stone will direct the music with
Anna Requarth and Julie Stone as
accompanists
Temple Hill United Methodist
The Rev Charles Walker, pastor,
will speak at 10 a.m service. Larry
Woodall will diract the music.
Russell Chapel United Methodist
The Rev Calvin Clark, pastor, will
speak at 9:45 a.m. service. Red
Woods will be song leader with Marione Charlton and Joyce Thornton as
accompanists.
New Providence Baptist
The Rev. Odell Colson, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services
independence United Methodist
The Rev. Charles Walker, pastor,
will speak at 11 a m service with
Jared Lassiter as song leader and Patricia Lassiter as pianist.
Mason's Chapel United Methodist
The Rev. Gene Burkeen, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m and 7 p.m. services.
Gene Hinze will be song leader with
Karen Coles and Sharon Myatt as
accom pan ists
Flint Baptist
Services will be at 11 a.m. and 6 45
p.m. services. Darrin Chapman will direct the music with Gina Brandon and
Karon Johnson as accompanists.
Brooks Chapel United Methodist
The Rev. H.B. Fields, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. service. Eddie Ramsey will direct the music with Janeen
Burkeen and Rita Culver as
accompanists.
Salem Baptist
The Rev. John Sheppard, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. services. Bobby Fain will direct the music
with Denise Windsor and Phyllis Sheppard as accompanists
West Murray Church of Christ
James Hahn, evangelist, will speak
at 10:50 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Jain McKee will be song leader.
Martin's Chapel U. Methodist
The Rev. William E. Tate, pastor,
will speak at 9 a.m. service. Ralph
Robertson will direct the music with
Carmelita Eldridge as pianist.
Dexter Baptist
The Rev. Paul Bogard, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Scotts Grove Baptist
The Rev. Heyward Roberts, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m_ services. Tommy Hoke will direct the
music with Mary Tuft and Pat Keeling
as accompanists.

impossible?' with scripture from Luke
1 26-36 at 10 30 a m Service at
Weeks Community Canter
linatanual Lutheran
The Rev David Riley, pastor, will
speak about 'Father, We Need You!'
with scripture from Isaiah 64 16 at
10 15 a.m Holy Communion service
hor the hist Sunday in Advent Assisting will be Einar Jenstrom, elder,
Dwayne Secs organist. Ray Loppnow,
Don Finch, Charles Boozing and Ralph
Lorenz
Greater Hops Baptist
The Rod W E Cheanay, pastor, will
speak at 11 a m service
Higher Praise
The Rev E F Clare, pastor, will
speak at 10 30 a m and 6 pm
services
First Assembly of God
The Rev Art Heinz, pastor will
speak at 10 30 a m and 6 p m ser
vices Eric Kelleher is director of
music
Uborty Cumborland Presbyterian
The Rev Don Faulkner, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m 111VVICO
Church of Living God
Elder C B Bramley. minister will
speak at 1130 am service
Shiloh Full Gospel Assembly
The Rev Roy L Balentine pastor
will speak at 11 a m and 7 p rn

SONIC*.

Calvary Tempi*
The Ray Darrell Young, pastor will
speak at 11 a m and 6 30 p m
SONIOIPS

St. John Baptist
The Rev Norris E Mills, pastor will
speak at 11 am service Rod/Kick
Reed is choir director with Ruthie Karen as pianist.
Bad* United Methodist
The Ray H.B Fields, pastor, will
speak at 9:30 a.m and 6 p m. services. Wanda Sayiors will be song
leader with Lavonia Rowland as
pianist.
14orthside Baptist
The Rev. Brett Miles, pastor, will
speak at 10 a.m. and 6 p m services
Max McGinnis will be music director
with Joy Young and Jane Ann Turner
as accompanists
Ledbetter Baptist
The Rev. R.J Burpoe. pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m service Tommy Bogard will be song leader and Game
Sheppard, pianist.
Faith Apostolic
The Rev. Dwight Wyant, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. service.
New Ufa General Baptist
The Rev. Keith Massey, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services
Dexter Pentecostal
The Rev Elijah Balentine, pastor,
will speak at 11 a m. and 6 p.m.
services.
Alliance Bible
The Rev. Kerry L. Lambert. pastor.
will speak about 'Are You Open to the

services

Hardin Baptist
The Rev Ricky Cunningham pas
tor, will speak at 8. 9 15 and 10 30
a m services
St. Henry's Catholic
Mass will be at 5 p m Saturday and
9 a m Sunday
7th Day Adventist
Worship service will be at 9 a m
and Sabbath School will be at 10 a m
on Saturday.

'Quality Lawn & Lcintisoape Services"
LEAF 11E1101//U. SERV=

Call Today for Your
Free Estimate

753-5726

Time for the Holidays
'Fall Pillows
• Christmas Items on the Shelf

(
appy

Selected Fall Merchandise

50% Off

(Thank,sgiving

Holland Drug
'Art

753-1462
109 S. 4th St.
Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

r••••••••

with

Sentry2
pn

Night Vision'.
Universal
Remote

!9 Tv
46
Dia

with
Advanced Video
/AV Imaging'
11 1111737—TgEeilill

Layaway
For Christmas

C

ROM

RROI.AD

•ZDG`" High Contrast
Picture Tube
•New Surf's UpTM Favorite
Channel Selection
• New SoundRitem Volume
Control
•New ICON Trilingual On-Screen
Menu Displays
• Multi-Purpose Timer
•Slate Color Finish
• Optional Custom Stand
available (KDY727DT) -

* Lunch & Dinner
All-You-Can-Eat
Buffet

Atter
Rebate

379•00

* Dine-In, Pick-Up
and Carryout

•Stm-Prolie", C,abinat
-Delta 77 Propection Lens System
•Surround Sound Capability
•AITS &woo wit Spatial Equalization
(SEg) 15 Was Audio System
'New Icon Menu System
•Channel Labeling
'New Parental Control
-2 RF. 111-Jack Rear Audis/Video lad Panel,
includrig &Video
430110611SneD-On Screen Protector

1599.00
All-You-Can-Eat Pizza & SpaGatti Buffet

PVR4660VK

—Lunch Only—

The Quality Goes in Before The Name Goes On.

C. ..at we*
sq ether apatisla
0E04 Wu Dee. 14

Tucker TV Sales 8 Service
Free Delivery
In Home Service

1230 State Route 121 N.

1,-•••••- •••••

753-2900
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know what to e
the stadium,
and they know
While the
regular season
65-0 win over
Virginia Tech,
hasn't played
They lost the
at Gateway riva
Nutt says the
a slight advan
Ball agrees to
"We had an
one of our losse
like they had

Close playoff battle expected
Saturday after two blowouts
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
In their last two meetings,
Murray State and Western Illinois
have split the non-conference
series.
Split may be too innocent of a
word, however.
After Western Illinois devoured the Racers 73-17 in 1994,
MSU came back with an avenging 56-18 win a year ago in
Stewart Stadium. The average
margin of victory in the two-year
series is 47 points.
When Murray State and Western Illinois meet Saturday in
Stewart Stadium for their firstround NCAA Division I-AA
playoff game, you can bet the
blowout trend will end.
"We're on pretty equal ground
now," said Murray State linebacker Ronnie Merritt.
"No doubt," said Western Illinois head coach Randy Ball.
"This is a whole different game.
Anything that's happened in the
past will have no bearing on this
game."

It's a picture Houston Nutt
has wanted destroyed for two
years.
Shot on Saturday, Nov. 19,
1994, the photo shows Nutt
standing on the sidelines with a
blank look on his face. Worst of
all, it shows the scoreboard in
the background. and most noticeable is the score: Home 73,
Visitors 17.
"Do ya'll have to keep running that picture?" Nutt asks,
certain that the sports editor
knows which one he's referring
to.

Murray State (10-1) enters the
game as back-to-back Ohio Valley Conference champions, having won 10-straight games in
1996.
Western Illinois (9-2) was the
surprise team of the Gateway
Conference, finishing second to
Northern Iowa after being tabbed
for a middle of the pack finish.
"It's just a big difference from
the team we played last year,"
Racer coach Houston Nutt said of
the Leathernecks.
W1U's Ball doesn't see much
change in the Racers from last
season, but he still likes his
team's first-round draw.
"Whoever you play, they're
going to have a great team," Ball
said this week. "And I certainly
believe they do. Coach Nutt has
done a great job, they have a tremendous team, and we respect
what he's done.
"It's a good draw. It's nice for
us because we're going on the
road to a place where our players

As painful as it is for Nutt to
look at the photo, particularly
the score, it's an important moment in Murray State football
history.
As they say, a picture's worth
a thousand words. Or in this
case, that photo taken in the
team's 73-17 loss at Western Illinois is worth four words: Rebirth of the Racers.
From the time the gun
sounded in Macomb, Ill., in
November of 1994.until the time
the curtain lifted in Bowling
Green in 1995, the Racers grew

Angry Smith
leads Dallas
over 'Skins
By DENNE H. FREEMAN
AP Sports Writer
IRVING, Texas (AP) — An
enraged Emmitt Smith is not an
easy person to tackle.
Just ask the innocent Washington Redskins who had to deal
with an incensed Smith after the
first benching of his career.
Smith scored three touchdowns
and gained a season-high 155
yards Thursday, carrying Dallas
past Washington 21-10 and putting the Cowboys in a first-place
tie with the Redskins in the NFC
East.
Both Dallas and Washington
are 8-5. Philadelphia is 7-5 and
hosts the New York Giants on
Sunday.
Smith was benched in the
fourth quarter of Sunday's 20-6
loss to the Giants after gaining
just 18 yards on 11 carries. Smith
didn't practice all week while re-

Staff Report
Mutray Ledger & Times
Several Calloway County and
Murray High players will corn..pete in the second East-West
All-Star football game Saturday
night at Roy Stewart Stadium.
The game is set to kick off at
6 p.m. Saturday.
Competing for Calloway
County on the West squad will

sting a sore right ankle, and
coach Barry Switzer was worricd,
Smith said he was, too.

be quarterback-defensive back
Alberto Villanueva; linemen Jamie Burkeen and Craig Butler;
receiver.Tom Watkins and tight
end -defensive end Josh
McKee!.
Murray players named to the
West,-squad are tailbackdefensive end Salim -Sanchez,
quarterback-defensive back Allen Thompson, linebacker Jack
Drake and lineman Joey Mehr.

Nutt left
off UK's
coaching
wish list

Mark Miller was on the
scent two weeks ago, he just
didn't choose the right track.
During Houston Nutt's
weekly press conference,
Miller, a WPSD-TV sports
anchor, asked Nutt if he'd
been contacted by University
of Kentucky officials about the
job which opened when Bill
Curry was fired.
"I have not been contacted."
were Nutt's words to Miller.
Next, Miller asked, "Would
you take it if they offered you
the job?" Nutt responded with
the appropriate, "I'm just conMARK YOUNG/ledger & Times photo
centrating on this (Racer) team
Murray State coach Houston Nutt expects a closer game with Wester
n Illinois Saturday in the I-AA playoffs at
right here and the playoffs."
Stewart Stadium than in the two previous games with the
Leathernecks.
End of subject.
Miller, as it turns out, was
in the ballpark that day, he just
forgot to touch third. And, he
didn't get much backup from
his fellow media members in
attendance.
Now, after a story released
in Wednesday's Lexington
up. Players and coaches.
said junior Ronnie Merritt, a
Herald-Leader, Miller's quepecially Coach (Larry) McC"It was long and quiet." 'sefreshman linebacker at the time.
sion should have been: "Have
lain," Hutch said this week. "He
nior Reuel Shepherd said of the
"That's the worst I'd been
you contacted UK about the
still has that on his mind. He reseven-hour bus ride home from
beaten and I didn't like that
job?"
members when they were on the
Macomb. "Everyone had a
feeling. Our attitude was that we
According to the article,
three-yard line late in the game
chance to think if they wanted
were not going to get beaten
Nutt "took matters into his
and we just bowed down to
to play football. In the offown hands" and called UK and
them.
like that again."
season, the coaches took us to
told them he was interested in
"I
didn't
Senior Anthony Hutch didn't
actually experience
another level in our workouts
the Kentucky job.
it, but I could tell a difference
make the trip to Macomb in
and we went to another level on
"They told me they recogthe next year."
1994, instead he spent that Sathe practice field."
nized
the job I was doing but
Instead
turday afternoon preparing for
of shrugging off the
The rest, as they say, is Racer
that the search was moving in
loss, trying to put it behind
knee surgery. Yet he could see
football history.
another direction," Nutt was
them, the Racers drank up the
the change when his teammates
Although it was one painful
quoted as saying. "And that
misery on the ride home. Instead
and coaches arrived in Murray
history lesson.
was pretty much that. I went
late Sunday morning.
"I know it motivated me,"
back to coaching my football
"All the coaches changed, esteam."
Rumored to be a hot name
among Lexington media and
UK fans, Nutt evidently didn't
light C.M. Newton's fire. Instead of talking to Newton, the
UK - athletic director, Nutt's
phone call was taken by one of
Newton's underlings.
Also circulating around
Lexington were rumors that
UK was not interested in Division I-AA coaches. Ironic, the
article pointed out, since Hal
Mumme, head coach at DiviBy JIM CLARKE
sion H Valdosta State is reporBoeheim thought a loss to
Associated Press Writer
tedly a leading candidate along
Clemson in their season opener
with former Racer coach Mike
fired
up
the
defend
ing
national
ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP)
Gottfried, now an ESPN
— The Kentucky-Syracuse game champion Wildcats.
analyst.
"Obviously they weren't
was more mismatch than
"I think it could have been a
happy with their first game,"
rematch.
good situation," Nutt told the
Boeheim said. "They came back
Derek Anderson scored a
Herald-Leader. "It would be
career-high 25 points as No. 8 ready to play. We didn't."
very fair to say I'm disapKentucky coach Rick Pitino
Kentucky turned the rematch of
pointed that they had no
last April's NCAA championship said his squad refused to get outinteres
worked
t."
like
they
were in their
game into a laugher with an
Nutt told the Lexington
87-53 rout of No. 12 Syracuse on first game. Pitino, though, repaper that i he had been "apThursday night in the Great fused to put much into the first
proached by other Division I
meeting between the schools
Alaska Shootout.
schools looking for a coach,
Jamaal Magloire added 16 since April's title game.
but he would not say which
"It
wasn't a rematch at all. It
points for the Wildcats (1-1),
schools.
who handed the Orangemen their was a made-for-TV game," Pi"I just need to get through
worst loss in 33 years and the lino said. "We're two totally difseason," he said. "My phithis
ferent
basketball teams, and
worst loss ever under coach Jim
losophy is that these things
we're both going to grow. It was
Boeheim.
tend to take care of
"They're one of the four or just our night tonight."
"When we're losing and
themselves."
Magloi
re,
Jared Prickctt and
five best teams in the country.
you're not doing your job, getting
• • • •
We're not there yet," Boeheim
Ron Mercer each pulled done
pulled wasn't good," Smith said. said.
If
the
Herald
-Leader story is
eight rebounds for Kentucky.
correct, and there's no reason
to believe it's not, Kentucky
— especially Newton — may
look back with regret.
Taking Nutt's phone call so
lightly might be one of the
biggest blunders in UK football history, and that's saying
Staff Report
to just 42.9 percent for Missis- 3-point range and
19 of 28 at the
Murray Lodger & Times
something.
sippi State, but the Lady Bull- free throw stripe.
Nutt, who has led the RacSTARKVILLE, Miss. — De- dogs attempted 77 shots, making
Mississippi State, which led
ers to back-to-back Ohio Valspite shooting a higher percen- 33, while Murray State managed
34-24 at halftime, placed four
tage than their opponents in every only 42 shots, connecting on 20. players in double figures, led by - ley Conference championships
and wins in 21 of his last 23
Stephaine Minor led aft scorers Libya Graham
area, Murray State's Lady Racers
with 15. The
games at MSU, could turn out
couldn't overcome 32 turnovers with 30 points, connecting -on
Lady Bulldogs outreboundcd
to be Newton's nightmare.
in a 75-61 loss at Mississippi 8-of-11 shots from the field and
Murray 46-29.
Two years from now you
14 of 16 at the free throw line.
State Wednesday night.
Murray Slate is back in action
might hear something like this
Bobbi Coltharp added 12 points tonight at the UNO
(New OrMurray State (0-2) shot 47.6 while Shonta Hunt contri
buted leans) Hoops Classic, facing New
percent from the field compared eight. Murray was -of-5
2
from Orleans at 8.
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FROM PAGE 10A
know what to expect. They know
the stadium, the know the field
and they know the fans."
While the Racers closed the
regular season last week with a
65-0 win over Division II West
Virginia Tech, Western Illinois
hasn't played since Nov. 16.
They lost the season's finale 30-6
at Gateway rival Northern Iowa.
Nutt says the Racers may have
a slight advantage in that area.
Ball agrees to a point.
"We had an open date before
one of our losses and the kids felt
like they had been away too

•Photo...
FROM PAGE 10A

a

of leaving it on the field, the
loss stayed with them for the
next 365 days.
Then senior Mike Gossett,
playing his final collegiate football game, wanted the loss to
mean something to the program,
not just be an cmbarassing mark
in record book.
"I hope the younger guys take
something from it and know
how hard they're going to have
to work," Gossett said after the
game.
It was definitely the low-point
of Nutt's illustrious Murray
State coaching career. For the
first and only time in his head
coaching career, the young
coach had a lo9k in his eye and
a tone to his voice that is unlike
anything he'd shown before or
since.
"I'm going to remember that
score," he said afterwards from
the lockerroom in Macomb. "I
don't think he (WIU coach
Randy Ball) was trying to run
up the score; we gave them a lot
of points. I don't hold it against
the coach.
"But I'm going to remember
the score when Western Illinois
comes into our place next year,"
Western Illinois broke several
school records that day in 1994,
but that was not the goal. The
Leathernecks, 7-3 on the year,
had bigger aspirations when
they took the field.
"In our situation, honestly,
that game got, out of hand,"
WIU's Ball said recently, recalling the circumstances surrounding the 73-17 game. "We were
told that if we had a convincing
--win over Murray State, and they
were a darned good team, we
had a chance at the playoffs."
As it turned out, the Leathernecks stayed home during the
playoffs. The next year they finished 4-7, finishing the season
on a cold November day in
Murray, Kentucky.
True to their word, the Racers
extracted revenge, winning

Great Gift for the Holidays

long," the WIU coach said. ing people miss and then hitting
ence and school scoring record
"That's not an excuse for this it down the sidelines."
this season, amassing 426 points
Knuckles. a 5-11, 190-pound
game here.
on the year. Ilsey'll be going up
"We've played well on the senior, is WIU's leading rusher
against a defense Saturday which
road," Ball added. "This team is on the season with 1,310 yards.
gives up just 13.7 points per
unusual. They like to play on the In last year's meeting in Murray. game.
Knuckles ran for 144 yards on 25
road."
-This is a team that's loaded
Western has posted several im- carries.
with *tilor college guys and
"We've got to stop Knuckles,"
pressive road victories this seatransfers," Nutt said of the WIU
son, including a 17-0 win at Divi- Nutt said of the Nebraska transdefense. "Every year you see differ. "He's probably the best back
sion 1-A Northern Illinois.
ferent names. They're an older
For Nutt, Western's 10-7 win we've faced so far and we've
bunch and they're very aggresat OVC member Eastern Illinois faced some good ones — (Eastsive and very fast. They do an
on Oct. 13 is just as impressive. ern Kentucky's) William Murrell
excellent job of pursuing the
"They kept the ball on Eastern and Daymon Carter and all the
football, creating turnovers and
Illinois, which we know is a good ones at Eastern Illinois. But this
trying to keep you off-balance."
defense," Nutt explained. guy, you better wrap him up."
As for Western Illinois' game
"(Brian) Knuckles won that ballplan, Ball is relying almost as
Nutt is also wary of the passgame by escaping tacklers, mak- ing of Leatherneck quarterback
much on his offense to play deJeff Hecklinski, who has thrown
fense against the Racer attack.
for 1,724 yards on the season.
"Murray does such a good job--"They have a quarterback
with the run and the pass," he
who's a lot like a coach on the
said. "In order for us to win the
field," the MSU coach explained.
game we have to do a better job
"He's very smart and does a lot
of moving the football to keep-something like 50-18..."Fifty-six
of checking at the line of scrimtheir offense off the field.
to eighteen," Ball corrected over
mage. But they're going to run
"If we happen to get up on
the phone. "Somehow I rememthe
football
first."
them,
we want to make them a
ber that score."
Murray's offense set a conferone-dimensional offense."
Ball wasn't the naive child
coming to Murray in 1995, he
had a feeling that the beating at
the hands of the Racers was a
strong possibility.
Sponsored By:
"Hell yeah I knew," Ball said
of the 56-18 payback in Murray.
'See me for all your family insurance needs
"I knew if they got a chance
they'd put it on us. And they
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)
did."
Murray State got their re753-9627
venge in 1995, but more imporLike a good neighbor,
tantly, they were capping a perState Farm is there.
State Farm insurance Companies
fect 11-0 season.
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
Many players, Nutt included,
believe the 73-17 loss to WestThurnrimes Gassas
NBA STANDINGS
Inclana 101. Sammie° 83
ern Illinois in 1994 was the
Goldon SUISO 124, Nan Jersey 118
AN Times PT
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believe that," Nutt said Monday.
"And the commitment this team
made, never to get beat like that
again."
The real commitment started
mere months after the 1994 loss
when Nutt had his team in the
Carr Health Buildinig at 6 a.m.
for the "Dirty Dozen" — 12
vomit-before-breakfast conditioning workouts.
"That woke up a lot of people," said junior fullback Mike
Johnson. "A lot of scholarship
players quit after that."
David R. King
But a lot of players came
hack.
And the rest is history.
Don't pay more than you need to for auto insurance.

on one of UK football's postgame call-in shows now:
Caller: "Ralph, it was very
disappointing to see Tennessee
just march up and down the
field on the 'Cats today. I
never thought we'd get beat
that bad under Coach
(Mumme?). We couldn't stop
Tennessee's passing game all
day. I thought Tim Couch was
going to break all of Peyton
Manning's Tennessee career
passing records in one day."
Ralph: "He did break six."
Caller: "Hey Ralph, did you
happen to see State U beat
Notre Dame today?"
Ralph: "Yes I did. Houston
Nutt is doing a marvelous job
with that program. It looks
like State U is heading to the
Fiesta Bowl after that win."
Caller: "He's really turned
State U around. But didn't we
have a chance to get him back
when we hired the guy we got
now?"
Ralph: "If I remember correctly, Nutt really wanted the
UK job at the time."
Caller: "You're kidding. We
let him go?"
Ralph: "I believe he con-

$2,000 worth of(;olf for
onl $35.00
A *S35 donation to the
Societ% Lmers the greens

tees al 1,68 ..ourses in Kentodo,
Indiana. Ohio. lennessee and
West \ irginta.
idthnotridoi\ws s
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Nov. 29 & 30
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Get lower
rates for
your auto
insurance.

4
t
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Unvented Gas Logs
and Fireplaces

DRASTICALLY
REDUCED FOR
CLEARANCE!

Saving starts with lower rates, like those you get
with Grange quality coverage. And our many
discounts can cut your premiums
even further. Find out how
much you can save with
Grange. Call or visit us soon. Yourpartnerznprotectwn

tacted Kentucky, but C.M.
Newton wasn't interested."
Caller: "Really? Oh, man. I
thought Newton blew it when
he hired Dick Fick to replace
Rick Pitino when he left to
coach the Knicks, but this is
just as bad. What was he
thinking?"
Ralph: "The next time I'm
at a Centre College game I'll
ask C.M. and_ let .you know
what he said."
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Time!
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Football
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Saturday, Nov. 30
1:30 p.m.-Roy Stewart Stadium

and Stroke

Medical miracles
start with research

Tickets Available by calling (502) 762-4895
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1996 MURRAY STATE RACER FOOTBALL
MSU vs Western Illinois (NCAA I-AA Playoffs 1st Round)
November 30, 1:30 p.m. • Murray, Ky. (Stewart Stadium)
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RACERS HOST LEATHERNECKS IN FIRST ROUND

k 711 Main St. • Murray

ALL YOU CAN EAT

For the fourth time in school history and
the second consecutive ce-ason, Murray State
will be participating in the NCAA Division
I-AA playoffs.
MSU,the Ohio Valley Conference champions, will play host to Western Illinois of the
Gateway Conference. The Racers are looking for their first ever win in the playoffs
following last year's last second heartbreaker
against Northern Iowa
,
The Lcathernecks come into today's game
with a 9-2 overall record having only lost to
Indiana State and playoff participant Northern Iowa, in their regular season finale.
Murray State enters the matchup following
another season in which the Racers went
, undefeate.4, 8-0, through their OVC
MSU also is riding a 10-game win streak after
dropping their season opener in double

Pond Raised Catfish

99

Served
Buffet Style
Wednesday thru
Sunday

*men Etis
Wet-Sat. Open 4 p.m.
Sun. II a.m..2 p.m. Closed Mon.-Tues.
1901 N. !Mt (Hwy. 6411 Murray

overtime to Western Kentucky. The Racers
are 21-1 over the past two regular seasons.
This season MSU has again featured a
balanced attack on both sides of the ball. On
offense, Murray State became the first OVC
team to boast a 2,000-yard passer-NIKE
CHERRY), a 1,000-yard rusher (ANTHONY DOWNS) and a 1,000-yard receiver(REGINALD SWINTON)in the same
season.
Murray State's defense was ranked at the
top of the OVC in almost every category
including total defense (259.1 ypg). Defensive end ANTHONY HUTCH ranked second
in the league with 9.5 sacks.
Placekicker ROB HART had a re-cord,breaking season setting new OVC/MSU
marks for field goals (22) and points by a
kicker (112) in a season.

LEARN MORE ABOUT

IRAs AND
ANNUITIES
David L. Hudspeth
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple, Murray
753-1820

4tWoodmen
of the World
life Insurance Society
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Proudly
supporting
our Racers
for the
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701 Main Street

Good Luck
From All Your Friends At

TIIIS WEEK'S PLAYOFF MATCHUPS
Team
#10 Villanova
# .9 Jackson State
#15 Delaware
#I6 Nicholls State
#12 Western Illinois
#13 Florida A&M
#11 Furman
#14 Eastern Illinois

_wBest
western
Best Western
Racer Inn

HOURS:
Mon.-Thurs. 8 am.-8 p.m
Fri. 8 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sat. 9 am -9 p.m.
Sun. 1 p.m.-4 p.m

Center. 2nd Floor
Murray State University

Curris

Tennessee State
at #8 William & Mary
at #2 Marshall
at #1 Montana
at #5 Murray State
at #4 Troy State
at #6 Northern Arizona
at43 Northern Iowa

Kentucky Lake
Oil Company

All Times Central

Worm
vocal co
ters; the

Shell
622 South 4th

tir

For All Your
MSU Apparel

Sweatshirts • Caps • T-Shirts

Time
12 p.m.
12 p.m.
12pm
1 p m.
1.30pm.
2 p.m.
4.05 p m
6.30 p.m

-444444

U.S. Hwy. 641 South
Phone 753-5986
For Reservations Call
1-800-808-0036

University
Book Store

Team
at #7 East
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GOOD LUCK RACERS

Make The
Winning
Choice...

Dece

ONNINGRAM
AUTO
REPAIR

MYERS

Lumber Co.

'
l
I
e Good Luck
Coach Nutt
and all the Racers.
Here's to a Winning Season!

500 S. 4th St.•753-6450

Dece
Dece

Janui
Janu(
Janu(
Janui

WAI:MART

"Th. (OderI
Indspendont
repair shop In Murray"

...For All Your Home Improvement Needs

Dece

Febri.
Febrt.
Febn

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

619 South 4th • 753-6831

Febn.
Marcl
Marcl

OPEN 24 HOURS
Gas - Oil - Cigarettes
Snacks - Sodas

Racer's
Coastal Mart
753-0858
Chestnut
St. • Murray
1000
All Major Credit Cards

GO
RACER
S!
LAINDRiir

BOONE
CLEANERS

Marc

Please
Support
These
Businesses
That Help
Sponsor
This
Page

Now We're
Open 24 lirs•••

Commercial, Residential,
and Auto Glass
• Auto - Plate - Mirrors
• Custom Beveling
• Tub & Shower Enclosures
• Furniture Tops Made To Order

Serving Breakfast, Daily Lunch

Specials & Dinner

go.

15th &
Olive Blvd

1

'
a
Glass

Murray

753-1116
Go Racers!

*Insurance Claims Welcome
717 S. 4th St. • M
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MSU dedicates Heathcott Rodeo Barn
Continuing with a series of recent
accomplishments for Murray State
University's deparunent of agriculture, another great day unfolded
Saturday, Nov. 23, as students,
friends, faculty and staff, administrators, community and business
leaders and government officials
gathered during a sunny morning
ceremony to dedicate the Heathcou
Rodeo Barn.
Known only as the "new rodeo
barn," throughout planning and
construction phases, MSU President Kern Alexander announced
that the facility would be named for
Dr.Eldon Heathcott,longtime MSU
rodeo adviser. Dan and Charlene
Evans, principal building fund donors, requested, and university administration concurred, that the
building bear Heathcott's name in
recognition of his many contributions to the rodeo program at Murray State University.
Heathcou told those gathered for
the dedication that this new facility
had been one of the program's
greatest needs for several years.
State funding was approached in
1993, but never materialized. The
urgency of the project continued zo

escalate when another .program
within the department expanded to
the point that they needed to reclaim the facility used by rodeo
team members to stall their horses.
During this time, Dan and Charlene Evans were introduced to MSU
when their son Ryan enrolled in the
university's agriculture program
and became a competitor on the
MSU Rodeo Team. They immediawly became sensitive to the department's needs, developed a friendship with Heathcott and spearheaded the drive to construct the
rodeo barn.
"This building was constructed
from private and corporate funds,"
said Heathcott. The fund began with
600 shares of Bob Evans Farms
stock, a value of approximately
$100,000. Heathcou led a drive for
matching funds which netted
$5,000 or more from each of the
following: MSU Rodeo Rooster
Club, Dan Hutson of Hutson Ag
Products, H. Glenn Doran of Peoples Bank of Murray, the Reed
Foundation, and U.S. Tobacco Co.;
as well as many other generous
donations from friends of the prog-

here at MSU.
"We think we have one of the hest
programs in the country and it will
get even better when the students
come in here and look at this new
facility."
As chairman of the board and
CEO of Bob Evans Farms,Inc., Dan
Evans guides a food company
known throughout the Midwest for
its fresh food products and chain of
384 family restaurants in 18 states.
He and his wife Charlene are the
parents of five children and reside in
Canal Winchester, Ohio. Much of
Charlene's time is dedicated to
many community-related causes
such as the Ohio Historical Foundation and Central Ohio Diabetes
Foundation.
Dan Evans, who rides cutting
horses and has raised quarter horses
for 38 years, said once he met
Heathcou, he knew that he "was the
kind of person who would help
guide my . son through school."
"I am a great believer in all kinds
of horse programs, but especially
something like this," Evans noted.
"I think there are a lot of students
that probably would not go througt
four years of college if they did not
have their horse there and something else to work with."
Heathcou amens this projection

likATHCO'T'T RODEO BARN

Rodeo friends and supporters from across the region gathered at Murray
State University Nov. 23,for the dedication of a new 38-stall rodeo barn. Dan
Evans,CEO of Bob Evans Farms,Inc., and his wife Charlene spearheaded the
drive to construct the barn. Dr. Tony Brannon, Interim department of
agriculture chair, makes closing remarks as members of the official party
look on:(seated from left) Dan Evans, Charlene Evans, Dr. Eldon Heatticott,
President Kern Alexander, Sid Easley, chairman of MSU Board of Regents
ram. With time running out and the stalls and two tack rooms.
need continuing to rise, the Evans
"This is going to be the centergraciously pledged additional funds piece of our rodeo program," said
necessary to complete the project. Dr. Alexander. "We are not a rich
The barn carries a price tag of university, as we all know ... but to
$206,000. Construction began Ott. have friends like the Evans,..who
Sand was completed in 16 days by have worked with us, helped us and
Morton Construction Company. encouraged us on this project is
Clark Construction was responsible extremely important to our agriculfor the design which features 38 ture program and rodeo program

West View Nursing Home expresses appreciation for professional tag team
wrestlers, The Wildcats and The Midnight Angel,for their recent appearance
at West View. Pictured are The Midnight Angel (standing left), The Kentucky
Bobcat, (standing right), and Jamie Phillips (foreground) of West View's
Activities Department. Not pictured is Tennessee Leopard of The Wildcats.
Phillips participated as a tag team partner of the Midnight Angel. The
wrestlers will also appear at Fern Terrace Lodge on Dec. 5 at 2 p.m. If you or
your civic group is Interested In volunteering to assist with any activities at
West View Nursing Home, you can call (502) 767-3679.

and says he is proud of the record
established by rodeo participants.
"In the 13 years that 1 have
advised the rodeo program at Murray State,after using their four years
of eligibility, we have only had
three students not graduate, and one
of those will complete their requirenients this year," Heathcou said.
Before closing the ceremony, Dr.
Tony Brannon, interim department
chair, asked members of the 199697 MSU Rodeo Team and coach
Tom Yeater to stand at the entrance
of the building and issued the
following charge to them.
"I challenge you to join with
.these supporters who have worked
so hard and long to make this fine
facility possible, to become ambassadors for this program and help us
move it to a new and higher level,"
he said. "As we dedicate this new
facility today, it is for your use and
enjoyment,but it also becomes your
responsibility to these donors and
supporters to ensure that this facility
is as nice when you leave as it is
today. With-this attitude and action,
this fine facility will serve as a
testament for years to come of the
great tradition and support that we
have in MSU rodeo."
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SUBSCRIBE

BUY ONE
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GET ONE
FREE is
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Women have -higher voices than men simply because women's
vocal cords are shorter. The average man's vocal cord is 18 millimeters; the average woman's is ten millimeters.
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SHOP EARLY
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SELECTIONS
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Met Season Preview

12:30

December 14

L'Elisir d'Amore [Donizettil

12:30

December 21

'A Midsummer Night's Dream [Britten]
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12:30

December 28

Hansel and Gretel (Humperdinck)

January 4

Tosca [Puccini]

12:30

January 11

La Boheme [Puccini]

12:30'

January 18

La Traviata [Verdil

12:30

January 25
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12:30

February
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Leather
Recliners
Buy One
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Aida [Verdi]

12:30
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March 8

Billy Budd [Britten]

12:30

Cosi fan tutte [Mozart).

12:30

February 22

March 15
March 22

12:30
.12:30
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'Carmen [Bizet]

$799

12:30

March 29
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12:30

April 5
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12:30

April 12

Die WalkUre [Wagner]

11:30

April 19

'Eugene Onegin [Tchaikovskyl..

11:30

April 26

•Fedora [Giordano] .

11:30

Get One
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FREE
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MCCH will
host special
service Dec.9

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet
Is Gonna Make
Your Money Count!

CHEVROLET

CHEVROLET

Billy Ray Smith, commissioner of agriculture, presented a check in the
amount of $100,000 to the Murray State University department of agriculture
Oct 4, at the 34th annual Agriculture Alumni Association banquet. Proceeds
from the Regional Oniversities Agriculture Improvement Fund was distributed among all Kentucky regional universities and will be used for
agriculture improvement projects. Pictured from left are Buddy Buckingham,
coordinator of economic development;President Kern Alexander; Smith;Sid
Easley, chairman of MSU Board of Regents; Jerry Trimm,1995-96 Agriculture
Alumni Association president and Dr. Tony Brannon, interim department of
agriculture chair.

1997 Chevrolet S-10 LS

Murray-Calloway County Hospital hasscheduled a special service of
memory for Monday,Dec.9at 6:30
p.m. at Murray's First Presbyterian
Church at 16th and Main Streets.
This service is for family members and friends of Hospice, Home
Care Services. Hugh Houston Long
Term Care and MCCH inpatients
who have died in the past year. The
holiday time is an appropriate time
to honor the memory of those who
enriched our. lives.
The public is invited to attend the
service which will serve to memorial those who felt the caring, loving
and sharing provided by MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Following the service,refreshments will be
served in the fellowship hall.
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Morris honored at tea
Eq uI pped With...
-Air Condrtioning -P205/75R 15 All Season Tires •
LS Decor -Aluminum Wheels -AM/FM Stereo Cassette With Clock & More!

Recently honored at a retirement
tea at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital was Kathleen Morris,
LPN. Kathleen has retired following 35 years of service to MCCH.
-Kathleen provided care for residents in the Long Term.Care area of
the hospital for almost the entirety
of her career at MCCH.
"We truly appreciate Kathleen's
caring attitude," said MCCH President Stuart Poston. "She has
touched the lives of thousands of
people and is an outstanding nurse."
On behalf of the hospital, Poston
presented Morris with a retirement
gift — a yellow gold Bulova wristwatch with quartz accuracy. She
was also proud of the birthstone ring
given to her by co-workers. From
MCCH, she also received a silk
flower arrangement and the traditional gold and blue retirement cake
adorned with the hospital retirement
logo. She received numerous other
gifts from friends, co-workers and
family.
"Thirty-five years went quickly,"

Now $12,16700

1997 Chevrolet Blazer

Equipped With...
-Reclining High-Back Bucket Seats -Automatic
Transmission •White Letter Tires -AM/FM Stereo
With CD & Clock -Titt -Cruise -Power Windows &
Locks -Mirrors -Luggage Rack -Premium Suspension Package -Remote Keyless Entry -6-Way
Power Seat w/Floor Console

Only

26*

$344

APR.
36 Months

GM Smart Lease*.

'Payments based on 38 months lease with cap cost ot $23.931 97 after 1500 cap
reduction at 875%. Tax 8. boense extra_ $894.26 up front tor frst payment 6 security
deposit waft eppreved &edit

Or

1997 Chevrolet
S-10 4x4

KATHLEEN MORRIS
Morris said. "I have very fond
memories of working here. I've
enjoyed my work and my co-workers,and I appreciate all their encouragement and help. Thank you for
everything."

3

.9% A.P.R. Financing For 48 Months

SEVERAL IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!

Was $24,988

1995 Dodge Dually SLT - Showroom new 24,000
miles, Cummins turbo diesel and all the buttons.
Was $22,988

$23,500

$21,400

1995 Honda Passport 4 Wheel Drive - V-6, auto.,
air, loaded.
Was $21,988 $20,300

1996 Honda Accord LX - One owner, 7,000 miles,
auto., air, AM/FM stereo, power windows, locks,
mirrors.
Was $18,988
$179000

1995 Jeep Grand Cherokee 4 Wheel Drive - Auto.,
air, tilt, cruise, windows,locks & more.27,000 miles,
like new.
Was $23,933 $22,200

1994 Toyota Camry - One owner"Showroom New"
all the buttons and only 19,xxx miles.

1995 Chevrolet Blazer 4 Wheel Drive LT - One
owner, 23,000 miles, V-6, auto., air, all power,
leather interior, double sharp.

1993 Cadillac Sedan DevIlle - Local trade, low
miles, white w/red leather interior.

Was $22,988

Was $17,988

$2119500

1995 Chevrolet Suburban 4 Wheel Drive LT Cast
aluminum wheels, leather, all the buttons, a must see
Was $29,988

Was $15,988

*28,400

$14,600

Bank robber
blows cover
while at bar

'With qualdi
pnid wi

TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES

$16,000

1994 Lumina Eure 2-Door Coupe - Extra nice, low
miles, good equipment.
Was $11,988

ANNU,
PERCEN1
YIELl

Outgoing LTC Clinical Director
Cindy Meador noted Kathleen's relationship with the residents was
special: "Many of our residents ask
about Kathleen."
Former LTC Clinical Director
Barbara Clapp worked many years
with Kathleen.
"She is a gracious person," said
Clapp."Kathleen could certainly be
counted on and is a kind-hearted
lady who was well thought of by
residents and families."
Morris and her husband, Doyce,
reside on South Sixth Street in
Murray. They enjoy`babysiuing 7year-old Nathan Clymer. She enjoys crocheting and plans to "enjoy
life" with her husband. They have
one son, David, of Murray.

"My young John is gone, but, last thoughts were after bringing
there are others who will suffei so much grief, pain and sorrow to
in prison instead of a mental hos- so many people."
"He was a bad boy who grew
pital where they belong," she
up to be a bad man. God have
said.
mercy on his soul." she said
Salvi was arrested the day after
the killings when he fired at least from her home in North Olmsted,
23 shots at a Norfolk, Va., abor- Ohio.
tion clinic.
Richard Scron, a security guard
Defense lawyers at the live. who was wounded in an exweek trial said their client was a change of gunfire with Salvi at
paranoid schizophrenic who envi- Preterm Health Services, said he
sioned himself a warrior fighting bore little animosity toward
an anti-Roman-Catholic conspi- Salvi, whom he described as
racy led by the Mafia, Freema- "more like a rabid animal that
sons and the Ku Klux Klan.
lashes out because of the
But prosecutors argued that sickness."
Salvi was in control of his senses
First-degree murder carries a
and deliberately planned his mandatory sentence of life withcrime. They noted Salvi practiced out parole. Massachusetts has no
at a firing range the day before death penalty. He had faced the
the killings, stocked up on 1,000 possibility of federal charges,
deadly hollow-point bullets and which could have brought the
even cut his hair after the attack death penalty, but prosecutors
to disguise his appearance.
opted not to pursue a federal
Salvi, an apprentice hair- case.
dresser, walked into the Planned
Salvi was the third man to be
Parenthood clinic in the Boston convicted of murdering abortion
suburb of Brookline, pulled out a clinic workers. Paul Hill was sen.22-caliber rifle and opened fire. tenced to death for killing a docR,cceptionist Shannon Lowney, tor and an escort in 1994 outside
25, was killed and three others a clinic in Pensacola, Fla. Earlier
were wounded.
that year, Michael Griffin was
Then, he drove two miles to sentenced to life imprisonment
the Preterm Health Services for killing a doctor outside
clinic and opened fire again, kill- another Pensacola clinic in 1993.
ing receptionist Lee Ann Nichols,
38, and injuring two others.
"This is what you get! You
should pray the rosary!" Salvi
screamed as he shot Nichols, according to witnesses.
"I've always wondered what
my daughter's last thoughts were
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla.
when he killed her," Nichols'
(AP)
— A cash-flashing bank
mother, Ruth Nichols, said today.
"And I wonder what John Salvi's robber blew his cover when he
ordered a drink and flopped
$10,000 on the bar.
Steven Jeffrey Raines, 37,
walked into Testa's Restaurant in
West Palm Beach on Wednesday,
Free Mount and
New and Used
sat down at the bar and ordered a
Computer Balance
vodka with a plate of lemon
Lowest Prices
TIRES
slices and sugar.
Bartender Chip Welfeld said
Raines asked if he could count
his money at the bar.
"I said. 'No, go ahead,' and he
400 industrial Rd. * 753-1111
dumped $10,000...," said Welfeld, who got suspicious and
called the police.

By CAROLYN THOMPSON
Associated Press Writer
WALPOLE, Mass. (AP) —
John C. Salvi III, who was convicted of killing two people in a
shooting spree on two abortion
clinics in 1994, killed himself in
prison.
Ann Marie Salvi said she was
told this morning that her son had
died of asphyxiation. She said he
had committed suicide, but didn't
have details.
"I just found out at 6:30 this
morning. It was too hard for
me," Mrs. Salvi said by telephone from her Naples, Fla.,
home.
Salvi, 24, was found:II-cad in
his cell this morning, Department
of Correction spokesman Anthony Carnevale said. He said
Salvi's death was under
investigation.
"It appears to be a suicide,"
Carnevale said. "It happened
sometime overnight." He refused
to give details.
Salvi was sentenced to two
consecutive life terms March 18
after jurors rejected claims that
he was insane and convicted him
of murdering two receptionists
and wounding five other people
in the Dec. 30, 1994, rampage. It
was the worst anti-abortion violence in U.S. history.
In July, he was transferred to
the -state's maximum security
prison in Walpole, formally
'known as the Massachusetts Correctional Institution at Cedar
Junction.
Mrs. Salvi said she had told
prison officials she believed her
son was in danger of hurting
himself.

riot_

1995 Toyota 4 Runner 4 Wheel Drive SRS - V-6,
auto, all cast aluminum wheels, power windows,
doors, one owner, 27,000 miles

CURRE
INTERE
RAT]

Salvi commits suicide

6.9% A.P.R. Financing For 48 Months
1997 Chevrolet Lumina
Cavalier or Astro

4,401

MINIMI

On behalf of the nursing department and LTC residents, VicePresident of Nursing Sally Davenport said, "Kathleen, you did a
wonderful job, and we hope you'll
come back sometime and volunteer!"

r

1997 Chevrolet
S-10 Extended Cab

TERN

910300

Watc
Spi
TV

WAREHOUSE TIRE

Also...We Have A Great Selection Of Used Trucks And Low Mileage Like-New Program Cars.

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET GEO, INC.

TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES
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Showroom Hours: 8-8 Mon.-Fri.: 8-5 Sat.
Service Dept. Hours: 7:00-5:30 Monday-Friday

Take a drive
to Lone Oak

EXCLUSIVELY AT
SPIRIT SHOPPE!
UK Bar Stools

env

Hwy. 641 South • Murray • (502) 753-2617

30" & 24"
Tail Gate Stools
Fdot Stools

the tntemection of Lone Oak Rd. & Lakeview Dr
in the Marketplace Shopping Center in Lone Oak
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Gamma Beta Phi inducts 91 new members
The Gamma Beta Phi Society
inducted 91 new members into their
organization this fall, including 16
from Murray. The induction ceremony was held Oct. 7 in the Curris
Center Ballroom.
Gamma Beta Phi is a national
collegiate honor and service organi-

zation. New inductees met the initial
requirement for membership by attaining a scholastic ranking within
the top 10 percent of their class.
Students from Murray include:
•Keisa Bennett, daughter of Donald and Jean Bennett of Murray.
Bennett is a junior and member of

Hester Residential College.
•Bethany Call, daughter of William and Brenda Call of Murray.
Call is a junior and member of
Hester Residential College.
•Kevin Michael Clouse, sophomore, member of Richmond Residential College.

-Lisa Clees Darnell, daughter of lege.
•Emma L. Shaw, daughter ol
•Richard J.M. Robinson. son of
Eva Clees of Murray and Eddie
Sheila and Don Henry of Murray.
Clees of St. Augustine, Fla. Darnell Frank and Janet Robinson of Mur- Shaw is a freshman and member of
is a member of Springer Residential ray. Robinson is a sophomore and
White Residential College.
member of Franklin Residential
College.
•Steven J. Stroud, son of James
-Allison Eldridge, freshman, College.
and Mary Stroud of Murray and
"Mark E. Sallin, son of Ronald Gary and Martha Hardman of Henmember of Springer Residential
and Joyce Sallin of Murray. Sallin is derson. Stroud is a sophomore and
College.
-Victoria Ann Holton, daughter a sophomore and member of Frank- member of Hart Residential Colof Mike and Vicky Holton of Mur- lin Residential College.
lege
ray. Holton is a junior and member
of Hart Residential College.
•Michael A. Meadows, member
of Richmond Residential College.
SPIRIT
30-MONTH
24-MONTH
12-MONTH
182-DAY
-Alisa Morris-Shirkey, daughter
CERTIFICATE
CERTIFICATE
CERTIFICATE
CERTIFICATE
of Carole L. Shirkey of Murray.
TERMS
OF DEPOSIT
OF DEPOSIT
Shirkey is a sophomore and member
OF DEPOSIT
OF DEPOSIT
of Richmond Residential College.
•Jason Neale,son of William Earl
and Rachel Neale of Almo. Neale is
MINIMUM
a junior and member of Elizabeth
Residential Colle.ge.
qennifer M. Paul, daughter of
CURRENT
John and Karen Paul of Murray.
INTEREST
Paul is a sophomore and member of
RATE
..
Richmond Residential College.
ANNUAL
-April Peal, daughter of Ricky
PERCENTAGE
and Ava Peal of--A-Imo. Peal is a
YIELD
sophomore and member of Regents
Residential College.
-Traci Ann Richerson, daughter
1111 Main, Murray, Kentucky 42071
of Ginny Richerson of Murray and
Jim Richerson of Harrisburg, Ill.
COMMONWEALTH BANK
502-759-9443. Member FDIC. Equal Housing Lender
Richerson is a sophomore and memA Federal Savoys Sank
ber of Elizabeth Residential Col- On Oct 19th,approximately 40studentsfrom Martial Arts America traveled to
Paducah to compete In Hwang's U.S. Open Championships. Four of the
school's black belts were eligible to compete for grand champion In form
competition. Those four students were Josh Elliott, Julie Ramsey, Luke
Puckett,and Aimee Kakasclk won grand champion In form. All of the students
Paducah * Fleming Furniture * Benton
placed first, second or third In sparring or form competition. Pictured are,
.Paducah * Fleming Furniture * Bcnton
front row,left to right: Will Pitman, David Free, John Kems, Linda Dinh,Chris
Chunn, Erik Ramsey, Michael Bokeno, Brett Gibson;second row, left to right,
Josh Elliott, Luke Puckett,'Sean Ramsey, Aaron Bergquist, Julie Ramsey and
Master Tung Dinh.
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5.06% 6.03% -5.78% 5.68%
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Living room, Dining Room, Bedr000m & more!

PAY NOTHING
Furniture
Connection

44,3

•

You will find Goodies and Gifts
galore and PAY NOTHING for more
than 1 full year today at all
3 locations of Fleming Furniture.
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'With qualified purchase of $499 and 0.A C. Finance Charges Do Not Accrue if
paid within terms of contract. Special Orders - 25% deposit required.

Watch Our
Special
TV Show
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PADUCAH SUPERCENTER OPEN SUNDAY 1 TO 5
Merchandise similar as shown.
Comcast Ch 13
Thursday 11/28
%Op P.M.
Saturday 11/30
9:00 P.1.
OPEN
SUNDAY
1 To,

Murray Cable Channel 34
Tuesday 11/26 8:30 P.M.
Thursday 11/28 7:00 P.M.
Saturday 11/30 8:30P.\1.

SUPERCENTER 3801 Hinkleville Road
Highway 60 • A Half Mile East of 1-24
Paducah, KY 442-4455 • 1-800-788-6224
Op.., Daily
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451 South 16th Street Paducah, KY
SUNDAY
1 TO 9
442-4465 • 1-800-450-6224 °
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1 TO 9
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Assistance Avastailit

Paducah * Fleming Furniture * Benton * Paducah * Fleming Fumiture * Benton

Rededication to signal
reopening of Fine Arts
A rededication of the Fine Arts 1945 to house art, drama and music.
Building on Murray State Univer- The Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
sity's campus on Sunday, Dec. 8, was addLAI in 1971, Lonnecting the
will signal the expected reopening Fine Arts Building and Lovett
of the building for the spring semes- Auditorium.
ter. The schedule includes an open
Renovation plans for the Fine
house at 1 p.m., a ribbon-cutting . Arts Building began in 1988, and
ceremony at 2 p.m., formal rededi- funding was obtained ,in 1993. The
cation ceremonies and a pertormace demolition phase of the renovation
at 2:30 p.m., and a reception and
project began in the summer of
resumption of the open house at
1994. Two weeks into the work, a
3:15 p.m. The general public is fire gutted the interior of the buildinvited to the events, with special ing. The building was declared to be
seating reserved at the 2:30 p.m. repairable. After repair was accomportion of the program for patrons plished and structural integrity
of the tine arts building fund-raising
strengthened, the renovation got
campaign and special guests.
back on schedule with, perhaps a
Two musical compositions have one-year delay in the originally
been commissioned for the event. envisioned completion said Dr. RoPaul W.Shahan, professor emeritus ger Reichmuth,assistanj dean of the
college of fine arts and communicain the department of music and
tion. Progress is such that a second
former assistant dean of the college
reoccupancy of the facility
semester
of fine arts and communications,
is very promising, he noted.
has written a fanfare for the occasion. Dr. John Steffa, associate
Future uses of the building center
professor in the department of closely on its original concept. The
music, has written a three-movechief difference will be in the
ment work to be premiered in the
quality of the facilities and their
Performing Arts Hall as pan of the
improvements to the 21st century
2:30 p.m. program.
needs and standards. Facilities are
included in the renovation for porThe rededication ceremony of the
tions of the art and music programs
original building caps off a renovaand that of the dance theatre and
tion project begun in 1994.The Fine
classes.
Arts Building was constructed in
The renovated Performing Arts
Hall now has a larger stage and
theatrical lighting. The hall was also
enhanced by adding a small balcony
and recording/control room located
behind the balcony.
Planning for the renovation included the services of a consultant
who met with faculty and students
to outline needs. The needs were
aligned with the reality of limited
funding, Rcichmuth said, and plans
were devised. Throughout the process, faculty, ,students and staff
contributed ideas. Reichmuth noted
that primary consideration had to do
with acoustics, venting and process
needs for art instruction, and a
dance facility that had a state-orthe-an sprung floor. Accessibility
standards following the Americans
with Disabilities Act were also met.
Rounding out the celebration of
fine arts at Murray State on Dec. 8
will be the traditional "Hanging of
the Green" program. A reception
will be held at 4 p.m. in the CUITiS
Center with seasonal readings and
carols following at 5 p.m. The
celebration will conclude with the
lighting of the MSU Christmas tree
by Dr. Kern Alexander, Murray
State president and distinguished
professor.
Murray State faculty, staff, students, their families and the general
public are encouraged to attend both
the rededication of the Fine Ana
Building and the 'Hanging of the
Green."
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Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sunday 1-5 p.m. - Now through Christmas!

Come To Our
(lay Sale

go

tl

Save 20% This Weekend On Selected Holiday Gifts At
Murray's Pier 1 Annual

Holiday Gifts SALE

$60. Reg. $75. Child's Twist Papason with
Safari Pad.
$20. Reg:$25. Child's Poposon Footstool
with Safari Pad. Other pad colors available, also on sale.
Plus...Full Size
$991
Papasan w/Pad

Throughout The Store
(Sale Starts Fri., Nov. 29)
FREE
GIFT
WRAPPING!

SAVE 20% OR MORE

All Decorative Brass and Metalware, Gilded

PLUS LOTS MORE!

Eucalyptus Wreaths and Noel Pillows...

11111111 11111111111Se
...where holiday spirits soar
Hours: Mon:-Fri. 92-6:00
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Lawyer expects inclictments
ARLINGTON, Va. (AP) —
The head of President Clinton's
Whitewater damage control team
says the White House expects a
new round of indictments by the
end of February, USA Today reported today.
Jane Sherburne, the White
House counsel who coordinates
Whitewater matters, said in an interview that the expected charges
are likely to include some present
or former staffers.
She said the White House
"had expected indictments at the
end of the year," but that expectation was revised after James
McDougal started cooperating
with Whitewater independent
counsel Kenneth Starr.
However, press secretary Mike
McCurry said Sherburne planned
to issue a statement today saying
that she was commenting on media speculation about indictments
— not White House expectations.
"The White House has no reason to believe there are grounds
for seeking indictments in the
first place," McCurry told
reporters.
McDougal, a partner with Clinton and his wife in the Whitewa-

ter real estate invesunent, was
convicted in May on 18 fraud
charges and started talking with
SIMI'S investigators in August.
His sentencing has been delayed until February. McDougal's
ex-wife, convicted of fraud in the
same trial, is in prison on a contempt of court citation from a
federal judge in Little Rock for
refusing to testify before a grand
jury.
s
"With (Starr) taking testimony
from Jim McDougal until February and the time it will take to
confirm anything he says, no indictments (are likely) before
then," Sherburne told the paper.
USA Today noted that her
comments marked the first onthe-record acknowledgement
from a White House official that
indictments are expected.
Among other things, Starr is
investigating whether Clinton, as
Arkansas governor, knew about
an illegal $300,900 Small Business Administration-backed lofin
made to McDougal — as alleged
by an Arkansas businessman now
serving a federal prison for his
role in the proceeding.

Starr also is looking into
whether Hillary Rodham Clinton
lied under oath about her work
for McDougal, as well as other
matters.

Sherburne said she is returning
to her job at a Washington law
firm by year's end, but will retain
"flexibility" to return to the
White House to help out when
the indictments are issues.
Meanwhile, another top Clinton associate reiterated his determination to attack Starr in an effort to discredit his investigation.
which has already obtained a
number of convictions, including
that of a then-sitting Arkansas
governor, Jim Guy Tucker.
Tucker resigned after his conviction with the McDougals in May.
Democratic consultant James
Carville, who played a major role
in Clinton's 1992 election, told
The Washington Times that
"some people (in the White
House) don't like it, and some
people think it's fine."
"People understand that
they're not going to be able to
stop mc, so what difference does
it make," Carville told the Times
in an article appearing in today's

editions.
Carville said he had not talked
to the Clintons about his plans.
"I don't think (the president)
wants or doesn't want me to do
it," Carville said. "I tried to do
it the first day this man was appointed. I let them talk me out of
it. It was a stupid decision to
seek their permission and it was a
stupid decision on my part to follow them."
Responding to criticism that attacks on Starr would *improper
and open him up to allegations of
attempting to-obstruct or impede
an investigation, Ca?ville told the
Times:
-How can it be that you can
attack the president, you can attack the pope, you can attack the
American Red Cross, you can attack anything you want, but it's
inappropriate to attack Ken Starr?
"Where is it written that Ken
Starr is above the Constitution? I
am waiting on the appropriate authority to say that it is inappropriate for me to say what I think of
Ken Starr. I am looking for the
relevant statute, the relevant part
of the Constitution or anything
else." '

File shows concerns about mudslides

4,x4

GRANTS PASS, Ore.(AP) —
Ten years before a mudslide
roared out of the forest and
slammed into a home, killing
four people, a state forester noted
that steep slopes and unstable
soils in a proposed cle.arcut posed
a risk to the structure.
Despite the concerns, Champion International logged timber
above Rock Creek, 12 miles
northwest of Roseburg, in 1987.
Champion later sold the land to
Seneca Jones Timber Co. of
Eugene.
On Nov. 18, after heavy rains,
a mudslide came down a hillside
and crashed into the home of
Rick and Susan Moon, killing the
couple, neighbor Sharon Marvin
and friend Ann Maxwell, who
was walking up the road to join
them.
Handwritten notes in a file
kept at the Forestry Department's
Douglas District office in Rose-

burg and obtained by The Associated Press pointed out that three
homes in southwestern Oregon
were located "in an area a debris
slide could reach."
An entry dated Oct. 27, 1986,
notes the Moon home was located
on the edge of Rock Creek, adding in parentheses, "High potential for slide damage."
District Forester Steve Truesdell acknowledged the Department of Forestry recognized the
danger of landslides in the logging units, but said it had no
power to prohibit the logging.
"It's all private land. We don't
have the authority to not allow
activities," he said.
Carl Roberts, the forester who
penned the notes, said he never
considered them a specific warning that the Moons' home could
be destroyed.
Truesdell added that the Moon
house was built on an alluvial fan

left over by slides in the pasi, and
that the risk of a slide remained
whether there had been any logging or not.
A near* slide during the same
storm came out of old-growth
timber on U.S. Bureau of 1.and
Management property, Roberts
said.
"There's always a potential for
something sliding out,"'Roberts
said. "To sit here and say, 'It's
going to happen,' I can't foresee
the future like that."
Sharon Marvin's husband, Gordon, has hired a lawyer who is
investigating.
"Obviously, the primary interest is trying to analyze it so these
tragedies don't occur to others,"
attorney Art Johnson said. He
added that the families should be
compensated ''if, this resulted
from somebody's fault or
negligence."
Francis Eatherington of the

Umpqua Watersheds environmental group said the state laws need
to be changed to give the Forestry Department authority to stop
logging in dangerous areas.
"They betrayed the trust of
those people down there," she
.said.
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Everyone's favorite
holiday dish is
the one you don't
have to buy.
With PRIMESTARe• you can

give your family up to 95
channels in digital picture and sound. And you don't have

Come See What

no equipment to buy. And it
starts at about a dollar a day!
Order
PR1MESTAR now
and when you sign up
for MultiChannel 11110,
Cinemax or STARZ! and
the Encore Multiplex,
you'll get the first
month upgrade free.

the most wonderful holiday ever.

The best value In Satellite TV
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SATURDAY,NOVEMBER 30, l996
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
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Racer Inn
__Best Winter Special
Western
Murray
Hwy. 641 S. •

TODAY'S CHILDREN are well-organized and thorough, with a clear
idea of how they are going to accomplish their goals. Count on them to
make the best possible use of their time and talents. Although they take a
calculated risk now and then, they rarely leave anything to chance."Preparation" is their middle name! These Sagittarians' well-groomed appearance is
a big asset in business. They sometimes use gentle humor to make a point
subtly. Honest to a fault, they will become upset if their integrity is questioned.
HAPI'Y BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Rewards will stem from solid personal effort, not pure hick. Read
contracts %A. ith care before signing.

We can provide Information and coverage for your

LIFE

1-800-808-0036
or
753-5986
•

INSURANCE

Ask about Shelters
HOME,CAR. FARM,
BUSINESS
coverages too

Bed
Double
ane
Room

ellli

•

Remodeled
A.ccommodations, Newly
All
Breakfast Buffet
Free
and
Bagels,

Herold "Jack" Romaine
Licensed In KY 4 TN
759-1033 or 753-0873
401 S. 170 St • Murray /

Cereals,
Hot & ColdBeverages)
Fruits,
(Fresh
English Muffins &

$30
Offer

Slit

The bottom line in business will
show considerable improvement
once 1997 gets underway. Workrelated travel keeps you on the go!
Devote more time to promotional
activities. Attending a wedding or
reunion could rekindle a romance.
You decide to make overdue home
improvements or build a new
dwelling. Friends from overseas will
enrich your life.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DAY: actor Robert Guillaume, outfielder Bo Jackson,
actress Mandy Patinkin, writer Mark
Twain.
ARIES (March 21-April 19):
Your personal life is at a turning
point. Shifting gears at work will
allow, you to complete an important
project. Check out hot real estate
prospects, but postpone making farreaching financial decisions.
1

e ping
Right Here in
Our Community.

ILK

In

Well always be there for you.

per night

Shaw Lie Immure Cz Horne 011/
1
4* CambIL MO

BAR-11-11

1, 1997
Expires March

Hotel/Meeting and
Largest
419t
to
In Murray
Facilities
Banquet

"Good Food At Reasonable Prices"
Great Weekly Specials
Large Hamburger,
"
Fries &
Medium Drink

29

(FRIDAY NIGHT BUFFET)
Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish Fillets,
Fried Chicken, Hickory Smoked Ham, Food,
Bar, Salad Bar, Dessert Bar, Drink. '

1,1

•

$695

Monday-Friday 10:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m.

Chestnut St.

Murray, Ky.

753-0045

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Your hopes and wishes are about to
come true. Avoid people who are
nosy or negative. A new hobby provides many happy hours. Start wrapping Christmas packages so that you
can mail them early.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): A
relaxing day is in store..Plan a small
celebration for tomorrow. Being
more sensitive to your mate's needs
will draw the two of you closer
tollethez
CANCER (June 21-July 22):
Seek ways to improve your cash
flow. Performing more services for
yourself will cut costs. Be direct but
not blunt in your dealings with others. Acts of kindness will help
romance blossom.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Be

CM

4
I.1 A

$200

304 I

1st dc

each
day.
(Tues
Pen9
blind

Xa

philosophical about the hand you
have been dealt. Ration your energy
carefully. Decisive action will be
needed at a moment's notice. Rely
on your instincts.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Consult a doctor before embarking
on a diet. Promote good health
through daily exercise and good eating habits. Old friends return to
town with a wonderful unusual plan.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Avoid
crowding too much into your busy
schedule. Instead simplify your life
by limiting your commitments.
Attend only those events that really
interest you.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Attending classes could boost your
earning power by giving you new
professional skills. Write down the
names and phone numbers of any
contacts you make today.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): You can increase your vitality
by taking better care of yourself.
Resolve to eat tight and exercise
regularly. A child needs gentle guidance. Avoid sounding domineering.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): Share happy moments with
close friends and good neighbors. A
casual lunch leads to mutual understanding. Someone offers you welldeserved praise; respond in kind!
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
A family member who interferes
really does have your best interests
at heart. Maintain your composure
and avoid quarreling. New group
affiliations prove rewarding. A dazzling invitation is featured.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
Avoid going overboard when planning a special event. Let good taste
be your guide. A neighbor seeks a
favor; grant it if no money is
involved. Local events sound exciting. Take your loved one along.
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WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS

4.

The way people talk
around here.-

Cellular takes the time

Cars,
"Dd
11

to get to know you.
Waived

act) vattu

So instead of just

Da
peddling the latest
high-tech bells and
whistles, we find the

MA.

calling plan and

No,
can pi
Plans
Healti
McCc
the pl
flies c
of W
If 3
high,
chang
presel
you d
pre-e:

phone that makes sense
for you.
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One-veer service agreement required 500 local bonus minutes on rate plans of $35.00 or more. 250 bonus mimeo on we stens el S34.95 or below. Somas minutes must be used
by March 31, 1997 Roaming charges. taxes. toNs and network surcharges may apply. Other restnchons and chimes may re*. See Owe for delek. Not wad with any other otters
Offer expires November 30. 1596

30 North Main Strut
821-1111

FNMA
1733 Kentucky Avenue
444-00N

Murray

906 S 12th Street
153-7533

For other great
offers, stop by du
mationaid agora

Johnson's Furniture
118 North Main St
965-2269

Johnson's Furniture
126 1N•st Main St
365-3882

Advanced Cellular
b Paging
295 0. South Lane
821-18118

Lloyd's Corner
313 East Main
522-8401

Mel

Ptxtw Communications Custom Audio
410 US Hwy.62 E
, 405 E. Centers
311-7070
1254326

Mines* Electronrcs
5th and Adams Strait
333-5561
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES

TO PLACE
AN AD

12111)1QY ACI1
$6.00 Column Inch
AO% Discount 2nd Run.
00% Discount 3rd Run.
44/.1 Ads M. Run wenin 600V Aided)
$2.00 per column Inch extra for C 1.0
TU•sday (Shopping Guide).
020
025
Reader Adl
030
304 per wciarl,..46.00 minimum 040
tat day.64 per word per day for
050
each additional consecutive
day. $200 extra for Shopper
(Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for
90
blind box ads.
370

t.ecia Nottce
Notice
Personas
Cord or Thanks
Vr Memory
.Oft & FOUnCll
FARMERS MARYE
Form Equipment
UvOSIOCk & SUporieS
Poultry & SUPPOOS
Pr°axe
Feed & Seed

390
433
•
mak
required
to
will
be
ere
A $2.00
arty changes to ad after deodllne. 550

Iciallale..42,512.2(eP2d

CALL 753-1916
SERVICES

MPLOY ME NT
hemp Wonted
Domestic & Cnsacore
Sinuotion Wonted
Business Opportunity
instruction

000
230
200
290
530

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
MObile Homes f0( Pent
280
285 Mobile Home Loll Tor Pent
&Jane's Rentals
300
Wont To Pent
310
Apartments For Rent
320
Rooms For Pent
330
Houses For Pent
340
300
'or Pent or Lease

470
4130
48.5
490
495
503
510
520

ANNOUNCEMENIS
GOO
070
090
100
110

ADJUSTMENTS

ineuronce
Extermincrting
Business Services
Hearing & Cooing
Services OrTe(ea

130
140
150
155
100
16.5
1 70
180
195
?CC
110
220
240
200
380

TRANSPORTATION
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cors
Vons
Used Trucks
Campers
Boots & Motors

MERCHANDISE
Computers
For Sole or Trod.
• Want TO El,./y
Articles For Sale
Apowianc es
Home Fumlnings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Mocnines
Heavy Equornent
Sports EquiOrnenT
Prrew000
Musical
MIsceioneous
IV & Radio
Pets & Suooles

270
365
420
430
4.35
440
4:50
400

Advedbea are requeded Io
check Iho Int hssedlon of
their ads tor any arm. Aluiway
Jody*, 11 /Imes all be responsible lot or* one Incased lesedkra My swot
should be reported anmedl•
alely ao correchons can be
mode.

REAL ESTATE SALES
Mobile Homes For Sae
For Sole or Loose
Home Loons
Rea E stage
bk. OPertY
lots C:>f Sae
fOfTTIS For Sae
Homes f cy Soo

_OFFICE HOURS.,

MtSC[ILAN'OUS
Pubiic sae
Tiode
Free Coiurnr
wonreo

410
540
500
5.70

-tion.44. MO a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday Closed
• Datodines we 2 days
be adrancel

ft

"".
060

020

020

Help
Wanted

Notice

*dice

Feature Of The Week

FREE Pregnancy Tests
Lifehouse 753-0700

4 Drawer

Cheat $45

5 Drawer Chest $55
Large Armoires
Starting Al $189

Layaway Now for
Christmas!

PURDOM
Furniture&Mattress
Downtown Murray • 753-4872

LANDOWNERS
Are
beaver damaging your land
and valuable timber' Now
offering removal thru Feb
'97 My service to you is
free If interested contact
Phillip Carter, 759-4803
THANKSGIVING
Weekend Sale at the Hitching Post Gifts in Aurora
Discounts to 40% Friday
11 ,29, Saturday 11/30,
Sunday 12/1 Store hours
I0am 5pm 474-2266

ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753 6981
ENJOY a massage and re
lieve pain, release stress
relax mind and body Call
Dave or Tern at Massage
To You, 7 days, 10a-10P,
753-3801 Housecalls
Available!

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 191
Unless still in School
their
College,
or
family group hospital
insurance may have
expired due to age.
Our most popular Major Medical Policy of
fers comprehensive
benefits at reasonable
rates. For free information call:

McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

Lordy Lordy
Look Who's
Forty---NIne
Love,
Linda, Jim, Jason,
Mitzi, Morgan

050
Loot
And Found
FOUND Golden Retriever
at MSU. N 16th St,
11/22/96 Collar, no tags.
Call 753-1164 to identify.
060

Jerry

"free local claim service"

HOUSE of Clothes, now
open Mon-Sat,9 to 5. Sun 1
to 5 Nice consignment clothing $1 00 Buys mens,
women, children jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses 13 Miles from
Murray on Hwy 464. Call
489-2243 or 753-6981

tie0
Wanted
ATLAS Transmission has
opening for manager trainee Excellent opportunity
for the right person good
benefits Apply in person or
call 759-5000, ask for Paul
Sales experience is
necessary
a ATLAS Transmission is
now looking for experienced automotive mechanic Apply in person or
call 759-5000 ask for Paul

zr11iuht4s
CARPET & FL OR COVERIN
Doing it right the first time costs'
Ives than doing It over.
First Quality carpet, hardwood, tile & vinyl

753-7728

Murray

•

Hazel, KY

HALEY'S

CURRENTLY accepting
applications for custodians
Great hours, great pay Call
Diamond Polish Janitorial
Service at 502-767-0687

144Puck
Ewa Rental and Sales
Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Now, regardless of IlEALTIL you
can purchase any of the Major Medical
Plans approved by the Board of the KY
Health Purchasing Alliance. The
McConnell Insurance Agency offers all
the plans and represents all the companies offering this insurance to residents
of Western Kentucky.
If your current Major Medical is too
high, call us for a quote. You can now
change and shop for price alone. If your
present policy is over 12 months old,
you do not have any waiting period for
pre-existing conditions.

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night

FOREMAN/PRESSMAN
at Murray State University. Full-tim• position
with b•nefits. High
school graduate or equivalent with ability to use
mathematics in print- related situations required.
Experienc• should include five years as a professional offset printer,
familiarity with Heidelberg press operation,
successful history of 4color process printing,
knowledge of paper ordering, and g•n•ral
understanding of print
shop equipment and procedures. Supervisory experience preferred. Salary $9.50 per hour. Request application by
calling (502)762-2147 or
apply in person to: Human Resources, Sparks
Hall, Murray State University, PO Box 9, Murray,
KY 42071-0009. Application must include resume
and printing samples. An
EEO, MiF/D, AA
employer.
Apply at
HELP wanted
Essenhaus
Dutch
Cafeteria 753-2334
INTERNATIONAL
EXCHANGE/ STUDENT
COORDINATOR Bring
global education to your
community. Promote cultural exchange for high
school students from 45
countries. Work with students, host parents,
schools and your community leaders Promote, organize, supervise and
make a difference! Compensation and exciting
travel incentives Contact
Glenda 1-800-859-7759

ANTIQUES Entire estates
or 1 piece Call Larry Elkins
492-8646 days. 753-1418
evenings
CASH for Gi JOE toys, old
or new 753-7185
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray
150
For Sale

ASHLEY wood stove for
sale, $150 436-5907 after
5pm
ATTENTION BARBIE
COLLECTORS' Barbies,
1996 Valentine 1st Edition,
1996 Holiday, 1996 Winter
Fantasy, 1995 Holiday
Memories- Hallmark 2nd
Edition, $40-$85 Barbie
Ornaments, 94-96 Holiday
Barbies, 1996 Springtime
Easter Barbie, 2nd Edition,
$30-$45 759-0152 after
5pm
BOOKS, $6/dz, Puzzels '6
price! Sega 5-NES, CD's,
tapes, movies Buy 3, Get 1
Free! F3ooktrader, opposite
Penneys, Mayfield
251-3233

WEIGHT bench, $50 Exercise bike, $40 Rockford
Fosgate (Mosfet) punch 45
and Alphasonik 100w sub
woofer amp,$50 each Call
753-7195 after 6pm

4PC bedroom set mattress
& box springs included, like
new & couch with reclining
ends Call 753-2145
COUCH & matching loveseat, sectional couch, coffee table, matching end
tables, king size cherry
waterbed with matching
dresser & chest, twin
waterbed with drawers,
oval area rug. 753-7629.
WATERBED, queensize
with lighted end tables Everything professional Must
sell, $200 obo Call
759-3970

BHB Firearms has moved
to town, 767-9744 Pistols
rifles, shotguns, hunting
supplies

BR new apartment available now on Diuguid Dr
Appliances furnished in
chiding wid, $325/mo No
Coleman RE
pets
753-9898

GUNS buy, sell
436-5650

210
Firewood
A-FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
FIREWOOD for sale
759-9244 before 8am &
after 5pm

220
Musical
7PC Powerbeat drum set
with seat, red Complete,
$350 Will store until Christmas Call 753 8623. after
4pm

RAINBOW Vacuums New
used, rebuilt, repossessed
Also Repair & Supplies
502-759-2454
190
Fans
Equipased
1945-50 RED Belly tractor
recent overall 1993 Razorback bushhog, 1994 Razorback post hole digger, 2
breaking plows, 1 disk. All
in excellent condition Must
sell, $7500/all. 492-8397

240
Alsoellaneous
DON'T WEIGHT to make
your New Year's RESOLUTION' Lose weight now &
keep it 0th Call by December 31st & receive a 15%
discount 1 800-310-3914

ECHOSTAR
SATELUTE- Systems now
available Call & find out
what the competitor doesn't
want you to know! Dish
network standard system,
$19900 when you subscribe for 1 year to
America's top 50 & 40 cd's
for $300, total of $499 Call
your independent rep
resentnives for more info at
436-2976 or 436-2777

KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Westly Village. lbr
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income 62 & older, or handicap & disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity
502-354-8888

16x80, 1994 ATLANTIC,
very nice on rental lot
759-9600
1977 ALL electric, 2br. 1
bath, 12X54, central air
$4,000
Must sell'
753-7975

NEW large 2br, 2 bath apt
Appliances furnished,
washer & dryer hook-ups,
low utilities Near Aurora on
Hwy 68 $425/mo. Call
474-2774 or 354-8824.

1987 BUCCANEER
14X70, 2br, 2 bath
489-2308

NICE, clean 2br No pets
641 South 492-8634

UNLIMITED opportunity for
persons to own then own
home based business Experience in the medical
field not a must, but a plus
For appointment call
901 759 2781
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FULLY furnished 2bc brick
w/carport, 2 full bedroom
sets, Irving room set w/
coffee table, end tables 8
753-3853
lamps 2 Living room
chairs, 25 inch console
color tv, dinette set, stove,
COMMERCIAL building or ref, microwave, w/d, brand
storage warehouse., new a/c Apprx 2 blocks
33'X51 with 10X10 over from MS U, $465/mo, absohead door Now open! For lutely no pets 753-1970 6
more into call Rogers En Months lease, available
terpnses 753 5140
mid Dec
New Buildings
All Sizes Available
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(Skirling)

LIFETIME WARRANTY
White. Grey, Tan & Beige
14x70 - 24" Avg. Height $305
Complete Material

FOUR STAR
Mobile Home Parts & Service

42-8488
9
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$39-$59 per

night

502-436-2767
••

Business On A Budget?
SAVE $173

with this 2x2

consistency ad in classifieds every
day for a month - including
Shopper for only $195.

753-1916

Call

For Details

_

TRACTOR TRAILER DRIVER
Rollins Dedicated Carriage Services, Inc. has
an immediate opening for DOT qualified
tractor trailer drivers with a least 2 years
It° experience. Work is primarily over the road;
steady; home each week. You will earn
excellent wages and a full benefits package
incuding major medical, vision, dental, prescription, retirement program and much more.
For further details, call 753-1156. Must pass
DOT physical examination and drug screen.
Equal Opportunity Employer.

OPPORTUNITY
PRINCIPAL

ADMINISTRATIVE

-

The Paducah Area Technology Center operated by
the Workforce Development Cabinet, Kentucky
Tech West Region is seeking a dynamic team
leader with hands-on expertise in communications,
computers, budget management and administration. Duties and responsibilities include supervision and operation of the center which serves
secondary and post-secondary students.
Must hold one of the following:
(1) KY Dept. of Education Vocfrech School
Certificate in Administration, supervision and
coordination supplemented by 3 years of experience working with vocational education programs.
Graduate study will substitute for the required
experience on a year-for-year basis.
(2) KY Dept. of Education Vocational Principal's
Certificate
(3) KY Dept. of Education Secondary Principal's
Certificate
(4) KY Statement of Eligibility For Vocational
School Principal supplemented by 2 years of
experience working with vocational education
programs.(Graduate study in vocational education
will substitute for one year of the required
experience.)
Minimum entry level salary is $30,923 with
additional salary based on degree and years of
appropriate work experience.
For those interested in a challenging career, call
502-824-7546 or write KY Tech West, 100 School
Avenue, Madisonville, KY 42431 for an employment application. Applications must be received
by close of business 12-06-96. Resumes alone are
not acceptable.
"An Equal Opportunity Employer MIF1D"
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Whirlpools & Fireplaces Atuilatilc
Satellite 7'V
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Business Traveler Rates
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Lakesuite, Condos & Cottages
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PARADISE RESORT
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3BR, no pets 753-3300

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

767-0924
-

1614 OLIVE, gas heat. al
ublities furnished Coleman
RE, 753-9898

340
FOR rent 3 bay garage on
Houton
major highway Natural gas
For Rent
heating, office, water furnished Working floor lift with 2BR, 2 bath, central h/a,
new compressor $450/mo appliances furnished Also
759-5096 or 759-9046
2 3br duplex Coleman RE
OFFICE space for lease 753-9898
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St 2BR in Hazel, deposit &
753-8302 or 753-9621
lease required 492 8526
after 7pm

Call for reservations now!

•

Rooms
For Reed

Business
Rentals

Book now through Christmas Day
for Businesses, Private Parties,
Churches or Home.

Business
Opportunity

330

100

Murray • Benton
Mayfield • Paducah

100

VERY nice 2br, 2 bath, with
garage, appliances furnished, $550/mo One
month deposit, one year
lease No pets 753-2905or
753-7536

'4 ACRE lot, $75/mo
753-6012

SANTA'S
COMING. TO
YOUR TOWN!

WILLING to babysn in my
Kirksey home MondayFriday Call 489 2997

VERY nice 2br, 2 bath duplex with garage Ap
phances plus wid furnished Central gas h/a
3mos old Lease plus deposit No pets $575/mo
753-3119

Mobile
Home Lots For Real

2 miles North of Murray On The
4-Lane Across From Memorial Gardens
E-L Terms Free Delivery 753-4566

HOME cleaning, reliable,
reasonable rates
901-247-5929

FALL SALE - FALL SALE

EXTRA nice 2br duplex,
carport, gas heat, ap
pliances, deck Lease, no
pets 710 Sycamore
$500/mo 753-7457

1650S0 ft, Doublewide
3br, 2 bath on 2 45 acres in
Alma Must sell, $63,000
759 2310

753-1916

call Us Today!

2BR nice duplex, central
h/a, appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898

EXTRA large & extra nice
full baths & 2
2br duplex
8 baths all appliances
furnished No step entrances. all doors 3' wide.
covered carport & 20'X30'
storage building in the rear
References required No
pets 753-3018

285

Wiggins Furniture

VISA]

* UNDERPINNING *

COME see all the changes
that are taking place here at
Hilldale We now have 2br
opts available, central h/a,
lots of closet space, carpeting, appliances furnished,
added security, handicap
accessible Stop by our office to fill out an application
or call 437-4113 for directions Office hours, MonFri, 7 30-3.30 Equal Housing Opportunity TDD*
1-800-545-1833 ext 287.

2 OR 3BR, gas or electric,
central h/a Edge of city
limits 753-5209

Now Going On At

Visa and Master Card

BRAND new, 21x, 1 1h bath
townhouse appliances
plus w/d furnished, $500
per month lyr lease, Imo
deposit No pets Call
753-2905 or 753-7536

GAS heaters, unvented.
12,000 btu, $16299,
18,000 btu $178 99, 28,000 1976 GRAIN truck, metal
btu $18900 Wallin Hard- sides, metal bed, twin hoist,
ware, downtown Pans on Chevrolet Call 753-7319
between 5 & 6pm
the square

UNHEARD OF PRICES AT
STOREWIDE REMODELING SALE

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

(2) 2BR duplexs, stove, refrigerator, w/d hook-up,
storage Puryear, nice
area $380/mo and
$400/mo plus deposit of
No
pets
$350
(901)782-3495

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 1,2 & 3BR apartments Mur-Cal Apartments, 902 Northwood Dr,
Murray, KY 759-4984
Equal
Housing
Opportunity

FIREWOOD for sale Will
deirver 436-2779

Mobile
Homes For Sale

CHRISTMAS gifts Beautiful executive desk, solid
black walnut, 3h.X6tt, plus
desk top accessories
$1,250 firm! 436-5959

COMMERCIAL tanning
bed, 44 bulb, stand up unit10-15 sessions 489-2116

1 OR 2br opts near downtown Murray 753-4109

SKI MACHINE Call after 6
759-9839

170
Vacuum
Chews

CLOCKS Sessions mantel
clock, adamentine, original
kitchen, Alaron, German
anniversary 759-1322

trade

270

CHtLDS truck bed
mattress, $100 753-8778

•

•I

Apartments
For Rent

WASHER & dryer, recliner,
electric typewriter Call
436-2326

,WELL house heaters 450
watt, thermostat controlled
heat. $18 99 Wallin Hardware, downtown Pans on
300-400 USED concrete the square
blocks, long wheel base
Leer fiberglass camper top160
per Call 436 5692 after
Home
5pm
Furnishkos

•

-•

Sports
Equipment

1996 HOLIDAY Barbie
$100 Call 489-6085, after
6pm

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable Call
Linda 759-9553

•

•

SEE us for your barn or root
metal Cut to length
Cover's 36 .inches, many
colors Economy Metal &
Supply Co 489-2722

Domestic
ChMeare

905 Sycamore • Murray • 753-4199
Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

s- • •-•,----1•41::‘H:
.0-•••

SECTIONAL sofa, oak
kitchen table, oak dining
room table with padded
chairs Little Tykes 3 piece
kitchen with dishes
759-2546

070

McConnell Insurance Agency

•,•
--••••71,•

NEW 65 carat marquee
diamond solitaire ring
Never been worn $1,100
437 4432

Want
To Buy

VENDING service position,
60 year old company, excellent benefits, competitive salary, mechanical aptitude required Apply at
Pepsi-Cola, 1531 Hwy 641
N. Benton, KY

GUARANTEED ISSUE
MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE

GO carts and mini bikes by
Manco Ideal Christmas
gifts Now at Lambs Small
Engine, 101 Industrial Rd
753-2925

140

PART time experienced
waitress Must have outgoing personality & be very
motivated Apply in person
at Pam's, 410 Main St,
Mon Fri, 2pm-4pm No
phone calls please

Cars, Custom

200

COMPUTER CLASSES
NOW BEING HELD DAYS
AND EVENINGS FOR
WINDOWS 95, INTERNET, US OFFICE AND
OTHERS. CALL HAWKINS RESEARCH AT
753-7001 TODAY.

MANAGER TRAINEE
wanted Experience in Collections, Sales. and/or
Management a must We
offer 45 hour work week
with health, life, and vaca
tion benefits We also have
a employee purchase plan
If you have experience call
us at 444 9600 and ask for
Kenny

P.O.Box 1040 A. Murray,
KY 42071.

320

Computers

LOCAL company looking
for OTR Transport driver
The person selected for this
position will be home most
weekends and all Holidays
Competitive mileage allowance and hinge benefits.
Interested persons send
letter of application with
names of last five employers (Dates of employment
and duties performed) to
Personnel Department,

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
30 Years Experience
Jim Knight Sales 6 installation Too Tok, pd
Jay Knight
, With Knight
K',gill s
Hwy 641- 1V2 Miles South of Murray to
Tom Taylor Road Right 1500 yards

1120
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Used
Toads

Swim
Olorsi

CHERRY Corner wee repo
house & lot 3br 1 bath,
$600 down No closing
cost 1 800 944 3751 for
Jeff

1990 CHEVY 1 Ion dually,
white, new custom bed with
gooseneck 75,XXX moles,
a/c Asking $11 500
753-4186

Are your
flat-roofs
a problem?

COZY 4br home at 1210
Melrose Dr seeks new own
ars for Christmas Packed
with recent updates this
lovely home features 1 a
baths plenty of closet
space a fenced in backyard with a storage building
and a patio Priced at
$63,900 with appliances
CaN 753 4899

1990 GMC Stepside bur
gundy w/burgundy inter
or. loaded 15' aluminum
wheels 74xxx SHARP'
$9500 753 4264 after
5Prn

Homes
For Sal.

NICE 3br brick, 753 3942

Sat.
All Day
Nov. 29 & 30
413 King Richard
Dr.
Sherwood Forest
Tons of Stull,
Good Stun!

SMALL house 7 miles East
of Murray Call Linzy
Beane 436-2582

FOR lease 4.200 sq ft
commercial space in ToN
gate Shopping Center. Ca
diz KY Good for one busi
ness or two compatible businesses 502 522.1304
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units avail
753 2905 or
able
753 7536
365
For Saie
Or Less*
LARGE tobacco barn for
sale or rent Coldwater
489 2116 leave message

CHRISTMAS Specials' 2
building lots Whispering
Meadows Subdivision city
water, city gas available
road frontage $6 000
each Call Edwina at Grey s
Properties 759 2001
FOR Sale 2 duplexs on
adjoining lots Built this
year Brick 2br, 2 bath with
garage, all appliances Ex
Ira nice 753 3119
GOOD duplex zoned bus;
ness or residential, 14
blocks from Court Square
Full basement. plus 2 car
detached garage Roberts
Realty, 753 1651 or Jean
753 3584
HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759 4218

livestock
I &polies
TWO AOHA granddaugh
ters of World champion sire
Barpasser Solid black
coming 2yr old will go West
ern or English Coming 3yr
old sorrell with blaze face
has lots of muscle Both
have professional training
and are good haulers Their
championship bloodlines
are a good mixture of per
formance, pleasure, run
fling and cowhorse Call
767 1351 days or
435 4289 evenings and
weekends If no answer.
please leave message
380
Pots
Supplim

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of setting
contact one of our court°
ous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

0%F.1 IXAS • %0 %10%El DO' 1

170

2 YOUNG Pointer bird
dogs 435 4041

Ferias
For kis

MoNEV DoWN

540 ACRES 4 miles East o
Murray along Scotts Fins
Road, $1 500 per acre
Could be divided
615 648 0238
ACREAGE 1A to 275A
Coldwater area owner I
nancing 502 759 4713
BUY LAND' 106 wooded
acres also 3 acres good
location near Ky Lake &
New Concord Easy terms
753-9302
Homes
For Side
2 STORY waterfront on Ky
Lake in Panorama Shores
Walkout basement, 4br, 4
baths, 2 kitchens. 2 dining
rooms. 2 Irving rooms, 2 ear
garage Vinyl & brick,
$150,000 502 436 5674
2YR old home 4 miles from
town 3br, 2 full baths, 2 car
garage Large lot and lots of
extras 753-4761
4BR 2 bath beautiful older
bock home with garage &
fireplace $90s Coleman
RE 753 9898
4BR, 3 bath house with
fenced in back yard. on
Tabard Dr in Martin
Heights Reasonably pr759 4703 or
iced
753 7688
BY Owner Hwy 121 South,
2000 + sq ft. 5 3 acres in
90's For appointment call
436 2832
NO 'MONEY DOWN

AUTO FINANCING
Bankrupt? Slow Pay? Credit Problem

.op

COUNTRY CHEVROLET

Call Tim Kinsey
527-8671 • 800-4574866
104 W. 5th Street • Renton, KY
Automated Loans
1-800-748-8353 Open 24 Hours

•••-tjl
ia
4g-

HOLIDAY Special price reduced $5,000 on new 3br
2'/i bath house Excellent
location For further infor
mabon call 753 3903 after
4pm

460

NO MONEY WW1 • NO MONEY DOWN
•

10x10, 6FT high chain link
dog pen, $200 436-2794
2FT long Green Iguana,
needs good home ve
spacious cage Lizard is in
good health whardy appe
tile. $50 firm 762 0256

sso

Frl. &

ON KY Lake, 2br furnished
available December 1st
$300/no Deposit & refer
once. 436 5459

s...REEKVIEW Sett storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40/mo 759 4081

3 HUGE comer lots in Pre
sloe Heights 500 feet from
city limits All underground
city utilities 753 2339

zrtrsiffunalmwr-ww acrii-2

Moving
Sale

LARGE 4 bedroom home
with garage, city utilities
gas heat in quiet neighborhood
Upper 530s
492 8680
LOCATED at 1321 Olive
Blvd very near MSU This
unique 3br, 14 bath home
features new central h/a
unit new plumbing wiring.
roof & dnveway Fenced in
backyard Screened in front
porch hardwood floors.
fireplace & large out building Asking $125,000 Call
753 1890 or 767 0301. after 6pm
NEW 2 story. 4br. 2'4
baths Open foyer, columns, tile floors, etc, etc
City subdivision Ready to
sell 759-2571, 435-4013,
435 4040
NEW home FOR SALE,
1602 Tabard, Martin
Heights, white Cape Cod
3br, 2 baths, dining room,
open floor plan Double
garage. quality & beauty
Call 753 0090
NICE 3br home on extra big
lot Great location to Murray
Middle School & hospital
Priced low $60'5 Call
753 5020
OPEN DAILY from
800-2 00 new house .on
Oak Hill Drive in Campbell
Estates or call 753-3903
for appointment
470

lkitorcycles
1997 HARLEY Davidson
Sportster, extras, $9,000
759-9732 or 753-9257, ask
for Mike

- -

edaiN
Visteesy
LetairaritailbosieAkeseriaSoikeitexars
V. 0
.4.

ACCEPTING reservations
on Mini Collies. Pomera
mans Mini Greyhounds &
Wolf Cubs 436-2953
AKC Miniature Schnauzer,
female puppy First shots &
wormed. 6wks old on
1214,96 Will hold until
Christmas if need. $250
753 8743
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 14
years 436 2858
GREAT pair of Pyrenees
AKC, pups, m/t, sew. beautiful
$225/$250
901 692 3640
SMOOTH hair Fox Ternor.
lyr old, male. neutered.
entorgebc, indoor pet Price
negotiable Home without
young children 753 8788,
after 5pm

— A Wondeifur Address

-

on Lynn Grove Rd., Murray, KY
Lots starting at $18,0(8). Great location
for now and the future.
Call 502-435-4487 or 904-673-0040

1977 NOVA. restored, new
paint. 350, 60 Over 10 5
comp New best of everything Positive rear Invested $5,000 For more
info call 437-4582 No calls
after 6pm, $3,500 obo

Prestige Homes
Building quality homes at an affordable
price. Free floor plan consulting and
building estimates.
We make a difference by being different'
Call today and see why your home
'
should be built with PRESTIGE,

753-5628

1991 MERCURY Tracer,
4th, $3,700 obo 753-0393
1994 CEO Tracker, 5sp
22xxx miles, black, soft top,
$7500 Call 759-4100 after
5pm
1995 DODGE Spirit, 4th
auto, cruise, low miles Call
759-4044
2, 1986 OLDSMOBILE
Cutlass'. 1 4dr, 1 2dr, 1
good condition, 1 fair Call
753 7166
1982 TERCEL, 135xxx
miles, new motor mounts,
oil filter, plugs & axle
753-9477 after 3pm only

ABSOLUTE AUCTION SALE
C.W. Shelton, Auctioneer
Saturday, December 7th, 10:00 a.m.

1993 MAZDA MX 3, Bluegreen, 48xxx miles, air, auto,
power mirror, good condition Woman driver. 1st
owner Quick sale, won't
last long. $8,200
5 0 2 - 76 7 - 9 0 8 3 ,
502-753-1379
495
Vans
1993 DODGE Caravan SE,
oaded, exceptionally
clean 436 2669 after 5pm

58 acre farm, Dexter
Location: 8 miles north of Nlurray, 8 miles
south of Benton, 1.5 miles east of Dexter
just off Roosevelt Road (Hwy. 1346)
on Nanny Neal Road
This Clark River bottom farm is a diamond in the rough. It has 35
acrcs of cleared, highly productive bottom land. With some
drainage work and clearing, this would be an excellent small
tract. It has been in regular cultivation and the 1996 crop has
been harvested. This is a bonus tract of land that could also offer
outstanding hunting.
Terms ofsale are 20% down day ofsale and balance on delivery
of deed within 30 days. There will be a 10% Buyer's Premium
added to the last bid in order to determine thefinal sales price.

For more information contact
C.W. Shelton.

212 South 7th St.. Mayfield, Ky. 42066 11111

247-1385

• 247-8477 might)

1992 FORD Ranger, red
with gray interior, low mileage Must sell' Call
753-5798
1995 CHEVROLET S 10
ext cab, black, custom
wheels, factory lift, Limited
Edition, 29xxx miles.
Call
$16,900 obo
759-5661 after 5pm
530
Services
Meted
Al Al A TREE SERVICE
skimp removal, tree spraying. hedge trimming land
seeping, mulch hauling &
mulch spreading, gutter
cleaning Licensed & in
steed, Full line of equip
ment, Free estimates Tim
436-5744,
Lamb
1400-548-5262.
A 1 Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spray
ing, serving Murray. Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737
A & A Lawn Care Leaf
mulching, raking & junk
hauling Tree trimming
Mark Lamb 436-5791
ALL around hauling, junk
clean up. cleaning out
sheds/ gutters Leaf mulching, tree work Free estimates Joe 436 2867
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp
foundations, slabs, sidewalks driveways, buildings,
remodeling. repairs. AGC
certified 489-2214
ALLEN CONSTRUCTION
building & remodeling No
job too small Phone
753 4873
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
ANY remodeling building
painting, roofing Free estimates
References
436-5008
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30+ years exBOBBY
perience
HOPPER. 436-5848

Experienced
Drywall Finishing
& Texturing
hi.w Homes or
RI17104•4

753-2627
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
fix Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replace
mant 759-1515
BACKHOE Service small
jobs, driveways, box blade,
rottertilling, snow removal
753-0834 or 759-9835
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations.
etc 759 4664

i.t0e

We specialize
In rubber
roofing!
Give us a call_

B R Roofing
492-8884

therlass
Oared
HEATING Ron Hal Heat
ing & Cooling We service
ai mator txands Complete
installation & urvt replace
meets 435-4699
HOMETOWN Building and
Remodeling We do it all
Licensed Insured to
$300,000 Fred Osborne
474-8621

LAMB Brother Home Im
provements remodeling
additions roofing, siding
tree estimates 436-2269

BUSHHOGGING, box
blade, front end loader, 52"
tiller for garden & yards
Landscaping, yards
mowed & weed eated
Snow removal, free esb
mates Call Gary 753 0912
or Pop 492-8530

LAMB'S Painting and Con
tractors No job too large or
Residential
small
Sandblasting- Spray Painting 436-5950

CARPET CLEANING
Emergency water removal
Expert furniture cleaning
Pet odor removal Free Es
bmates LEE'S 753-5827
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664
CLEANING- yards, barns,
sheds, attics, garages
Hauling Free estimates
Luke Lamb, 436 5950
COMPLETE residential
construction New homes,
add-ons, garages & remod
eling Free estimates Call
753-7091
CONSTRUCTION &
REPAIR Free estimates
Remodeling, fencing, decking, plumbing & electrical
489-2832
COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wutff's Recovery. Murray
436 5560

CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks & fencing Excellent
workmanship Affordable
rates 753-7860
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354 8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING has served Murray for
25 years All new equipment cleans deep, dries
fast Free Estimates
753-5827
LICENSED for electric and
gas 435-4358
L&L Kleening Service
Commercial & Residential
759-3967 or 474-8340
MACHINING, moldrnaleng
& casting services available JIRAK CASTING
753 4554

HANDYWORK/qdd jobs
wanted No job Too small
Just give us a call
759-1184

901-642-4077
%ming lbw) 41( Surrounding Counties Since 1989
Towers, antennas, rotors & amplificrs. We install,
repair & sell quality Channel Master parts. 40'
tower, antenna, rotor, amplifier & coax run for 1
Echostar satellite system w/I yr.
TV $650.00.
of America's top 40 programming +30 CD
channels(A 5300 value)only $499! After 1st year,
keep 40 channels for $19.99 or pick 10 channels
for $IO per month. Financing available with no

K.B. & ASSOCIATES, INC.

*Wick
Buildings*

Custom
ig
CABINETS
WOODWORKING

srAmLESS -gutters-installed, residential or commercial. Servall Gutter Co
753-6433

502-759-9672
6)0 N 41.11 Si. (Neat to Laaarter Maier) • MurT•y
A DIVISION OF S01.11 DERN WALL SYSTEMS. INC

BACKHOE SERVICE
Vsbitt

Construction
Masonry
Concrets
Complete Foundations

Law Lolling
GAME! Sepik Installer
Backhos Trucking

Phone: 502-492-8516
Pager: 742-8516
Booking masonry work for
Dec. thru March

Mr.
Mr. an

mb Brothers

BL

Tree Service

50.2-4.36-574.4.
5.48-526.2

Tree Trimming
Free Estimates LICENSED & ENSURED
Tree Removal
24 Hr Service
Operated
&
CNIXIl
Stump Remota/ Gutter araning &
Cleanup Service
Eni
Mulch Hauling
Light Hauling, Etc.
Landscaptng
TIM LAMB
Full Line of
Fledge Trimming
Equipment
Trre Spraying
liginin=

SHREDDED mulch for
sale. Will also remove
leav•s. 753-6226,
753-4168.

NA/alters Contracting
753-2592
Free Estimates
Guaranteed Quality Work
Licensed & Insured
Over 20 Years Experience
Roofing, Additions, Vinyl Siding, Decks,
Remodeling

20%

DO YOU
HAVE A
PEN 50

I cow
CIRCLE.

Discount On All Roofing
Nev. thru Feb.

• imEmENEI

I

ATTENTION I
Contractor or Home Builders

Cooksey's Plumbing
Licensed Master Plumber
Fre* Estimates
New Construction - Repair Water Heater Replacement

Phone 436-266i7i I

•

WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, camcorders, microwaves, Mon-Fn,9-12, 1-5
Free estimates VisaJMC
accepted 753-0530

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

Ice c
streets
forced s
area too
• Mum
will ob!
with a
House
today's
ger &
section
Commc
Mr: ;
drop wi
24.
hap
hood h
and Sti;
of Mrs

Build To Your Specifications!
• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
• Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops

fast

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
DAVID'S Cleaning SerRemoval Insured with full
vices 'Cleaning" vinyl sidof equipment Free esing, homes, mobile homes. line
timates Day or night,
boats, brick driveways.
753-5484
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning
acid
cleaning,
TELEPHONE JACKS INavailable David Borders, STALLED, $35.00 Cable
Insured. Completely Mo- jacks added moved Busibile Phone 502-759-4734 ness telephone systems
Cellular 502-853-1108
sold and installed Custom
sales and
DEER PROCESSING- You home electronicsTelephone
skin them & we'll profes- service Murray
753-7567
sionally custom cut, grind & and Electronics
Reliable Service
wrap for your freezer Call Prompt
Olde Tyme Meat Shoppe THE Gutter Co Seamless
Dixieland Center, Murray aluminum gutters, variety
753 MEAT
of colors Licensed, inEstimate available
sured
by
services
ELECTRICAL
759-4690
R&R electric Does your
home/ business need at WANTED Odd jobs Landtention'? Call us for all your scaping, mulching, clean
electrical problems
gutters, tree removal, trim
762-0001
Murray
shrubs, hauling, leaf cleanCellular- 519-1592
up, aerating, fertilizing, etc
For free estimate call
EMERGENCY WATER
753-9048 Leave message
REMOVAL LEE'S CARHave references,
CLEANING.
PET
experienced
753-5827.
G & E Plumbing repairs
Free estimates 492-8680
or 759-5613

Call

Fax: 502-753-0816
Bus: 502-753-0834
Wick Buildings...Strong Buildings.

PLUMBING Repair All
types plumbing repair
Reasonable rates
502 437-4545

ROOFING and painting, interior, exterior. etc 25yrs
experience 10% Discount/
Senior Citizens Mowing &
Yard Maintenance
474-0107.

Kelly
Shannon
Amy Lo
comb, I
ton, El
Fnebel,
lington,
Hainswc
West, a!
High Sc
National
Mr. i
were m;
Births
Hye-och
Nov. 24
Randy
Jennil
son LaF
at First

This incentive is for buildings to be erected
between Jan 15, 1997 and Apr. 30, 1997

MORRIS Mobile Home
Movers Licensed & Insured Local and Out of
State Moving Phone
767-9630

PLUMBING repairs
service 436-5255

Services
Offered

HEY!!!
OWN YOUR OWN WICK BUILDING
FOR AS LITTLE AS $500.00 DOWN

KITCHEN CABINET RE
FACING Make your old
new again with Formica All
colors, free estimates
Wulff s Recovery Murray
KY 436-5560

BOB'S Plumbing Service
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753-1134
492 8584

Beasley Antenna Service

Don't fuss...
Call us!...
Appliance Repair Service
& Maintenance
Ph. 502-767-9552 • Ft. 502-767-9284
118 5th Street - Murray, KY 42071

TAP
TAP
TAP

28 Yrs. Experience
C. VanBuren
Factory Trained Technician Serving City & County

So(

down payment!

son
Used
Trucks
1968 CHEVY twb, 307, 350
turbo Good wood hauler
$600 obo 759 3135 work,
759-4740 after 6pm

Kentucky made crafts, antiques, floral &
herb arrangements.
Lay-away, gift certificates
Custom orders taken on decorative
painting & woodwork.

1976 CJ-7, V-8. automatic
73.XXX miles new soft top
Must sell'
$3.650
753-7975

On II\1

121, I nit. iitilli ot
Ness' Concord. Ky.
„

1984 CHEVY Scotsdale
4x4, 350 motor Call
753 0507 after 5pm

it

Clean out your closets and basement with a
classified ad. It's a great way to get rid of items
you no longer use and make extra money.

Call and place your ad today!

1984 S-10, V-6, automatic,
air, p/s, pit, tilt, cruise
white. new Ores $2,850
Must sell' 753-7975

the
CUSTOM KITCHEN CAB/NETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

1988 S 10, LWB, V-6. auto,
air, 79,XXX, $3,500
435-4319

C.W. SHELTON AUCTION COMPANY

0

1990 SILVERADO. 58,000
miles great condition, Avb
753-9558

1982 AMC Eagle, new tires
& brakes $900 obo
436-5787
1988 PONTIAC Trans Am
GTA, white with tan interior,
power, 350 TPI, 59,XXX
miles $7,500 437-4432

GE

...,...

•

S 3J

460
Public
Sale

LARGE 3be 3 bath in k4ar
tin Heights, single family
subdivision $700/mo
753 5344

•
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Houses
For Rent

• .„.
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All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

1989 FORD ext cab 4x4,
302, 5sp 1978 3.
1 ton Ford,
4 x4
767 9449 or
437 4,393
1990 CHEVY Silverado.
white 767-9657

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
4OP SUNBURY MURRAY (9•Firld Bunny Bread)
•
M

..0Vild°16.
.
li\U'

MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES
(502) 753-1916
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Tea years ago
Kelly Bolls, Laura Greer,
Shannon Wells, Melissa Gray,
Amy Long, Marla Ford, Lee Holcomb, Ricky Jobs, Hugh Houston, Elizabeth Oakley, Kathy
Friebel, Becky Wolf, Dustin Ellington, Ken Mikulcik, Ken
Hainsworth, Bill Maddox, Mark
West, and Ben Yoo are Murray
High School seniors named to the
National Honor Society.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Osbron
were married 50 years Nov. 14.
Births reported include a girl to
Hye-och and Kwang Ho Yoo,
Nov. 24; a girl to Deborah and
Randy Smith, Nov. 25.
Jennifer Lynn Lovins and Nelson LaRue Sosh,married recently
at First Baptist Church.
Twenty years ago
Ice covered most of the city
streets in Murray yesterday and
forced school closings around the
area today.
Murray Chamber of Commerce
wilt observe its 50th anniversary
with a dinner tonight at Colonial
House Smorgasbord. Included in
today's issue of the Murray Ledger & Times is a 20-page tabloid
section about the Chamber of
Commerce.
Mr: and Mrs. Burie V. Waldrop were married 50 years Nov.

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Denton,
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Klapp, Mr.
and Mrs. Freed Cotham, Mr. and
Mrs. John L. Williams, and Mr.
and Mrs. Dick Sykes all attended
the Rizpah Temple Field Ceremonial held at Madisonville.
L.C. Miller of Murray, teacher
at North Marshall High School,
attended the convention of
mathematics teachers held at Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Lassiter
of Raleigh. N.C., and Mr. and
Mrs. Oury Lassiter of Louisville
were the teCent guests of their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Gardie
Lassiter, and their sister, Mrs.
Laura Jennings.

Forty years ago
The home of Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Puckett, located cast of
Murray, was destroyed by fire about 9:30 a.m. today.
The Rev. Leonard Cole will
become pastor of First Baptist
Church, Eddyville, on Dec. 2. He
has been pastor at Elm Grove
Baptist Church for the past seven
•'
.
years.
In high school .basketball
games, Almo beat Hazel
Benton beat Lynn Grove, Murray
Training beat Farmington, and
New Concord beat Heath. High
team scorers were Bob Pritchett
24.,hapter M of P.E.O. Sister- for Almo, Hampton for Hazel,
hood held its annual "Stitchin' William Stone for Benton,
and Stirrin — Bazaar at the home McNeely for Lynn Grove, Billy
Rogers for Murray Training, Anof Mrs. John E. Quenermous.
drus for Farmington, Billy BuThirty years ago
for New Concord, and
Robinson,
chanan
Don
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. William Moffett, Jett for Heath.

By The Associated Press
Today is Friday. Nov. 29, the 334th day of 1996. There are 32 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 29, 1952, President-elect Dwight D. Eisenhower kept his
campaign promise to visit Korea to assess the ongoing conflict.
On this date:
In 1530, Cardinal Thomas Wolsey, one-time adviser to England's
King Henry VIII, died.
In 1864. a Colorado militia killed at least 150 peaceful Cheyenne
Indians in what became known as the Sand Creek Massacre.
In 1924, Italian composer Giacomo Puccini died in Brussels before
he could complete his final opera, "Turandot." (It was finished by
Franco Alfano.)
In 1929, Navy Lt. Cmdr. Richard E. Byrd radioed that he had made
the first airplane flight over the South Pole.
In 1945, the monarchy was abolished in Yugoslavia and a republic
proclaimed.
In 1947, the U.N. General Assembly passed a resolution calling for
the partitioning of Palestine between Arabs and Jews.
In 1956, the musical "Bells Are Ringing," starring Judy Holliday,
opened on Broadway.
In 1961, "Enos" the chimp was launched from Cape Canaveral
aboard the Mercury-Atlas 5 spacecraft, which orbited Earth twice before returning.
In 1963, President Johnson named a commission headed by Earl
Warren to investigate the assassination of President Kennedy.
In 1967, Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara announced he
was leaving the Johnson administration to become president of the
World Bank.
In 1981, actress Natalie Wood drowned in a boating accident off
Santa Catalina _Island, Calif„ at age 43. _
Ten years,ago: Actor Cary Grant died in Davenport. Iowa, where he
had scheduled a public appearance, at age 82.
Five years ago:-Seventeen people were killed in a 164-vehicle pileup during a dust storm on Interstate 5 near Coalinga, Calif. Actor
Ralph Bellamy died in SIllta Monica, Calif., at age 87.
One year ago: President Clinton opened'a five-day European trip in
London, where he 'met with Prime Minister John Major and addressed
the British Parliament.
Today's Birthdays: Hall-of-Fame sportscaster Vin Scully is 69. Sen.
Paul Simon, D-III., is 68. Blues singer-musician John Mayall is 63.
Composer-musician Chuck Mangione is 56.

DAILY COMICS

1 HATE
TAKING AN
UMBRELLA...
I ALWAYS
LEAVE IT
soNEPLAce

-

SHOOT! I
WELL ,YOU DID THE
REALLY DIDN'T
SMART THING
THINK IT
THIS TIME!
WOULD...
STARTING TO RAIN

THAT'S
WHY I
BROUGHT
OUR WtDRST
UN\GRELLA

3

CATHY
DO 401.1
HAVE A
PEN 50
I CAN
CIRCLE

OH,NO,NO
V.-.THEN YOLI PUT DIFFERENT7 ....THEN 4041 SPREAD THCI
COLORED STICKERS ON -ALL
STICKERED CATALOGS AND
400 NEED TO
:THE HOLIDAY CRAFTS YOU
PUT STICKERS
MAGAZINES ALL OVER THE
ON ALL THE GIFTS FANTASIZE 40LI'LL MAKE . . HOUSE ,WHERE THEY'LL STAY
...THEN 401.1 PUT DIFfERENT IN PRISTINE ARRANGEMENTS
40U THINK
COLORED STICKERS ON ALL . UNTIL NEXT FEEIRuARY
YOU'LL. ORDER
THE HOLIDAY DISHES 4011
PRETEND 4f/till GOOK...

( (fly MOTHER •
THE MARTHA STEWART
Of "POST- iT NOTES:.

FOR BETT'ER or FOR WORSE
I wAN1EDTs)6E.DIFFERENT.
I WANTEPA CHANGE BUT This, ISN'TEXACTLY
THE. CHANGE I
MEANT:-THIS
Just IsN'T

WELL,ELtLABETH SOME MME_S FirsipiNG OUT
WHAT ISN'T you,BnvIcs
you CLosER To FINpING
OUT WHAT IS!

C239

‘ies-

Nri
GARFIELD
COME. ON,400 iNGRATES!
DO YOUR WORST!

80000! •,P44:

UR.. THERE WAS A COTTON
CANDY VENDOR AT THE
SHOW TONIGHT

(3000!

ts
-W
101V
4
,
eitswww0
Mks AIWS5 11-19
MALLARD FILLMORE
IF THE MEDIA SPENT liAtf AS tAucii
TIME qcatrriNizote sr/ow ICENNEDy
I.iFE AS 110- Do JFKJoNiog4...

PEANUTS

I DON'T UNDERSTAND
I WALKED BY THE LITTLE
RED-HAIRED GIRL'S HOUSE ,
11415 MORNING, UT I DINT
SEE HER GRANDMOTHER..

4

DEAR ABBY: I dilla raing in
response to Mary: Lou rhjlids' letter
about how parents today are so
much more lenient with their kids,
and "mare concerned with being
their children's pals" than with disciplining them.
First. I would like to know whose
house she has been visiting. I am a
15-year -old girl, and both my
younger sister and I are severely
punished for anything our parents
find inappropriate. Trust me, it's
happened. And I can tell you. Abby.
that neither of us whines or carries
tin when we get punished because if
we don't realize our own mistake in
the first place. we know that arguing won't change their minds.
Granted, my mother and father
set pretty fair rules and usually
leave them open for discussion. But
this does not mean that we drin't
have rules at all. If my parents do
consult with me on such issues as
extending a curft4. it's only because
they believe r am old enough to start
fin-ming my own opinions and -looking out for my own good.
I also found ('hilds' comment
about "when I was a kid" extremely
stereotypical of adults. It's time to
quit reminiscing about those days.
The past Is simply that -- over and
done with. Maybe parent's were
more strict "back then." but I feel
that growing up-is-it-11inch more difficult task in the '90s than it was
years ago. And please remember
that teens today have different circumstances and rules to live by.
LAURA N. KELLY. JOLIET, ILL.

NO,MAAM,THAT
WAS JUST MY
ARM,NOT ME..

Lou Childs was that many parent. seem reluctant to enforce
their own rules for fear of traumatising their little ones, and
an excellent way to ensure obedience is to state one's wishes in
a tone that lets the child know
this is not something open for
diacumion. Also, Ms. Childs was
writing about small children,
not young adults.
•••

DEAR ABBY:This is in response
to Mary Lou Childs of Eugene, Ore.
In her letter she complained about
how parents today, after telling
their children to do something, will
follow with,"OK?"
I don't know how everyone in the
world does this, but when my parents say,"OK?" they are not asking
if that's all right with me or opening
it up for discussion. They are making sure I- have heard them. (They
say I have a case of "selective bearing," as all teens my age do.
An example that I hear regularly
is. "Go to bed at 10:00, OK?" And
then I reply with a simple."Yes," or
else I'll go to bed right then no matter what time it is.
Abby, I am just writing to defend
my parents and others like them
who do not deserve to be insulted by
her harsh comment. Please do not
print my name. Sign me ...
OFFENDED IN ARIZONA

DEAR OFFENDED: Ms.
Childs' complaint was less
about language and more about
the issue of enforcing parental
DEAR LAURA:Thank you for authority. You do not need to
an intelligent letter. Obviously defend your parents. They
you come from a home where appear to be doing a fine job.
expectations for your ability are
***
high — but limits are set and
DEAR ABBY: I just finished
enforced. My response to Mary
reading the letter from Mary Lou
Childs — and you are right! Totally
CONTRACT BRIDGE
right! One hundred percent right!
I hear it every day: "Don't do
4
that — OK'?"
Part B cancels Part A!
Forty years as a psychiatrist and
years as a parent lead me.to say,
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diamonds.North does not need much tive view will probably work out in alcoholic families.
If a young man (about 20) can really
for 12 tricks to materialize.Thus,he" hest in the long run.
hold his liquor, there may be an up to
Tomorrow: The agony and the ecstasy.
60 percent chance that he will drink
alcoholically by the time he is 30.
Although no one would deny that
alcoholism is related to many factors,
evidence is accumulating that some
sort of genetic abnormality is probably also important.
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Calloway Middle
Breakfast
Monday - sausage on biscuit. Tuesday chicken Maar on biscuit. Wednesday • ham on biscuit. Thursday sausage on biscuit Friday - chocolate

Menus for the various lunchrooms in the county schools for
Dec. 2 to 6 have been released by
Janice McCuiston and Judy
Clark, food service directors for
Calloway County and Murray
City Schools respectively.
The menus, subject to occasional change. are as follows:
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Preschool
Breakfast
Monday - cinnamon toast and
cereal, fruit juice, skim milk; Tuesday sausage on biscuit, orange wedge,
skim milk; Wednesday - cake donut,
applesauce, skim milk, Thursday pancake on stick, fruit juice, skim milk.
Friday - oatmeal and toast, peaches,
skim milk,
Lunch
Monday - pizza, tossed salad.
tangerine, cookie, skim milk; Tuesday
- bar-b-q ribbette wiroll, scalloped potatoes. green beans, chocolate milk,
Wednesday - hot ham and cheese
sandwich, vegetarian beans,

potato chips, skim milk Thursday taco salad w/corn chips, whole kernel
corn, whole wheat brad, lettuce, tomato, chocolate milk. Friday - mini
hamburger on bun, tater tots, pickles,
onions, pineapple slice, skim milk
East, North, Southwest
Breakfast
Monday - sausage breakfast pizza,
Tuesday - sausage and biscuit, Wednesday - oatmeal and cinnamon toast;
Thursday - cinnamon raisin biscuit;
Friday - chicken fritter on biscuit Milk,
juice, cereal and toast are available
daily
Lunch
Monday - chicken nuggets w/roll,
bar-b-q sandwich, grilled cheese sandwich; Tuesday - pizza, fish sandwich,
peanut butter/jelly sandwich, Wednesday - chili criSpto wiMexican cornbread, hamburger on bun, grilled
cheese sandwich. Thursday - ham
and cheese stomboli. corn dog, peanut
butter/jelly sandwich, Friday - meat
loaf w/roll, ham and cheese sandwich,
grilled cheese sandwich Chet salad,
fruits, vegetables, desserts, milk, fruit
drink are available daily.

donut Cereal juice and milk are avail
able daily
Lunch
Monday • pepperoni pizza, grilled
cheese sandwich, Tuesday - spaghetti
*Moll. cheeseburger on bun; Wednesday - taco salad *40, breaded
chicken patty on bun, Thursday pizza, hot dog on bun. Friday - oven
fried chicken w/roll, hamburger on bun
Chef salad, cold sandwiches, fruits
vegetables and milk are available
daily
Calloway High
Breakfast
Monday - chicken fritter on biscuit.
Tuesday • sausage on biscuit: Wednesday - ham and cheese on biscuit,
Thursday - scrambled egg, bacon,
toast, hashbrowns, Friday -. steak on
biscuit Cereal, toast, juice and milk
are available daily
Lunch
Monday - beef nuggets w/roll,
Chuckwagon sandwich; Tuesday chicken/noodles w roll, hot ham and
cheese sandwich: Wednesday - chili
wicheese wedge and crackers, philly
beef and swiss sandwich; Thursday bar-b-q chicken w/roll, Sloppy Joe
sandwich, Friday - nacho supreme w/
Mexican cornbread, chicken pattie
sandwich. Pizza, hamburgers, cheeseburgers, chef salad, cold sandwiches,
fresh fruit, vegetable bar, fruit drinks
and milk are available daily.
• • • •
MURRAY CITY
Murray Elementary
Breakfailt
Monday - Poptart and cinnamon
toast. Tuesday - scrambled eggs and
toast. Wednesday • waffles and syrup:
Thursday - chicken fritter and biscuit;
Friday - French toast sticks. Cereal,
toast, fruit juice and milk are available
daily.

Lunch
Monday • cheeseburger bar-b-q
chicken sandwich, Tuesday • pizza,
tuna salad on pita bread, Wednesday
-ravioli w/French bread, grilled cheese
sandwich Thursday - thicken nuggets peanut butter and jelly sandwich,
Friday pizza, Sloppy Joe sandwich
Vegetables, fruit, milk and peanut butter sandwich are available daily
Murray Middle
&ruralise!
Monday
cinnamon raisin biscuit:
Tuesday - chicken fritter and biscuit.
Wednesday breakfast pizza, Thursday - sausage and biscuit, Friday apple turnover Cereal, cinnamon
toast, assorted juices and milk are
available daily
Lunch
Monday - chicken nuggets, pizza;
Tuesday - spaghetti w/French broad,
grilled cheese sandwich, hamburger;
Wednesday • grilled chicken sandwich, tuna salad plate, pizza, Thursday - vegetable beeef soup and sandwich, hot ham and cheese sandwich,
cheeseburger, Friday - foot-long chili
dog, fish sandwich w/cheese, pizza.
Vegetables, peanut butter sandwich,
fruit, juice and milk are available daily.
Murray High
Breakfast
Monday - peach turnover; Tuesday
- breakfast pizza, Wednesday blueberry muffin. Thursday - Sausage
and biscuit; Friday - cinnamon roll.
Cinnamon toast, assorted juices and
milk are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - ravioli casserole, tuna salad plate, Tuesday - baked -potato bar,
Mexican pizza, bacon cheeseburger;
Wednesday- parmesan chicken, ham
sandwich; Thursday - chili and sandwich, ham and cheese quiche; Friday
- Oriental stir-fry, ham sandwich.
Pizza, hamburgers, cheeseburgers,
potatoes, vegetables, fruit, juice and
milk are available daily.

COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) —
Former Goys. Robert McNair
Former governors from both par- and John West, both Democrats,
ties today joined Gov. David
and former Republican Gov.
Beasley's delicate push to re- James Edwards also appeared
move the Confederate battle flag with the governor today. Former
from atop the last Statehouse Democratic Gov. Dick Riley, the
where it still flies.
U.S. education secretary, sent his
The first-term Republican used support, as did Republican Sen.
a statewide television speech Strom Thurmond.
Tuesday night to portray the reBeasley's plan requires legislamoval as a necessary way to tive approval.
counter what he called misuse of
Given equal time to respond on
the flag.
public television to Beasley's
"The Klan can misuse it as a speech, state Sen.
Glenn McConracist tool, as it has, and others
nell compared the governor to excan misuse it solely as a symbol
British Prime Minister Neville
for racism, as they have," Bea- Chamber
lain, who struck a deal
sley said.
-°Aith Adolf Hitler that failed to
"The Confederate flag is being
prevent World War II.
torn asunder," he said. "Our
"Our governor tonight has
proud heritage and the courage of asked
you to give all to thosc.
those who came before are being
who will give you nothing,"
dishonored. I respect it and them
McConnell said.
too much to allow the flag's misBeasley said recent burnings of
use to continue."
black churches and a drive-by
Fellow conservatives in his
shooting of black teens by two
own party oppose Beasley's plan
men with Ku Klux Klan ties
to move the flag from the capitol
made it imperative to look at the
dome to a Confederate soldiers' divisive
ness of the flag.
monument on Statehouse
"Extremism breeds extremism,
grounds. But a popular Republiand because of this, those of us
can predecessor endorsed the
that honor the flag are labeled raplan this morning.
cist by some," Beasley said.
"The flag is being used now to
The flag, with a blue 'X' and
sow hate," said former Gov. Carwhite stars on a red field, was
roll Campbell. "This, in my
raised atop the Capitol in 1962 to
opinion, will end the controversy
mark the centennial of the Civit
and bring people closer."
War. Critics say it was a slap at
the civil rights movement.
Many blacks say the flag. symbolizes slavery and racism. But
polls have shown its presence is
popular among the white majority. In the 1994 Republican primary, three ()flour voters said in a
nonbinding referendum that the
flag should continue flying where
it is.
Beasley took that position during his 1994 campaign, but in reCent weeks began'quietty seeking
support for moving the flag. A similar plan died in the Legislature
two years ago.
While South Carolina is the
only state that flies the battle flag
atop its Statehouse, Mississippi
and Georgia incorporate the
flag's design in their state flags.

Ex-guard at Brink's
Depot robbed of $7.4
million wins lottery

Restonic has merged two mattress factories into one location.
They have reduced prices to help clear out huge Inventories.
We're passington tremendous savings to you on all Restonic
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$189 Full Set
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ROCHESTER, N.Y. (AP) -Milton Diehl is accustomed to
counting millions of dollars: That
was one of his humdrum jobs
when he worked as a Brink's Inc.
security guard.
He's had his fill of publicity,
too. In 1993, gunmen tied him up
and threatened to kill him before
escaping with $7.4 million in the
nation's fifth-largest armored -car
robbery.
Fortune and fame have come
around again. But this time,
they're his to savor. On Tuesday,
at age 71, Diehl was introduced
as one of three winners of a $10
million lottery jackpot.
"It's a wonderful Thanksgiving — we can't say how pleased
we are," said Diehl, who accompanied his wife to a suburban
supermarket in Penfield, where
he bought his winning ticket.
After watching the Lotto drawing on Nov. 16, the couple sat up
most of the night talking about
their good fortune.
"It would have been nice to
win earlier in my life, but I'm
glad to win later," Diehl said,
laughing.
A regular lottery player for 20
years, Diehl won a $96,000 prize
a year ago. His trick, he said, is
to select every possible number at
least once.
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